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This thesis investigates the phenomenon of Chinese marriage migration 
from the perspective of women from the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 
married to Singaporean Chinese men. Applying the feminist slogan “the personal 
is political”, I analyze China brides’ negotiations of power and control in various 
aspects of their daily lives, including the marriage migration process, dealing with 
their husbands and kin, participation in the labor force, and the relationship with 
the state. I argue that the way China brides negotiate and the result of their 
struggles are linked to the volume of capital (various forms of capital including 
economic, social and cultural capital) they possess. 
As China brides’ specific circumstances and experiences demonstrate, 
Chinese marriage migration is a complex transnational issue, and the general 
discourse of China brides and media representation is biased and unjust. To 
illustrate, “China bride” carries a strong stigma in Singapore, they are depicted as 
“Little Dragon Ladies” (gold-diggers) and “crow” (sex workers). While China 
brides’ lived experiences often contradict this unjust and negative stereotype. As 
individual agents who rely on their resources to negotiate their place in society, 
their struggles are not merely for personal gain but aim for the betterment of their 




CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Every year, thousands of women from the People’s Republic of China 
migrate to Singapore and marry Singaporean men. In Singapore, they are known 
as “China brides” (zhong guo xin niang 中国新娘). For more than a decade, local 
news headlines have reported sporadically on issues involving China brides1 as 
well as the general social phenomenon of Chinese marriage migration itself. 
Although the media has greatly contributed to the production of documentaries 
and news reports about China brides, the meaning of China bride is considered 
self-evident and very rarely explicitly defined. In one newspaper article, China 
brides are understood as China women 2  seeking Singapore husbands after 
migrating here. I use the term “China brides” in a broad sense by referring to 
women from the People’s Republic of China (“China women”) who entered into 
international marriages 3  or are developing romantic relationships with native 
Singaporean men regardless of whether they migrate before or after marriage. 
                                                 
1
  The Straits Times. 2008d. "Why I chose a China bride?" in The Straits Times. 19 Oct. generated a series of 
discussions. Follow ups titled “‘Why I chose a China bride’: Points in letter to undermine Singapore women 
not   justified”, “'Why I chose a China bride': It's a problem of changing gender roles and expectation”, “'Why 
I chose a China bride': Women should seek to understand men Better”, “Here's the Singaporean confusion”, 
“It's an insult to S'pore women”, “What the modern S'pore woman wants”. Other examples about China 
brides are “My brother doesn't want China bride to inherit flat”, “Better educated S’Poreans taking China 
brides”, “This will be his second bid to look for China bride”, “In search of a China bride”,  “China women 
form small part of membership”, “Trips to Beijing to win over bride's parents”, “Passion for China brides 
cools”, “Tycoon's ex-China bride pens her tale”, “China bride deserts man after 3 months”, “Are China brides 
less desirable?”. 
2
 I use China women rather than Chinese women so as to distinguish between “Chinese women” (women 
who are ethnically Chinese) and “China women” (women who come from China, i.e. PRC). China women 
and China brides have a derogatory edge in Singapore context. 
3
 International marriage and marriage migration is interchangeable in this thesis. 
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In the case of China brides, their identity as China brides was fostered and 
constructed by the external world (Singapore society) no matter whether they 
liked it or not. According to my fieldwork, sometimes China brides themselves 
took up their identity as China brides in the sense that they were women from 
China and married with Singaporeans. This identity brought them together to 
share, communicate, and befriend with each other. For instance, some formed 
informal social support groups to offer support to each other in Singapore; and 
some discussed their common concerns as China brides in cyberspace such as in 
online forums. In general, they did not see themselves as China brides through the 
Singaporean construct—in which they were depicted as relatively poor, relatively 
under-educated “little dragon girl” (those who caught Singapore husbands for 
money; similar to the English term “gold diggers”) and “crow” (those who used 
studying English language as a disguise for being mistress of married Singapore 
men and receiving financial support from these men, similar to the term 
“prostitutes”). Some China brides resisted this stereotype foisted on them; while 
some just ignored this image and let life go on. My research on 32 China brides 
shows that, their experiences did not reflect the general stereotype of China brides 
in Singapore, since there was no singular experience of marriage migration 
practices between China women and Singaporean men. Marriage migration is a 
complex and multilayered phenomenon, and some China brides’ subjective 
experiences and practices did not fit into the general discourse surrounding 
Chinese marriage migration. China brides made negotiations during marriage 
migration process and in their daily lives after migrating to Singapore. And 
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usually the outcomes of struggles were associated with the volume of capital 
(economic, cultural, and social capital) they possessed. Their lived experiences 
demonstrated that sometimes they did not struggle for their personal gain but for 
the benefits of a broader (especially affinal) family. 
 
1.1 Content of Thesis  
This thesis examines Chinese marriage migration in Singapore through 
narratives of China brides. After investigating the process of their becoming 
Chinese marriage migrants in Singapore (Chapter 2), I address their life stories 
especially the politics they deployed to negotiate for their desired social position 
in various domains: within their affinal families, in the labor market, and under 
the state governance (Chapter 3, 4, 5). Strategies for struggle were dependent 
upon the various forms of capital they possessed, and in return shaped and 
constructed their social positions.  
In Chapter 2, I analyze the relationship between marriage and migration, 
discussing what motivated China women to marry Singapore nationals, how the 
knots were tied, and their paths of migration to Singapore. I find that some 
considered marriage as the strategy of migration while for others migration was 
the byproduct of marriage. Furthermore, I argue whether marriage as the primary 
or secondary goal was related to how Chinese marriage migrants understood 
marriage and what resources were at hand. I also demonstrate how members of 
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their social networks operated as informal matchmakers and how their individual 
migration was related to joining a broader social network in Singapore. 
In Chapter 3, I explore the politics China brides applied to negotiate for a 
desirable position within their affinal families through looking into two main 
practices: dealing with marital monetary issues and relationship with family 
members. While looking into the money circulation within family relationships, I 
illustrate how control over money or monetary gains was tied to social approval, 
acceptance and affection. I intend to distinguish China brides’ personal gains from 
the broader prosperity of their affinal families. While addressing the family 
relationship itself, I argue that China brides’ relationship with their husbands and 
in-laws was a form of social capital, they were able to ally either party to bargain 
with the adversary party regarding distribution of housework, residential pattern, 
and raising children. The position of ally and adversary was subject to change 
under different circumstances. Beyond struggling over power and security for 
themselves, China brides sometimes aimed for the betterment of their children.  
Chapter 4 examines China brides’ participation in the Singapore labor 
market. I look into the meaning of working outside the home for China brides, 
and investigate how they negotiated a desirable position in the job market. The 
cultural capital (in the form of educational attainment and professional skill) and 
social capital (a supportive social network including family members and friends) 
that China brides possess had an influence on their position in the labor market. 
Although working outside the home provided China brides with a sense of 
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autonomy, some opted to sacrifice their career development to become carer of 
their children and aging in-laws. 
Chapter 5 discusses China brides’ relationship with the state. I address the 
meaning of Singapore residential rights and Singapore citizenship to China brides, 
and uncover the strategies they used to obtain their desired legal social status. 
Some China brides chose to take up Singapore citizenship which implied the 
greatest rights and benefits in Singapore; while some enjoyed the benefit granted 
to a Singapore PR, at the same time, they maintained Chinese citizenship, 
planning to live in China with their Singaporean husbands after retirement.  
To sum up, this thesis is an account of the life experiences of China brides 
in Singapore. It mainly focuses on China brides’ life experiences in the host 
society from various aspects of their lives, including the marriage migration 
process, family life, work life, and relationship with the state. It demonstrates 
Chinese marriage migration to be a complex social phenomenon; it also shows 
that the life of China brides often contradicts the image Singapore popular culture 
projects onto them. 
This study has empirical implications for the host society (Singapore) and 
Chinese female marriage migrants. Uncovering the lives of China brides in 
Singapore could help to produce a better understanding of the phenomenon of 
international marriages between China women and Singapore men. As a result, 
prospective China brides could preview the real life picture of being Chinese 
marriage migrants in Singapore, understand the possible chances and constraints 
in the host society, and learn some tips to better integrate into Singapore society. 
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From the host society’s side, the stereotype of China brides might be corrected, 
and the government might understand China brides’ concerns and aspirations so 
as to initiate and execute proper social policies to assimilate those marriage 
migrants and make international marriages exert positive influence on Singapore 
families and society as a whole. 
 
1.2 The Phenomenon of Marriage Migration in Singapore 
1.2.1 Significance and Trend 
International marriage in Singapore is not new. National Population 
Secretariat 2009 reported the state of marriages between Singapore citizens and 
non-citizens from 1998 to 2008. SC (Singapore Citizen) marriages can be 
understood as describing the at least one party of marriage as a Singapore Citizen. 
The chart below shows that the portion of SC/non-SC marriages among total SC 
marriages increased from 32.8% in 1998 to 38.7% in 2008.  
The number of international marriages was relatively stable before 2003, 
and rose to 8,406 (41.0% of all SC marriages) in 2005 and then remained at a 
level of 8,100 marriages every year between 2006 and 2008. Figures from 
Population in Brief 2010 showed that this trend is continuing to strengthen; the 
number of non-citizen spouses married to Singapore citizens is 8,8484in 2009 
(National Population Secretariat, Singapore Department of Statistics, Ministry of 
Community Development, Ministry of Home Affairs, and Authority 2010).  
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 Source5: National Population Secretariat, Government of Singapore 2009 
        
Tan (2008) even pointed out that international marriages in Singapore 
were more common than inter-racial marriages, which accounted for 10–12% of 
Women’s Charter marriages registered in Singapore between 2002 and 2006 
(Singapore Department of Statistics 2005b; Singapore Department of Statistics 
2006b; Singapore Department of Statistics 2007).  
Among all these international marriages, male Singaporean citizens 
married to foreign spouses greatly outnumber that of female Singaporean citizens 
married to foreigners (Chart 2). In 2008, all of the increase in international 
marriage was accounted for by an increase in Singaporean men tying the knot 
with non-Singapore women. Specifically, more than three quarters of 
international marriages were between Singapore men and brides from other 
countries, predominantly in Asia.  
                                                 
5
 It is important to note that data are based on marriage registrations in Singapore. Therefore the actual 




Source: National Population Secretariat, Government of Singapore 2009 
 
Singapore males opting for marriages with females from other Asian 
regions parallels a common pattern of cross-border, intra-Asian marriage 
elsewhere, with foreign brides from less wealthy countries (especially from China 
and Southeast Asian countries) marrying men from more affluent countries, 
particularly in East Asia (Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan) 
(Toyota 2008). 
 
1.2.2 Historical Background   
Singapore has been attracting migrants from countries all over the world 
since the early 1800s. But early migrants were overwhelmingly male and female 
migrants were rare. According to Ng (2005), “in 1836, there were 14,642 males to 
every 1,000 females amongst the Chinese in Singapore.” This gender imbalance 
remained the norm for Singapore for more than a century. In a predominantly 
male populated (mainly Chinese) society, prostitution—a large contingent of sex 
workers from China and Japan “servicing” the male population became a 
common feature of that era. As Ng (2005) argued, lack of independent livelihood 
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options contributed to the fact that most of these women chose to live by 
providing sexual services at that time. Samsui women from southern China 
migrated to Singapore in search of a better life in 1920s and they worked as 
construction workers as men did. Ng (2005) categorized them as de-sexed—
celibate and never married; while Low6 mentioned that some of them married 
native Singaporeans. For Samsui women, working as female migrants in 
Singapore enabled their social contact with Singaporeans and some ended up with 
marrying local Singaporeans. Immigration policies changed in the 1930s, and 
many Singapore males chose to bring wives from China and created a more 
‘family oriented’ population. 
In more recent decades, before China and Singapore established 
diplomatic relationships in 1990, there were few cross-border marriages between 
Chinese and Singaporeans. The marriage registration procedure was complicated 
as well. One party had to get many documents particularly Singlehood Certificate 
notarized in another embassy which established diplomatic relations with both 
China and Singapore before marriage registration. In 1990s, most migrants were 
so called “special talent” (The Straits Times 2008a). They entered into health, 
construction, and manufacturing industries as labor migrants, contributing to the 
economic development of Singapore. In addition, students from China were 
allowed to study at tertiary institutions mostly on scholarships and in private 
schools which usually offered English language course. A negative image of 
                                                 
6
 Kelvin E.Y. Low once presented his research on Samsui women in a NUS Sociology department seminar, 
His Phd thesis is titled The Samsui Women Community in Early and Contemporary Singapore: Gender,  
Migrant Labour, Life Stories and Transnationality 
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China women was shaped at that time. They were called “Little Dragon girls” and 
“Crows”. The number of Chinese nationals including Singapore PRs, working 
professionals, and students soared to nearly 100,000 by 1998. 
After the financial crisis in 1998, when Singapore opened doors to receive 
foreign students for primary and secondary school education, study mamas 7 
emerged. Their reputation was quite poor because some of them were caught for 
illegal activities (Asiaone 2009) or immoral deeds; Singapore state put restrictions 
on them8(The Straits Times 2008c)  (Au 2006) and some locals even showed 
hostile attitude towards them.  
By November 2008, the total number of China nationals who were 
studying and working here could be close to one million (The Straits Times 
2008a). No official statistics on the number of international marriages between 
China women and Singaporean men are available, because the authorities do not 
release nationality-specific figures. However, by all indications, the number is in 
the tens of thousands. For instance, Hainan is just one of those primary provinces 
in China, which export brides to Singapore. Thomas Foo, the president of Hainan 
Hwee Kuan 9  estimated, since the early 1990s, about 10,000 Hainan women 
married to Singaporeans and settled down in Singapore 10  (The Straits Times 
2008b).   
                                                 
7
 China study mamas are China women who accompany their children to study in primary and secondary 
school in Singapore. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Study_mama;  
8
 Au (2006) said, a study mama “gets a long-stay permit, but isn't permitted to work for the first 12 months. 
Even after that, there are restrictions to what employment she can take up. According to newspaper reports, 
there are hardly any jobs that pay enough to support mother and child, let alone pay the school fees. Hardly 
any legitimate jobs, that is.” 
9
 It is a clan association in Singapore. 
10





1.2.3 Academic Attention to the Phenomenon         
Given the large number of foreign wives in Singapore, it has garnered 
some, though not an overwhelming amount of attention from scholars, within a 
wider literature on female migration11 – among which sex workers and domestic 
workers have garnered the greatest attention. Research on sex workers is often 
about safe-sex intervention including condom use and HIV prevention (Ratnam 
1986; Wong, Chan, Chua, and Wee 1999; Wong, KW, and Koh 1998). Yeoh and 
Huang12 (1998; 1999) contributed significantly to the study of domestic workers 
in Singapore. They focused on domestic workers’ individual experiences, 
addressing their identity negotiations as a marginalized group in Singapore. Lyons 
(2009) went further to investigate transnationalization of domestic labor activism 
as a type of social movement. Regarding female labor migration, Hui (2002) 
documented the economic development in Singapore and its impact on labor 
migration. Low 13  investigated the Samsui women community in Singapore. 
Recently, Jongwilaiwan (2009) looked at cross border marriage between 
Singaporean men and Thai women. In addition, an on-going project is probing 
into commercially arranged transnational marriages in Singapore and Malaysia14. 
By contrast, press media is more active in reporting stories about foreign brides 
                                                 
11
 Ng Tisa (2005) examined the phenomena of female migration in Singapore, and classified female migrants 
in Singapore into four types: (1) sex workers; (2) domestic workers; (3) female “foreign talents”, and (4) 
foreign brides. 
12
 Yeoh and Huang also examined another kind of female migrants in Singapore--‘study mamas’ from China 
who accompany their children to Singapore for the latter’s education. 
13
 Low’s Phd thesis is titled titled The Samsui Women Community in Early and Contemporary Singapore: 
Gender Migrant Labour, Life Stories and Transnationality. 
14 The project is titled State Boundaries, Cultural Politics and Gender Negotiations in Commercially Arranged 
International Marriages in Singapore and Malaysia. 
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and their Singaporean husbands. But media portrayal is usually not fairly 
representative. Although positive stories about foreign brides and their husbands 
are sometimes reported (The Straits Times 1996; The Straits Times 1999), there is 
a predominance of negative press about foreign brides, in particular China brides. 
The following is an excerpt from a piece of local news which provides a sense of 
the general tone found in the local press (The Straits Times 2000b): 
"They've (Singaporeans) read too many horror stories about China brides. 
They have a phobia… the "watershed" was the lengthy court fight between 
Madam Shi Fang, a Beijing native, and her Singaporean husband, the son of a 
shipping tycoon. The legal drama was played out over three years from 1995. 
They had divorced in 1993 after a 1-1/2-year marriage. But the tussle over 
maintenance, declarations in their divorce affidavits, and marriage documents 
which had been handed to the police earlier, spilled over to 1998. In 1996, 
Chinese national Lim Soo Peng also made news when she tried, but failed, to 
have her marriage to technician Soh Thian Fook annulled on the grounds of non-
consummation, after she had obtained Singapore citizenship. These and other 
such cases led many Singaporeans to view China brides with suspicion… Because 
of the bad publicity, China brides are seen commonly as gold-diggers or 
schemers who use marriage as a stepping stone to obtain permanent residence or 
citizenship… These cases actually don't happen often, that's why they have such 
high news value and are played up. And, because people keep reading about them, 
they think it's the norm… China brides have also been at the receiving end of 
unkindness, as recent reports have highlighted. The Sunday Times reported two 
weeks ago that, each month at least one foreign wife seeks help from social 
workers and lawyers for spousal abuse, and these are mainly mainland Chinese. 
Conflicts often arise when needs and expectations are not met, Ms Chan Lay Lin, 
a senior social worker at Trans Centre, a family service centre, tells Sunday Plus. 
""Most of them marry for practical reasons. But, when they move here, many are 
disadvantaged in every sense of the word. They have no support system, speak 
little or no English and have no economic power. ""And, even if they married 
mainly for money initially, they still want what every woman wants - emotional 
fulfillment. This is often lacking."                                    (The Straits Times 2000b) 
As shown above, stigma on international marriages is strong in Singapore. 
China brides had a very bad reputation, and this bad image was publicized by the 
press media. They are gold-diggers, schemers, and victims; other negative words 
associated with China brides are “fraud” (The Straits Times 2000a), “run-away 
13 
 
brides” (The New Paper 2005), “commodities that can be bought” (The Straits 
Times 1998a), “desertion and non-security of immigration status” (The New 
Paper 2009; The Straits Times 2009), “Little Dragon Ladies” (The Straits Times 
2008a). Their Singaporean husbands are depicted as social rejects who have failed 
in the local marriage market (Today 2007) owing to unattractiveness like old age, 
bad education and low income(The Straits Times 1998b).  
Some organizations have also taken serious actions to study the issue of 
foreign brides and initiate material-based and social support to foreign wives. The 
Association of Women for Action and Research 15  (AWARE 2006) wrote a 
foreign bride report from the feminist perspective. They saw foreign brides as 
victims deserving empathy and were outraged that women were treated as goods 
during the matching process arranged by marriage brokers. The Archdiocesan 
Commission for the Pastoral Care of Migrants & Itinerant People (ACMI) 16 
provides assistance and companion to foreign spouses. The Star Shelter17 ran by 
the Singapore Council of Women’s Organizations (SCWO) also protects foreign 
brides who are victims of domestic violence. In China brides’ case, some clan 
associations offer them assistance in settling down in Singapore and provide legal 
advices and representation to them18 when their marriages break down. 
 
                                                 
15
 Visit AWARE website http://www.aware.org.sg/. 
16
 ACMI’s website: http://www.acmi.org.sg/. 
17
 The Star Shelter website: 
http://www.scwo.org.sg/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=32&Itemid=48  
18




This thesis applies the feminist insight that “the personal is political” to 
understand Chinese marriage migration in terms of a “politics of the personal” 
from the perspective of China brides. 
Lasswell’s (1936) classic definition of politics is “who gets what, when 
and how.” Although conventionally the term politics is mainly concerned itself 
with institutions; it can existed in all kinds of social relations19. Many scholars 
also contributed to extend the use of politics to individuals. “Man is by nature a 
political animal,” as Aristotle said. Rieff (1959) argued that politics can be traced 
back along a chain of projections to the individual. As Turner (2008) described, 
early feminists challenged the division between private and public, Hanisch (1971) 
advocated that “The Personal is Political”, where “political” was used in a broad 
sense as “having to do with power relationships”. Gledhill (1994) proposed that 
we appreciate “the multilayered complexity of political reality”, which includes 
“political action in everyday life and the symbols and rituals associated with 
everyday political actions; the concentration of ‘political culture’ occurs at the 
point where power is affirmed and contested in social practice.” Hanisch (1971) 
argued that “individual struggle does sometime get some things.” In a broader 
sense, any situation involving power, or any maneuvering aiming to enhance one's 
power or status in relationship with other individuals or institutions, may be 
described as politics. 
                                                 
19 Can also see http://schools-wikipedia.org/wp/p/Politics.htm.  
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Dahl and Stinebrickner (1963) said politics implies power, which is a 
relation among social actors in which “A has power over B to the extent that he 
can get B to do something that B would not otherwise do” (Dahl 1957 p. 202-203). 
Hence, politics involves the exercise of power and is associated with struggles, 
and power is about the executive ability to initiate and sustain actions in order to 
bring about desired outcomes of individuals or groups.  
Bourdieu (1994: 64) further argued, “The relation to what is possible is 
relation to power”. Capital is effectively the resources that actors take to the field; 
it is not appropriate to only consider it as having its more usual, economic, 
connotation, but as also obtaining applicability to resources like status, power, 
personal contacts, and formal and informal forms of knowledge (Hillier and 
Rooksby 2005: 8). Bourdieu further classifies three types of capital: 
“a) Economic capital or material wealth and concomitant power. 
b) Social capital, which may be defined as the resources and power which 
people obtain through their social networks and connections. 
c) Cultural capital refers to knowledge and skills that actors acquire 
through formal or informal education. It often relates to prestige and status and 
includes resources such as articulateness, persuasiveness, aesthetic preferences 
and cultural awareness. Typical cultural capital derives from language, 
educational, and/ or professional credentials.  ”             (Hillier 2002 p.173-174) 
Therefore, politics is about exercising power, and the possession of power 
is related to capital (in all its forms) possessed by agents. In this study, I look into 
power struggles of China brides; examine how they repositioned themselves and 
their acquisition and application of power for their desired social positions in 
various social practices, including entering into international marriages and 
migration to Singapore, dealing with circulations of money in family relations and 
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relationship itself, participating in labor force, and negotiating with the state. I 
argue that the lived experiences and practices of China brides were far more 
complex than the portrayal by Singapore popular culture especially press media. 
They were labeled as China brides who caught Singaporean men to marry and 
were after men’s wealth or residential right in Singapore. As marriage migrants, 
China brides were making negotiations for their desired position and status. The 
conditions of possibility were related to their previous experience (as a result of 
socialization to some extent), capital possessed, and position in the field. China 
brides’ negotiation and bargaining implied their expectations on gaining a sense 
of power to control and construct their lives. Yet they were not overly 
individualistic, since under some circumstances, they aimed at the betterment of a 
broader group of people. 
 
1.4 Literature Review 
1.4.1 International Marriage and Marriage Migration  
The connotation of international marriage covers a wide range of 
marriages. Usually it is a marriage between two individuals of different 
nationalities (Tan 2006). Ong (2006) also considered a marriage international 
when two parties from the same country marry abroad. Lyons and Ford (2008) 
regarded the unions between Bintan wives and their Singaporean husbands as 
international marriages even though these are relationships of convenience and 
few are legally recognized by the Singapore state. Loos (2008) argued that a 
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marriage can also be considered international if “the two individuals involved 
come from distinct legal categories within the same colonial state.” She even 
pointed out that form and directionality of international marriages changed over 
time from the colonial era to early twenty-first century. During the colonial period, 
international marriage could be temporary intimate unions and relationships of 
convenience, but nowadays marriage registration is usually compulsory (Loos 
2008). Hereby I study the marital union of China women and Singaporean men. 
Marriage migration undeniably involves the component of migration, of 
the movement of one or the other of the marriage partners, usually the foreign 
brides. Wang and Bélanger (2008) understood foreign wives in Taiwan as 
“immigrant women who enter Taiwan through marriage to Taiwanese men”. 
Valencia (2006) argued that marriage migration is Filipinos emigrants leaving the 
country as spouses or partners of foreign nationals. Fan and Huang (1998) 
described marriage migration of rural brides in China, a practice that many rural 
women pursue migration through moving over long distances and marrying into 
urban families in exchange for economic opportunities in urban regions. Since my 
research site is in Singapore, this thesis discusses China brides who migrated to 
Singapore both before and after marriage registration. 
 
1.4.2 Causes of International Marriage Migration 
1.4.2.1 International Marriage as a Product of Globalization and Localization 
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Conventionally, globalization and increasing global mobility are 
considered as contributing to the rise in incidence of international marriage. Jones 
and Shen (2008) further suggested that issues faced by local marriage markets 
somewhat result in the trend of looking for foreign spouses. Cahill (1990) 
elaborated that other factors promote this worldwide phenomenon, such as sex 
ratio imbalances, changing family and societal patterns, employment 
opportunities and perceived better life chances overseas.  
Many empirical studies supported Cahill’s viewpoint. Due to son 
preference in Korea, illegal sex tests on foetuses often result in feticide, which 
accounts for serious gender imbalance in marriage market (Seol 2005a); as such, 
many Korean men have to search marriage partners abroad. In Japan, more and 
more women are postponing marriage and child-rearing (Piper 2003); 
concurrently, the number of people unmarried throughout life is increasing 
(Truong 1995); and consequently the population decline due to low fertility rate 
and an aging society (Chapple 2006) altogether led to the greater immigration 
including steadily increasing international marriages. Similar to Japan, Singapore 
is facing low fertility rate 20 (Jones 2007b) and becoming an aging society. 
Moreover, as Jones (2007a) argued, feminist agenda 21  prioritized the 
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 See Fertility rates at 'historic low'. http://www.todayonline.com/Singapore/EDC100623-0000116/Fertility-
rates-at-historic-low  As said in this news article, the total fertility rate in Singapore hit historic low of 1.22 
last year.  
21
 Feminism in Singapore starts from early champions of equal rights in 1950s. See “I'm A Feminist And 
Proud Of It” on http://www.herworld.com/women-now/womens-issues/feminist-proud-of-it . Non-
government Organizations like AWARE also plays an important role in promoting the idea of feminism, as it 
claims, “feminism works towards a society based on justice and equality… the very same ideology put forth 
in Singapore’s national pledge”. See 11 Myths and Facts about Feminism. 
http://www.aware.org.sg/2010/02/myths/ .  
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independence of women through advocating women to receive adequate 
education and to increase participation in the labor force; as a result, many women 
in big cities like Singapore are reluctant to enter into marriage. The “flight from 
marriage” among Singaporean women impelled Singaporean men to search wives 
globally and marry non-Singaporeans as alternative (Jones 2005).  
In the globalization era, the individual movement of China women going 
to Singapore for tourism, international studies, and job opportunities, as well as 
the mobility of Singapore men visiting China for business or personal reasons, 
promotes the chances of interaction and formation of marital unions between 
China women and Singaporean men. 
1.4.2.2 International Marriage as the Interplay of Government, Matchmaker, and 
Migrants 
Various forces including government, matchmaker, and migrants govern 
and regulate the occurrence and process of marriage migration. First of all, 
marriage is commonly regarded a private matter, but often government plays a 
role in it. Loos (2008) explained that “states ‘administered’ sex because it was 
related to the population management—as wealth, as labor capacity, as a growth 
indicator, as a resource problem—as an economic and political issue”. Tan (2008) 
argued that marriage has public policy implications in citizenship rights and 
family law. In the case of Singapore, the transnational nature of unions between 
                                                                                                                                     
Scholars also looked into the perception and practices of feminism in Singapore. See Taylor, A.M. and J.G. 




Singaporeans and foreigners challenge state sovereignty and ideology, as well as 
family policy and the application of citizenship laws.  
Although international marriages in Korea is not seen as desirable (Seol 
2005a_ENREF_89), Lee (2008) argued that Korean state actively imported 
Chinese Korean women for their unmarried rural males, and it even initiated 
changes in the laws and governmental policies to cope with international 
marriages. To alleviate marriage crisis in some rural areas in Japan throughout 
1980s, the government allows the practice of importing foreign brides (VO. 1994), 
which results in the ‘hanayome san’ phenomenon (foreign brides of Japanese 
farmers) (Piper 2003). Population quality is the concern of Taiwan government, 
and under social pressures the government changes its exclusionary policy 
surrounding foreign spouses to inclusionary after 2002 (Wang and Bélanger 2008).  
In addition to receiving and legitimizing international marriages, states 
also restrict certain kinds of marriage migration. For instance, while balancing 
one’s potential contribution 22  to Singapore and its likely demand on welfare 
(Turner 2008), marriage restriction policy is applicable to work permit holders23 
so as to ensure that unskilled or minimally skilled foreign workers remain 
temporary labor migrants rather than become PR through marrying Singapore 
residents (Tan 2006). Among the 32 China brides I interviewed, about 9 work 
permit holders were in romantic or marital relationship with Singaporeans. 
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 Turner viewed citizen rights as “contributory rights” in Bryan S. Turner. 2006a. Vulnerability and Human 
Rights, University Park, Pennsylvania: Penn State University Press.  
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 Also see Employment of Foreign Manpower Act (Chapter 91A), which clearly states that “foreigner 





Several of them were still under a work permit when getting married, while some 
upgraded themselves to semi-skilled professional holders and a few even became 
Singapore PRs or citizens before marriage. Informal and formal matchmakers 
connected prospective brides and grooms and went-between to facilitate 
international marriages.  
With the burgeoning of marriage brokers, commodified transnational 
marriages become a hot topic in many Asian countries, for example Taiwan, 
Singapore, and Japan (Wang 2007). Marriage brokers as formal matchmakers 
promote international marriages by connecting their clients across borders and 
taking care of necessary documentations for marriage and migration. Lee (2008) 
addressed that matchmaking greatly contributed to the rise of ‘mail-order brides’, 
which is considered as a route for cross border gendered migration. Chapple 
(2006) pointed out single men in Japan contacted marriage agencies to search for 
foreign brides. Similar to men in Taiwan and South Korea, Tan (2008) argued 
Singaporean men with difficulties in seeking local brides also resort to 
matchmaking agencies for the purpose of finding foreign wives. But 
commercialized matchmaking is often thought to be questionable by involving 
fraud, in particular providing false information on perspective spouses (Kim 
2004). In Singapore, there are more than two hundred matchmaking agencies—a 
few of which were founded and operated by China brides and their Singaporean 
husbands, for example, Blissful Marriage Consultants and Fate Marriage Agent24 
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 See Are China brides less desirable? The Straits Times. 19 Feb 2006. Mr Han and Ms Chen were 
matchmade by relatives. Mr Han visited Hainan for two months to get to know his potential wife, Three 
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(The Straits Times 2006). Many of them are pairing Singaporean men with 
women from China, Vietnam, Cambodia and other Asian countries. Among those 
I interviewed, only one bride was connected to her Singaporean boyfriend through 
attending social events organized by a dating agency. Informal matchmakers were 
often from kinship and social networks of the groom and the bride (Lu 2008). 
Chinese marriage migration in Singapore confirmed that relatives, friends, 
acquaintances, colleagues of brides or grooms assisted them in looking for wives 
or husbands. 
 
1.4.3 Passive Victims or Active Agents? 
Early feminist studies depicted female marriage migrants as passive 
victims rather than individuals who were actively negotiating available options 
and resources to improve their life choices. Recent studies employed structural 
approach to study female migration and they looked into constraints and 
opportunities that governed the choices of prospective migrants and examined the 
role of individual agency (Ellis, Conway, and Bailey 1996; Lim 1993; Ortiz 1996; 
Riley and Gardner 1993).  
 
1.4.3.1 Motivations 
Conventional views regarded female migrants as passive, tied movers (see 
Fan and Huang 1998). Recently, female marriage migrants were described as 
                                                                                                                                     
months later, Ms Chen moved to Singapore and the couple wed. Fate Marriage Agent in People's Park Centre 
is run by a Fujian native who was matchmade to a Singaporean man 10 years ago. 
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active agents and economic migrants (Seol 2005b; Today 2010; Wang 2001). 
Empirical studies also provided evidence to show that female migrants were 
attracted by economic benefits in more developed regions and used marriage as a 
means to achieve migration. Xia (2002) pointed out that young women in the third 
world opted to marry men from developed countries to escape oppressive and 
poor conditions in their countries of origin. Hisa (2006b) argued that most 
Southeast Asian women wish to escape poverty in their home countries by 
marrying Taiwan men. Sears (1996) indicated Indonesian women who entered 
foreign marriages with Singaporeans regard cross-border marriage as a way they 
can gain some economic capital that can be sent back to the village or create a 
family life that corresponds to that of the imagined Indonesian middle class. Seol 
(2005a) pointed out that the predominant reasons for migrant wives to make up 
their minds to get married to a Korean man were first, “economic reasons” (41%), 
and among those who got married through marriage agencies, 73% of the women 
pointed out “economic reasons” the most. For those who migrate to get married, 
they intended to break the cycle of repeat migration or to break out of limited job 
categories available to them through marrying local men (Piper 2003). And for 
those so-called ‘second wives’ or ‘Batam wives’, the illegal marriage at least 
guarantees the provision of a home (bought or rented by the Singaporean 
‘husband’) and an allowance (Lyons and Ford 2008).  
Although the economic factor is an important pull factor , it alone cannot 
fully explain the incidence of marriage migration (Freeman 2005; Lu 2005). Also, 
it is important to note that women seek marriage as an economic sinecure even 
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outside of migration marriage. Generally, high earnings and better economic 
prospect make desirable mate choices (Sweeney 2002); women are less willing to 
marry men with low earnings or unstable jobs, which indicates that men are not 
good economic supporters (South 1991). According to exchange theory, men 
exchange their economic resources for women’s sexual, domestic and 
reproductive services (Schoen and Wooldredge 1989). As a result, women’s 
participation in labor force is considered a crucial factor leading to their 
postponing marriage as a result of their less economic dependency on men 
(Bulcroft and Bulcroft 1993; Cherlin 1980).  
Lu (2008) argued that some mainland brides and Southeast Asian brides in 
Taiwan married for love. In addition, some migrants were in their early 20s when 
they migrated and had not usually been married before migrating, therefore they 
were within an age category at which marriage was common (Piper, 2003). My 
study provided a rather comprehensive profile which contains various groups of 
brides marry and migrate for different reasons, such as joining their husbands, 
looking for economic opportunities, marriage as a life event, marriage as a way to 
secure their stay in Singapore and so on. 
1.4.3.2 Experiences in Host Societies 
a) Disadvantaged Women in Alien Society 
The general image about foreign brides in host societies has been that they 
were living miserable lives and deserved sympathy (Tsay 2004). Within families, 
they were vulnerable to domestic violence (Kim 2004; Pang 2009; Seol 2005b) 
and had communication problems with family members (Kim 2004). 
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Maladjustment to gender roles in families was another problem. Wang (2007) 
illustrated that foreign brides in Taiwan were expected to be “a good wife, a good 
mother, and a good daughter-in-law”; and Lu (2008) pointed out in Taiwan, 
foreign brides had to accept that pleasing their mothers-in-law was more 
important than satisfying their husbands. 
As both Hanisch and Authony (1970) acknowledged, a woman’s wish to 
be independent and have “a purse of her own” is not possible without 
participation in the labor force. Although Singapore relies on foreign labor to 
maintain its competitiveness in unskilled labor-intensive export industries, foreign 
wives as foreign labor encountered non-recognition of educational and 
professional qualification obtained in places of origin (Lu 2008 found this among 
foreign brides in Taiwan). Hisa (2006) argued that foreign brides faced many 
obstacles while searching for jobs, because of language barrier and inadequate 
access to necessary information and resources. Many Singapore families hire 
maids to deal with domestic work which helps to perpetuate gendered notions of 
domestic work and its perceived low status and value (Rahman, Yeoh, Huang, 
and Yeoh 2005), but many China brides are confined to the domestic sphere as 
homemakers or have to sacrifice their career when their families needed them. 
Some were forced to enter workforce due to low income of their husbands (Wang 
2002). 
While coping with the state in host societies, issues and problems of 
foreign wives, such as their social status, especially citizenship, and access to 
social welfare and security were often examined and studied by scholars (Chapple 
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2006; Lee 2008; Wang and Bélanger 2008). Lister (2003) differentiated ‘formal’ 
and ‘substantive’ modes of citizenship, formal citizenship is usually denoted by 
possession of a passport while substantive citizenship25 is symbolized by granting 
rights and duties within a state. 
For foreign brides, citizenship entitlement from host states is not an 
ascribed status but achieved, which determines right entitlements and access to 
social resources (Turner 2008). It proved that obtaining citizenship through 
international marriage was not usually successful (Jongwilaiwan 2009; Wang and 
Bélanger 2008); under certain conditions foreign brides were granted visas issued 
for short periods varying from months to a few years (Chapple 2006). It is normal 
that foreign brides have to wait for a period of time to be granted PR (Chapple, 
2006; Jongwilaiwan 2009; Lu 2008), and foreign spouses of Singaporeans who 
are poorly educated may not obtain Singapore citizenship or PR as quickly as 
foreign spouses who are well-educated (Jongwilaiwan 2009, Tan 2008). Without 
citizenship or residential right, foreign brides are excluded from receiving social 
welfare benefits (Kim 2004; Jongwilaiwan 2009).  
Some studies verified that foreign brides did not pursue citizenship rights. 
For instance, Lyons and Ford (2008) described a few of Riau brides chose not to 
apply for Singapore citizenship since they did not want to leave their children 
from previous marriage behind. Some China brides I interviewed also choose to 
maintain their Chinese citizenship to enjoy social welfare in China. 
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 Lister (2003) argued that substantive citizenship in the sense of “full and equal rights and opportunities” is 
not automatically enjoyed from formal citizenship. 
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Moreover, foreign brides are facing a one-sided demand for cultural 
assimilation. Koreans in general emphasize cultural homogeneity and ignore 
migrants’ cultural background, which make it difficult for marriage migrants to 
maintain their culture; many tend to abandon their own nationality and way of life 
and to seek for assimilation (Kim 2004). In Taiwan, foreign wives are stigmatized, 
discriminated, and ‘othered’ during the assimilation process (Lu, 2008; Wang and 
Bélanger, 2008). Several China brides complained that locals did not see them as 
Singaporean even if they were entitled to Singapore citizenship.  
b) Social Actors Struggling over Power 
Beyond the perspective above where foreign brides were portrayed as 
being put in disadvantaged positions in their new locations where different social 
customs apply, scholars also argued that they were active agents who negotiate 
with their families, the labor markets, and the states (Jones and Shen 2008; 
Jongwilaiwan 2009; Lu 2008). 
Within families, Freeman(2005) stated that the threat of divorce was used 
by Chosonjok brides to negotiate a favorable situation in the family in South 
Korea. In Taiwan, some Vietnamese brides threatened to go back to Vietnam to 
bargain for a better treatment26 (Wang 2007); additionally, many foreign brides 
positively participating in Foreign Brides Literacy Program initiated by Hisa 
(2006a) to overcome language barriers and learn techniques like expanding 
relationships and improving communication with their families. Some China 
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 Because know their importance to the family and high cost of the family if they really run away. The cost 
includes the money the husband paid to the commercial agency, the face lost in the neighbourhood, and the 
loss of a good domestic helper (also see Wang 2007) 
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brides attended language courses as well but the learning result was not ideal; 
instead of using English to communicate with family members, their husbands 
and family members were used to communicate with them in Mandarin.  
Wang (2007) analyzed that foreign brides in Taiwan developed intimate 
relations with their husbands 27  to enhance their negotiation power when 
contradictory social relations emerged in the families; for instance, some brides 
agitated their husbands to live far away separately from their in-laws. China 
brides also understood the importance of having ally within the family, most of 
the time their ally were their husbands and sometimes their in-laws and husbands’ 
kin became their ally. Many of them thought moving out and living separately 
from in-laws was a good means of staying away from unwanted family 
obligations and evading conflicts with in-laws.  
Additionally, Tsay (2004) argued that most marriage spouses from 
Southeast Asia are young and in their first marriages, and they care more about 
family related issues, including childbearing and child raising, family life and 
family economy. This was also true for China brides, many were in their twenties 
and thirties when getting married, and most had no previous marriage experience, 
so they had a strong desire to build up good families with their husbands, 
although they liked remaining powerful in the family. 
In the labor force, foreign brides overcame barriers to search for 
employment opportunities. Seol (2005a) argued that many foreign brides in Korea 
entered the job market to overcome economic hardship and promote self-reliance. 
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Foreign brides in Taiwan contributed to family finance through doing agricultural 
jobs, working as unpaid family workers, and working in factories (Lu 2008). Thai 
brides in Singapore even took risks to work illegally to support their families in 
Thailand (Jongwilaiwan, 2009). Some China brides in Singapore joined the labor 
force to support family economics, earn pocket money, and expand their social 
network. Some took local courses or programmes to receive professional training 
which may improve their career development.  
There are many studies on understanding foreign brides’ negotiations with 
the state. For example, Valencia (2006) looked into how Filipinos married to 
Koreans dealt with restrictions on Korean immigration laws. Turner (2008) noted 
that foreign wives’ contribution to reproduction of the next generation appeared to 
be an effective means of acquiring citizenship in host societies. Foreign brides 
seemed more easily to be granted Residential right or citizenship right after 
having children (Jonewilaiwan 2009; Lu 2008). China brides in Singapore also 
used giving birth as a strategy to maximize their chances of applying for PR or 
citizenship. In fact, Singapore grants a large number of foreign brides Singapore 
residency and citizenship, and the state expect them to be “equal, proud, 
committed and loyal”28. 
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 See Home Affairs Minister Mr Wong Kan Seng. 2004. "Parliamentary Debates Singapore Official Report." 
vol. 77. Singapore. (11 Mar 2004) 
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1.5 Research Methodology and Informants 
1.5.1 My Position 
I am a researcher from China and have been living in Singapore since 
August 2008 for study and research purpose. My impression about Singapore was 
somewhat different from the perceptions of members of my social network in 
China prior to my education migration to Singapore. Before I came here, some of 
my family and friends in China reassured me that Singapore is also a Chinese 
society, nothing so different from China. After staying here for several months, I 
learned that same ethnicity is just a disguise and the truth is otherness. Similar 
physical features and the ability to speak Mandarin may blur the boundary 
between the PRC Chinese and Singaporean Chinese for new comers like me29. 
However, many native Singaporeans can easily distinguish the PRC Chinese from 
themselves through signals like dress code, Mandarin accent, physical features, 
and body language30. I am easily identified as a PRC lady. When I shopped in 
grocery stores, approached food stands, and stopped at news stalls, the working 
staff there often spoke to me in Mandarin even before I open my mouth to order 
things or pick up items I want.  
As such, among PRC Chinese, there exists the assumed sameness between 
China and Singapore based on ethnic ties. While on the other hand, Singaporeans 
do not usually classify PRC Chinese into the same category as Singaporean 
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 I could not tell exactly where my classmates were from when I enrolled in the university, but I could only 
roughly guess that some were from western countries, Southeast Asia, Middle East, Africa or whatever.  
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 In a few cases, some of my Chinese friends are thought to be Vietnamese, Thai, or Malay due to some 
distinguished physical features.  
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Chinese. This paradox largely contributes to misconceptions, misunderstanding or 
disappointment later on for China brides. For instance, Shiqian31 (31, Zhongshan) 
said, “When I arrived here, I did not see us as the PRC Chinese different from 
Singaporean Chinese because we are all ethnic Chinese. I spoke Mandarin as 
they did, and I also spoke Cantonese. But when Singaporeans said to me, ‘you 
Chinese this and you Chinese that, and we Singaporean this and we Singaporean 
that’, I began to realize that they see us so differently.’”  
My identity as a young female researcher from the PRC facilitated me to 
get in touch and talk with my informants—China brides. A shared migration 
experience brought us closer, no matter whether it was education migration or 
marriage migration. We left the same country and now stayed in the same host 
country. To some extent, we could relate to each other and share our stories after 
a sense of trust had been built. We talked about how we missed our family back in 
the hometown, where to find authentic Chinese food, how we liked Singapore, 
and how to adapt to the humid, hot weather here. These women understood that 
life was not easy for overseas Chinese no matter whether we were China brides or 
international students. Therefore, they treated me like their sister from China, and 
were willing to help me with my research, even though this research project did 
not offer them immediate and direct benefits. 
1.5.1.1 Constraints 
On the other hand, my identity as a foreign researcher presented 
challenges for me in winning the support from locals when I approached them 
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 Shiqian came to Singapore for her studies and finally married a Singaporean man. 
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searching for potential informants--China brides. Simply put, being a foreigner in 
Singapore, my encounters with some locals32 were not pleasant. When I asked 
native Singaporeans I met whether they knew any China brides, they looked full 
of suspicion and were very cautious, and four typical responses were “are you 
also looking for a Singaporean husband?33” “Are you a journalist34? Will you 
write a report?” “I do not know anyone.” “I know some but it is a sensitive topic 
so I do not think they would like to talk to you.” For example, once I met with a 
middle aged grocery storekeeper in his store, he was quite nice and friendly, so I 
asked him whether he knew any China brides. He looked at me up and down, with 
his face turning red. It seemed that he felt embarrassing to talk about China brides. 
After I clarified that I was not a husband-hunter or a journalist, he admitted that a 
lot of China women married Singaporeans. But he was reluctant to refer any of 
them to me. When I further asked him to connect me to some of them, he told me 
that the storekeeper next door was married to a Singaporean man. While he 
refused to talk more about her or introduce me to her by stating that, “I am not 
sure whether she would like to speak to you. Go ask her yourself.” Their caution 
and alarm might be related to my identity as a foreigner, just as several China 
brides like Jinchen35 (34, Jiangxi) indicated, “It is wise of you to interview us, 
Singaporeans will not speak to you. They dislike sharing private lives with others, 
not to mention that you are a foreigner.” 
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 I talked to many Singaporeans that my friends and I know to locate China brides. I also tried to meet with 
native Singaporeans casually through resting in coffee shops, shopping at grocery stores and so on. 
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 As a young single lady in my twenties, I am seen as being at a proper age for marriage; as a result, I am 
repeatedly misunderstood to be a lady seeking a Singaporean husband.  
34 A journalist is not welcomed, which suggests that those involved in these relationships see themselves as 
under an (unfavorable) media spotlight. 
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 Jinchen worked in a tonic shop as a sales assistant. She married a Singaporean and had two sons. 
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Moreover, being a female researcher from the PRC became a disadvantage 
in establishing initial rapport with China brides’ husbands. I remembered that a 
Singaporean girl, who assisted me in locating some China brides, sent quite some 
emails to her male friends who had PRC wives. But their responses were not 
supportive as none of those husbands showed interest or agreed to help. Several 
men simply replied, “my wife said ’no’”; another man even mocked, “My wife is 
in China, she may like to fly back to Singapore for the interview if the researcher 
is willing to pay for her air ticket.” 
Furthermore, most China brides did not (intend to) get approval from their 
husbands regarding their participation, assuming that their husbands would 
disapprove of their involvement in this project. Therefore, some did not inform 
their husbands that they participated in a research on international marriage36. As 
Xiaocheng (43, Fujian) stated, “I did not tell my husband that I was here for an 
interview as I was not sure whether he would like it. Better not tell him.” Though 
neither Xiaocheng nor other brides clearly explained why their husbands would 
object them to involve in my research, I could sense from a few words of them 
that their husbands did not want to uncover their private lives to a stranger like me 
even if I stressed that their privacy would be protected. Once a lady called me to 
cancel our interview, in her words, “I am fine with sharing my life with you, but 
my husband strongly objected it. I told him that it is all confidential, but it does 
not work. I am sorry but I have to cancel our meeting.” It was easy to infer that 
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cancellation of the scheduled interview was a way to avoid the occurrence of 
nervousness, suspicion, or discomfort between this lady and her husband.  
Regarding why China brides’ husbands were not supportive, it may be 
because many Singaporeans were very cautious and careful. They neither liked 
sharing personal lives with others nor ‘spying’ into other people’s affairs, as some 
informants pointed out. Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) said, “I have been working in this 
tonic company for several years, and I used to share happiness and sorrow with 
my Singaporean colleagues, but they rarely shared their lives with me even if we 
were good friends. Only recently I did hear that one colleague was a single 
mother and led a very hard life.” Yiliang37 (27, Jiangxi) claimed that, “It is very 
impolite to ask a Singaporean about his or her salary. As I know, many 
Singaporean parents do not even know their children’s income. Friends would not 
know how much each other earns as well. In China, people can talk about it and it 
is normal and nothing sensitive.” Hongbo38 (in his forties, Singaporean) also told 
me, “Singapore is a small country, and what people have said to one person may 
be known to everyone in the community overnight. So sometimes they are 
excessively sensitive about sharing details of their lives with others.”  
Another factor, which stood in the way of my getting permission from 
China brides and their husbands about interviews, was the strong stigma 
surrounding Chinese marriage migration and China brides. Both China brides and 
their husbands were probably often wary and allergic to the negative media 
                                                 
37
 Yiliang was a nurse in a hospital in Singapore. Her husband was a Singaporean and they had a daughter. 
38
 Hongbo is an insurance agent, who shared his viewpoints about Singaporeans and Singapore society and 
introduced some China brides to me. 
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portrayal of their marriages, and were conscious that they would be written about 
in a negative manner; therefore some China brides did not agree to be interviewed 
or chose not to meet me face-to-face, and some husbands disapproved their wives 
to speak to me. A woman39  who matched a few cases of China women and 
Singaporean men said, “My China bride friends were unwilling to meet you for 
interviews, but they were ok with me telling their stories to you. I hope you could 
understand their situation; some were shameful about their marriage. Some were 
unhappy and struggling for divorce.”  
As such, I gathered abundant first-hand materials from China brides but 
comparatively limited information from their husbands. That is to say, my 
intention to include the male party involved in Chinese marriage migration was 
seriously challenged due to the suspicion and indifference that some men showed 
towards me and my research when I sought their cooperation via emails or verbal 
conversations. Some China brides claimed that their husbands were really busy, 
which also forced me to give up the idea of interviewing them. But some men I 
met were very helpful. They left aside their preconceptions about me, overlooked 
my intrusion into their lives, shared personal details of their relationships, and 
gave comments on international marriage. So men’s views were presented in this 
thesis but it has not been possible to include the male perspective as fully as I 
                                                 
39
 I met this woman in Watsons when I was shopping. She told me that she was from China also, Hainan 
actually. Then I asked whether she was married to a Singaporean or whether she knew any Hainan brides in 
Singapore. She clarified that her husband was also from Hainan and she has several friends who married 
Singaporeans. And I agreed to help me to seek her friends’ cooperation. 
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would have liked. My focus, therefore, is mainly on the China brides—the female 
party of Chinese marriage migration. 
1.5.2 Methods 
To start with, I reviewed relevant literature and newspaper articles for any 
information on marriage migration. I also mapped out the objectives of this 
research and decided to adopt a qualitative research method. 
Basically, I used the purposive sampling technique (Ezzy 2002; 
Liamputtong and Ezzy 2005) by targeting PRC women who were dating, married 
to, divorced or widowed with local Singaporeans. I also approached individuals 
who were involved in marriage migration practices, such as China brides’ 
husbands, boyfriends, mothers-in-law, and friends, matchmakers, local 
Singaporeans and so on. Talking to different people assisted me in grasping a 
general and broad picture of marriage migration and eliciting deeper and richer 
experiences of China brides in Singapore. 
In the following, I elaborate how I had worked through networks to locate 
informants; 
Weiyin40 (40, Harbin) was introduced to me by a friend’s friend. Apart 
from sharing her life experiences with me during formal interviews, she kindly 
invited me to meet her husband and her son. We together had many less 
structured conversations while enjoying weekends in the country club that her 
husband joined—having lunch and watching movies. They also invited me to visit 
                                                 
40
 Weiyin was my first informant. When I called her for the first time to briefly introduce my research project, 




a few places of interest in Singapore. Through establishing such rapport, I 
gathered comprehensive information about their attitudes toward and opinions 
about international marriage and stories about their marriage and family life, I 
was also able to make a number of observations, for example, of how they treated 
each other, and who made decisions within the conjugal relationship.  
I came across the online profile of Julia when searching local dating clubs. 
She was a China bride whose husband died years ago; she had been running a 
dating club. After visiting her club, I volunteered to do some work for her. 
Specifically, I helped her design a website for her dating club and performed 
some administrative tasks. And in return, she participated in my study and 
introduced a few China brides to me41. She also talked about her China bride 
friends’ personalities and life stories, which complemented their personal 
narratives.  
Later on, I got to know Hongbo—the insurance agent42, who had been 
living in Singapore for 15 years and had acquired Singaporean citizenship. He 
suggested several contacts among his clients who were married to Singaporeans. 
In addition, a nurse43 working in a local hospital suggested several of her Chinese 
colleagues who had Singaporean boyfriends or husbands to me. After getting 
some initial referrals, the informant pool was expanded through a “snowball” 
technique (Ezzy 2002; Liamputtong 2005), in which informants nominated their 
                                                 
41
 These China brides were her friends but not her club members since their information were supposed to be 
kept confidential.  
42
 I met Hongbo at a seminar organized by a Chinese immigration association. He intended to find potential 
insurance clients, but he did not promote his business to a student like me. Gladly he assisted in introducing 
some China brides to me. 
43
 She was my friend’s wife. She told me that many nurses in the hospital where she workd were from China. 
Among them, some were dating with or married to Singaporeans. 
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friends or acquaintances as prospective participants44 . Then I contacted these 
potential informants and interviewed some of them with their approval. 
Additionally, I joined two on-line forums 45  for Chinese immigrants in 
Singapore, and got to know several China brides. They shared stories about 
coping with Singaporean mothers-in-law, and exchanged experiences on raising 
children by way of online discussions. Although such discussions or chats on 
cyber-space lacked facial expressions and body language, China brides seemed 
much less reserved on this interaction platform (Constable 2003). Some people 
felt more comfortable with the internet, which ensured more safety and anonymity, 
so my attempt to invite some of them for face-to-face interviews was not 
successful. 
After locating informants, I carried out ethnographic interviews to learn 
about life experiences of China brides since May 2009. In total, I interviewed 32 
China brides. Two of them only accepted telephone interviews. So I called them 
at their convenience and had a one and half an hour conversation with each of 
them. Another four preferred online chats, so I chatted with them in online chat 
rooms. The online chats46 were not completed once, and I chatted with them from 
time to time. The remaining twenty six China brides accepted face-to-face 
interviews. Each face-to-face interview lasted two and a half hours on average.  
                                                 
44
 For example, Huiping (38 Fujian) was referred by a friend’s friend. After I interviewed her, she asked her 
friend to suggest a few contacts among China brides to me, and that was how I got to know Xiaoqing (39, 
Shanghai) and Xiaojuan (40, Shanghai). Xiaoqing and Xiaojuan were close friends, so they nominated a 
mutual friend of them named Alice (37, Hubei) to me. I interviewed these three China brides individually. 
During the interviews, they were not just talking about themselves but also sharing stories about each other. 
Their individual narratives were verified and supplemented after I  listened to their friends’ sharing.    
45
 Huasing net (华新网 ), see http://www.huasing.org/; Chinese in Singapore forum（狮城论坛）
http://bbs.sgchinese.com/  
46 What Constable (2003) called internet communications and written conversations.  
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In most cases, China brides chose to be interviewed individually in the 
absence of their family members or friends. Some invited me to their houses when 
their husbands and their in-laws were not in; some preferred to carry out the 
interview outside their homes such as in Starbucks, McDonalds and KFC. Under 
these circumstances, China brides were more inclined to share and talk with me 
freely. However, sometimes intrusions were unavoidable. I find that the presence 
of others would impinge on them to be conservative or unwilling to tell the truth. 
Xuxin’s (43, Fujian) experience, was a case in point. She needed to take care of 
her children, so I was invited to her house. Her in-laws were also at home, and she 
introduced me to them as a friend dropping by. Xuxin was unable to concentrate 
on the interview due to many distractions. She had to see to her children’s needs, 
occasionally she had to help her mother-in-law with housework. What was worse, 
she seemingly dared not comment on her husband’s kin when her in-laws were 
around. When her in-laws were sitting in the living room with us, she simply said 
that her husband’s family were good; but when her in-laws were busy in the 
kitchen, she complained that she neither knew his husband’s salary nor the 
ownership of their small HDB flat, she also showed her dissatisfaction to her 
husband’s brother because he rarely shared the burden of caring for her in-laws. 
   
1.5.3 Informants 
I used a basic information sheet to gather basic demographic information 
about my informants, though some of them were hesitant to provide complete 
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information. The following is a summary of major characteristics such as age, 
education, spatial distribution, and marital experience of the China brides (Refer 
to Appendices for more details).  
About a half (15 out of 32) of the brides were in their thirties, seven were 
in their twenties and another seven were in forties, and three of them were above 
fifty. The eldest was 56 and the youngest was 25. Five brides had married 
husbands who were junior to them; for the rest, over a half (12 out of 2047) of the 
brides’ husbands were 0-10 years senior than them, and five brides were ten or 
more years younger than their husbands. More than two thirds of the brides (23 
out of 32) were from South China, and among which, seven were from Fujian 
province. Only a quarter of them (8 out of 32) received a higher education in 
China or Singapore; ten received professional certificates in Singapore through 
attending professional training programs. Twelve of them experienced internal 
migration either intraprovincial or interprovincial in China. And about a half (15 
in 32) migrated to Singapore as international students, ‘study mamas’ or foreign 
workers before meeting Singaporean husbands. With the exception of four China 
brides, the rest had no previous marriage experience; and all of them developed 
romantic/marital relationship with Singaporean Chinese. Currently two China 
brides divorced their husbands and another one was widowed, and five were still 
dating Singaporeans and would probably become China brides. Around one third 
(ten brides) were matched by their own or their husband’s colleagues, relatives, 
                                                 
47
 Seven China brides did not reveal their husbands’ age. 
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and friends, in particularly in Singapore; and about two thirds (19 out of 32) of 
China brides dated their husbands for more than one year before getting married.  
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CHAPTER 2 MARITAL DECISION: BECOMING 
CHINA BRIDES 
Marriage migration is a complex and multi-layered global phenomenon, 
and the motivations of marriage migrants are often varied and mixed. As Fan and 
Huang (1998: 229) stated, “in reality, the social romantic and pragmatic facets of 
marriage are often intricately intertwined and difficult to observe independently.” 
To better understand China brides’ marital motivations and their migration 
process, in this chapter, I analyze the relationship between marriage and migration 
through looking into whether marriage or migration was considered as the 
primary or secondary goal; whether marriage was regarded as a means to 
migration or migration was a byproduct of marriage. Sometimes informants 
tended to hide their essential motivation or deny that migration was their primary 
goal since “every society, conceals or masks the calculations involved in many 
social and cultural practices behind an ideological screen, the main purpose of 
which is to conceal form the participants themselves the economic basis of such 
calculations” (Harker, Mahar, and Wilkes 1990: 19). In this case, the criterion was 
to examine whether China brides had to rely on marriage to obtain Singapore PR 
or Citizenship.  
Based on 32 China brides’ narratives, I find that marriage as a means to 
migration and migration as a byproduct of marriage coexisted. For the former, 
China brides saw migration as primary and used marriage as a strategy to achieve 
the goal of moving into Singapore for economic opportunities and privileged life. 
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In the latter case, China brides were tied movers who viewed marriage as the 
primary goal; they migrated to Singapore to join their husbands. The resources 
available to them and their social position influenced their marriage and migration 
practices. In return, these practices shaped their identity as a migration-oriented or 
marriage-oriented marriage migrant.  
The following table roughly describes the relationship between marriage 
and migration in the case of Chinese marriage migration. Specifically, 15 brides 
out of 32 migrated to Singapore prior to marriage, either as workers, students, or 
study mamas; and the remaining 17 brides migrated to Singapore after marriage. 
In either case, there were both tied movers and those who used marriage as a 
migration strategy. Sometimes their motivations were rather mixed or kept back1 
(like the ones whose names are marked with an asterisk2). According to the table, 
fewer China brides had migration as their primary goal; many more of them 
considered migration as the byproduct of marriage if those brides with mixed 
motivations were classified into this category.” 
                                                 
1
 I could know this through my fieldwork observations and conversations with people from informants’ social 
network. For instance, when I asked why Xiaoqing chose to cross border to marry her husband, the answers 
from her husband and herself were somewhat different. Xiaoqing hided her immigration intention, claiming 
that her husband and her were in love and they would like to be together; while her husband said, “at that 
time, she was not able to come to Singapore, so we got married and she migrated here.” It is also normal that 
people choose to hide some of their life experiences. Xiaoqing simply mentioned that her marriage did not go 
well but refused to give any detailed information. Her facial expression then was embarrassing and impatient, 
so I guessed there was a story. Later on her friend Alice told me that Xiaoqing’shusband had extra-marital 
affair years ago. Another example was, Xiaojuan said her husband divorced her after having a child with 
another China woman. Her friend Xiaoqing complemented that Xiaojuan tried test tube babies but failed. 
2
 Guxia (33, Hainan) completed the process of permanent migration—taking up Singapore citizenship before 
marriage, so migration was not her concern. Claire (30, Huizhou) got PR before marriage, but we had a 
mutual friend who asserted that gossip circulated that Claire was marrying for money. For those who get to 
know their husbands on dating websites (e.g., Alice, Weiyin, Hanxiao) or in online chat rooms (e.g., Duoer) 
or through dating agency (e.g., Monica), they did not say they married for migration, but they are often 
assumed to have migration intention. Niyou (in her thirties, Hubei) and Mengjia (30, Dalian) was even 




2.1 Migration Then Marriage 
Nearly half (15 out of 32) of the China brides I interviewed met their 
husbands in Singapore after the completion of temporary migration to Singapore 
as foreign labor, international students or study mamas.  
a) For work purpose: eight brides migrated to Singapore holding valid 
work passes (WP, SP or EP 3 ). Four of them joined the healthcare industry, 
another three worked in electric companies, and the other one participated in the 
labor force after taking care of her aunt’s mother-in-law for several years. Among 
them, five met their husbands at workplace, and the other two met their husbands 
at social occasions like in disco pubs and in churches, and one was paired up by a 
mutual colleague of her husband and her. 
                                                 
3
 Work permit (WP) is for un-skilled workers, S-pass (SP) is for semi-skilled workers, while Employment 
pass (EP) is for professionals. See http://www.mom.gov.sg/profile-gateways/Pages/job-seeker.aspx. 
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b) For study purpose: five of these China women came to Singapore for 
their study. Two attended English training programmes, encountered their 
husbands at social occasions, and got married after going back to China when 
their Student Pass expired. Another two received higher education in highly 
ranked universities in Singapore, and the other one joined a private college and 
studied economics. These three continued to work in Singapore after completion 
of their studies, and met with their partners at workplaces. 
c) For companionship purpose: two China brides were study mamas, who 
accompanied their children to Singapore for their primary or secondary education. 
One resorted to a dating agency to find a spouse, and the other one was introduced 
to a local man by a friend. 
 
2.1.1 Marriage as a Means to Migration 
After migrating to Singapore temporarily as students, study mamas or 
labor migrants, China women had chances to mingle with local Singaporeans 
(intentionally or not intentionally). A majority of them got to know their husband 
at workplaces and various social occasions. A few were introduced to their 
spouses by their social contacts in Singapore. Marriage meant different things to 
them, but they had one thing in common, that is, they saw marriage a better way 
to achieve the goal of permanent migration and overcome the constraints and 
disadvantages of being a foreigner in Singapore.  
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Lily (Tianjin, 42) came here with her daughter in 2004 as a study mama. 
Life was very tough for her before she married her current Singaporean husband. 
In her words,  
“I am the sole supporter for my daughter after divorcing my ex-husband 
in China. Before we arrived, the housing agent claimed that our landlord was a 
newly wedded couple, but it turned out to be a bachelor with tattoos on his arms 
and back. I was very scared when he was loitering in the house, not to mention my 
little daughter. So most of time we kept our room door shut and stayed in our 
small closed room. What is worse, I tried to find a job to make ends meet, but 
most employers turned me down because of my identity as a study mama. Finally 
one employer accepted me, but he returned low wages for my long hours hard 
work (13 hours per day, 6 days per week, and only $900 per month). I felt 
exhausted after work; still I needed to look after my daughter at night. I felt 
insecure, pressured, and helpless, and the idea of finding a man, a local man 
actually, to marry arose.”  
Lily was aware that she needed a local husband who had a house, was 
willing to share her life burden and support her application for PR. She relied on 
her social network—her boss’s husband to connect her with her husband. As she 
recalled, 
 “At that time I worked part-time in a beauty salon, my boss’s husband 
introduced a Singaporean man to me. This man’s situation was not good either. 
His ex-wife walked out of their family 11 years ago when their son was only a few 
months old. After that, he became both mom and dad of his two kids. He worked 
hard during daytime and took care of the children at night. You know his small 
HDB flat was messy and disordered when I visited it for the first time. He really 
needed a woman to help him out. We decided to tie the knot to make our life 
better.” 
As such, both Lily and her husband benefited from their marriage. She 
applied for PR last year after they got married, though she was rejected. She 
reapplied this year, and was still waiting for the response. Her husband got a wife 
to manage the house and look after his two children.  
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Qiaoling (25, Shanghai) enrolled in an Economics programme and worked 
in an insurance company as a secretary. Her boyfriend was an insurance agent in 
the same division. Although they had known each other for quite some time, they 
did not start dating till two and a half years ago. Qiaoling, said, 
“After attending a colleague’s birthday party at one night, he volunteered 
to send me home, and I found him very sweet and considerate. Later on, I went 
back to Shanghai for a three or four-month holiday. During that period, he kept 
chatting with me via MSN and calling me. So when I came back to Singapore 
after the holiday, we started to date. ” 
In fact, Qiaoling preferred to find a Shanghainese to marry because they 
shared similar upbringing experience and marital customs. But she was dating this 
Singaporean colleague, whose different attitudes towards marriage and life 
sometimes upset her. Yet she chose to maintain their relationship and planned to 
marry him. Because she perceived that marrying a local was the best card she 
could play to get her PR. In her words,  
“We plan to get married, but there are a lot of issues to see to before 
marriage. I am holding a Work Permit, and plan to apply for PR after getting 
married. The climate for immigration is bad at present. I heard that some PHDs 
had to wait for nine months for PR entitlement; it could be even harder for me. I 
think marrying a local might increase my chances and make things easier. ” 
 For both Lily and Qiaoling, being in Singapore was an advantage since it 
offered them opportunities to get to know Singaporeans. Joining the labor market 
also made it possible that they interacted with male colleagues. Moreover, in 
Lily’s scenario, people she knew at workplace expanded her social network and 
paired her with her husband.  
Similarly, Shuyi (27, Changchun) and her husband were in the same 
church but they never spoke to each other until one day they came across each 
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other on a bus. After that, they became friends and hung out sometimes. Shuyi 
said,   
 “I did not see him as a boyfriend then. Three months later, I went back to 
Changchun to visit my family. He came along as he wanted to travel in China. 
However, due to the outbreak of SARS, I was denied entry into Singapore. So I 
stayed in China and this man went back to Singapore himself. The hospital where 
I served offered support for my reentry permit application, but it took time. While 
waiting in China, this man seemed silly because he remitted a lot of money to me 
every month, and sometimes sent me expensive gifts; not even knew whether I 
could go to Singapore again. A few months passed, I had not acquired my reentry 
visa yet; this man then asked me to go to Singapore and marry him. I agreed and 
we registered in Singapore.” 
Migration to Singapore as a care worker and joining a church (same 
religious belief as cultural capital) made it possible for Shuyi to meet locals and 
find a husband. During the SARS outbreak, her identity as a foreign spouse 
facilitated her migration to Singapore.         
Xiaojuan (41, Shanghai) and Xiaoqing (39, Shanghai) attended language 
schools in Singapore and met their husbands at social occasions. But they left 
Singapore when their student passes expired; at that time marrying locals was 
their only option for migrating to Singapore. Xiaoqing said, “my husband and I 
were in love but we had to bear long-distance love because I was in China and he 
was in Singapore. Getting married was the only way I could migrate to Singapore 
and be with him.” 
Years later, they both experienced husbands’ affairs, and took up 
Singapore citizenship before their marriages broke down. This strategy ensured 
their permanent stay in Singapore regardless of their marital status as they had to 
remain married to Singaporeans to maintain their dependent PR status. Once their 
husbands divorced them and remarried with other foreign women, they would 
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lose their dependent PR immediately if they could not secure their PR or 
citizenship application based on their personal qualifications. Xiaojuan said,  
“I have been living here for more than ten years, and I get used to life in 
Singapore. I have to apply for Singapore citizen before my marriage is dissolved. 
Because I do not have a good job and it is very difficult for me to apply for 
Singapore citizenship on my own.”  
These five women married primarily for practical reasons such as more 
job opportunities, better salary, PR status, and a sense of security in the host 
society, Singapore. Their temporary stay in Singapore ensured their opportunities 
to network with locals. Their migration intention was obvious and marriage was 
pursued as a means to immigration, especially for those who did not have access 
to other means of obtaining legal residential status. 
 
2.1.2 Marriage as Primary Goal 
Some China women did not need sponsorship from a local husband to 
acquire PR or citizenship; they completed the process of migration either 
temporarily or permanently prior to marriage. Migration was not their major 
concern; more importantly, they were looking for life partners although their 
views on what made a good partner differed. Some favored fellow China 
nationals; some wanted a caring and good man regardless of nationality, while 
others preferred rich native Singaporeans. Again their stay in Singapore made 
local Singaporeans available to them while searching for husbands.  
Lanxin (Xi’an, 33) did not want to find a local Singaporean partner. She 
explained, “due to different upbringing experiences, their way of thinking and 
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social customs are very different from us, which may lead to communication 
difficulties.” But two men she dated in Singapore were both Singaporeans, and 
she regarded this as her destiny (Yuan fen缘分). Her work as a nurse connected 
her to her current Singaporean boyfriend, who was one of her patients. Lanxin 
said, 
“He stayed in the hospital for 9 months due to a car accident. I could feel 
that he liked me but at that time I was dating a lawyer (my first boyfriend in 
Singapore) so I did not respond to his affection. However, my relationship with 
the lawyer ended because he was always busy with work and rarely spent time 
with me. This man accompanied me through the hard time after my breaking up 
with the lawyer. But still I refused his courtship because he was five years 
younger than me. You know I intended to find someone older than me and able to 
take good care of me. But finally I was touched by his sincerity.”  
Therefore Lanxin was longing for a relationship in which a man would 
love her and care about her. Migration was not her primary consideration. She 
actually disliked linking marriage to migration, as she said,  
“My application for PR was rejected last year; I will reapply maybe this 
year. I do not think it is necessary to rely on marrying my Singaporean boyfriend 
to get PR, because I believe I can get it on my own sooner or later.” 
Similar to Lanxin, Wenxi (29, Xi’an) did not attempt to find a 
Singaporean to marry, 
“I came here to work as a nurse in 2005, and I dated a China national but 
we split up. Still I insisted on finding a Chinese to marry. First of all, I planned to 
go back to China after working here for a couple of years. Secondly, my parents 
discouraged me from finding a Singaporean man, claiming that cultural 
differences may lead to communication problem. What is more, if I marry to a 
Singaporean, then I might be far away from home, and my family would not be 
able to offer me any support when I meet with difficulties. So when people tried to 
match me with Singaporean men, I used to turn them down. ” 
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However, she was dating her ex-colleague Ashui4 (27, Singaporean) who 
was also a Buddhist. Because of having the same religious belief, Wenxi 
consulted Ashui about where to find a Buddhism temple. Ashui’s voluntary 
assistance in taking care of Wenxi’s brother impressed her. As Wenxi stated, 
“At first, Ashui was just a colleague for me and we even did not talk much. 
About two and a half years ago, I was promoted to a management position; it was 
very challenging so I was almost stressed out. At the same time, my brother came 
to Singapore for his study in a private institute. He was new in Singapore; as his 
elder sister, I was responsible for helping him settle down. However, I was 
struggling in my job and rarely had time to take care of him. I was so ashamed for 
being blamed myself a bad sister. Together with the work pressure, I was sick. 
One day I asked Ashui where I could find a good temple to be alone for a while. 
After suggesting some temples, he further asked me ‘I think you have a heavy 
heart, would you mind sharing it with me to see whether I can do something to 
help?’ I was in such a bad situation that I really needed to unburden myself to 
someone. I told him about my job and my brother; I did not expect that he spent 
his free time on accompanying my brother to buy ez-link card and SIM card, and 
to open bank account as well. He even lent his electronic dictionary to my brother 
to learn English. I really appreciated what he did for me, but our relationship did 
not go further because he knew I would go back to China.” 
Although Wenxi obtained PR based on her own job achievement after 
some time, she did not intend to live in Singapore for good. She elaborated,  
 “When I was gaining all this (a good job position and PR); I lost the 
chance to be with my parents. They were aging and hoped that I could find a 
Chinese man to marry and then live in China.” 
 Continuing working in the same hospital made it possible for Ashui and 
Wenxi to have further contact and romance emerged. In the end, Ashui’s sincerity 
and love changed Wenxi’s life path in such a manner that she decided to stay in 
Singapore with Ashui permanently. In her words, 
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“Ashui and I talked to each other often and we spent some time together 
as well. I found that he had many good characteristics although his education 
level and income were not as good as my ex-boyfriends. We got to be closer and 
finally became girlfriend and boyfriend. Now I changed my mind about staying in 
Singapore. Ashui deserved my stay, he won my family’s support when he visited 
my family in Xi’an last year, now my family feel assured to let me stay in 
Singapore with him. Another reason was that, I prefer to stay here to look after 
my brother, haha… Now I moved to his house and we plan to get married next 
year.”  
Shiqian5 (31, Zhongshan) also met her husband at workplace. She was 
merely looking for a life partner; migration was something that she could achieve 
on her own. She said,  
 “After graduating from a well-known local university in Singapore, I 
worked in an IT company, three months later I was granted PR. My husband was 
a colleague of mine. He looked very comfortable, and I guess he felt the same way 
about me. However, he was about to go to another company when I joined the 
company. But it did not matter much. We spent a lot of time after work and over 
weekends—eating out, watching movies, and doing outdoors activities. I was 
brought to his parents half a year later, and they were OK with me. After dating 
for 3 years, we got married.” 
In Shiqian’s case, her culture capital (educational attainment) transferred 
to economic capital (being officially employment). And after joining the company, 
social network within the company were available to her, so she got the 
opportunity to meet her husband and then tie the knot with him.  
As Shiqian and Wenxi did, some China brides got PR before developing 
relationship with their husbands. Guxia (33, Hainan) even took up Singaporean 
citizenship before meeting her husband. So they needed not to rely on their 
husbands to achieve the goal of migration. Their primary goal was to find 
                                                 
5
 Shiqian was selected to study in Singapore when she finished her year two in secondary school. Now 13 
years have gone, and she settled in Singapore and married to a Singaporean man. 
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marriage partners. And it turned out that people they met at workplace, in 
particular colleagues, were likely to form their potential ‘husband pool’.  
Claire6 (30, Huizhou) also obtained PR after working in a local company. 
She deliberately looked for Singaporeans to marry. She uttered,  
 “Singaporeans have everything that we foreigners do not have. They have 
houses to live in, they have better salaries if at the same position, and generally 
they have more opportunities to succeed. It takes great pains for foreigners like 
me to afford a house and achieve the same level of salary. Finding a Singaporean 
to marry is not money-driven; anyway I can work to support myself. I am just 
more realistic, and there is nothing wrong with it.” 
In Claire’s case, her goal was having a comparatively rich husband to lead 
a better life. She considered sufficient material base an important component for 
marriage, therefore she chose a Singaporean husband who seemed have more 
access to create or accumulate wealth. 
 
 2.2 Marriage Then Migration 
For the other sixteen (out of Seventeen7) China brides, marriage came 
before migration. Among them, three resorted to marrying Singaporeans to 
migrate to Singapore as none of them had the ability of migrating to Singapore on 
their own. The remaining thirteen brides, by their own accounts, had not intended 
to migrate to Singapore before marriage; and migration to Singapore was the 
consequence of rather than the motive for marriage. I discovered that instead of 
resorting to matchmaking agencies for introduction, which usually cost thousands 
                                                 
6
 Claire received her university education in a famous local university. Her husband was said to be very much 
senior than her. A mutual friend introduced her to me, and there were rumors saying that she married for 
money. Claire refused to reveal any demographic information about her husband, as a matter of privacy. 
7
 Duoer had not come to Singapore yet. She was still dating a Singaporean man; they saw each other a 
suitable life partner. 
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of Singapore dollars8 (The New Paper 2007a; The New Paper 2007b; The Straits 
Times 1998a), relatives9 (The Straits Times 2006) and friends of six China brides 
played the role of matchmaker (Hong niang 红娘). Among them, two were 
introduced to their husbands by their elder sisters married to Singaporeans. 
Moreover, lack sojourn experiences in Singapore, the contact zone largely 
transferred to China (when Singaporeans stayed in China for business, travel and 
so on) and cyberspace (dating websites and online chat rooms). 
 
2.2.1 Marriage as a Means to Migration 
For Elaine (29, Fujian), Chuchu (30, Hainan), and Shaofang (37, Fujian), 
marriage was a means of migrating to Singapore. All of them had relatives in 
Singapore, who helped them to search for potential grooms. Therefore, these 
women’s migration orientation was not simply for individual gain, but part of 
larger considerations in relation to where some of their extended family members 
lived; at least having some relatives in Singapore was a reason for them to choose 
Singapore their destination country.  
Elaine (29, Fujian) had dreamed of marrying an oversea Chinese since she 
was young. She stated,  
                                                 
8
 a) It costs Singaporean men about 2,000 SGD for a four to five day tour to China where they can interact 
with their potential brides. Refer to In search of a China bride. Straits Times. 2 Mar 1998.  
b) Without the promotion, a China bride package costs $9,000; a special price for the Chinese New Year 
period is $8,000. See Have child in a year, get $1,000. The New Paper. 20 Feb 2007 
c) GIMMICK? It's just business. The New Paper. 17 Apr 2007. It reads that “Mr Toh's agency usually 
charges $8,800 for a China bride, and this includes processing fees, matchmaking costs and a simple wedding 
dinner in China.” 
9
 That relatives act as matchmakers is not new as well. Refer to Are China brides less desirable? Straits Times. 
19 Feb 2006 
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 “In fact, I wish I could marry a Hong Kong husband. I envied those girls 
in my town who married men from Hong Kong. When they came back to my town; 
they looked well-off and gorgeous. Once a man from Fujian was chasing me, he 
even proposed to bring me to visit his parents, which scared me because I never 
thought of marrying him. I wanted to marry overseas Chinese, not mainlanders.”  
No matter whether it was peer pressure or personal flavor, Elaine’s 
Cinderella dream10 did come true, although her groom was from Singapore but 
not Hong Kong. Having a social contact (her aunt) in Singapore made it possible 
that she was introduced to a Singaporean man. 
 “My aunt liked to pair up young individuals, even if sometimes it did not 
work well; after all it is about fate. In Sept 2004, my aunt invited me to visit 
Singapore. During my one-month stay, she introduced me to a young Singaporean 
man. We seemed to speak the same language and got along with each other well. 
He even brought me to his family; his parents were neither overfriendly nor 
indifferent. When I flew back to China after the visit, he called me several times a 
week. During that Lunar New Year, he went to Fujian to visit my parents. My 
mother liked him because he looked honest. After that, we kept in touch for about 
half a year and then got married in Singapore.” 
However, life as a foreign spouse was not as t comfortable as some people 
from China brides’ home country perceive. It seemed that, for some Chinese, 
marrying foreigners or overseas Chinese was shrouded with aura. As Elaine said, 
“I used to think it was good to marry abroad as many people did. Being a China 
bride seems deserving showoff. ” Foreign brides were looked good in front of 
their peers by way of having foreign husbands. Alice (38, Hubei) confirmed, 
“Every time my boyfriend from Singapore called me; I was the envy of my female 
colleagues. It seems that receiving international calls and having foreign 
boyfriends are glorious.” 
                                                 
10
 Lan (2006) refers Cinderella Dream to women achieve upward mobility through migrating to be 
transnational domestic workers. And Jongwilanwai (2008) used this term in the context of international 
marriage in which women from developing countries marry men from developed countries. In this thesis, it is 
about China women marrying Singaporeans. 
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 Chuchu (30, Wenchang11 in Hainan) was constrained to have a decent job 
in Hainan due to poor educational attainment; marrying a Singaporean was one 
way to secure her stay in Singapore and find a job. She said, 
“I did not really care whether my husband was Singaporean or not. But at 
that time I was vexed that I could not find a well paid job in Hainan because I was 
not well educated. My aunt in Singapore then suggested, ‘if you find a 
Singaporean man to marry, you can easily find a job in Singapore.’ I thought 
about it and then agreed to let her find suitable guys for me. In Feb 2004, I was 
introduced to my husband. He was ten years senior than me, but I leaned that it is 
common that Singaporeans in their thirties or forties remained unmarried. We 
started writing emails, and he also called me regularly. In Mar 2005, I visited 
Singapore and met my husband in person for the first time. I was brought to his 
house, and we exchanged information about each other’s family. When my social 
visit pass was expired, I went back to China. Then my husband applied a three-
month visa for me and we registered in Singapore. After that, a wedding banquet 
was held in my hometown.” 
 Chuchu’s aunt acted as a matchmaker. Her aunt did not make money from 
pairing up her husband and her, but Chuchu gave her aunt a 30 SGD red packet to 
show her gratitude. Chuchu began to live in Singapore after getting married. Two 
years later, she got PR and found a job in a Chinese Medical hall as a sales 
promoter. She was satisfied with her job.  
Similarly, ShaoFang (37, Fujain) had a strong intention to migrate to 
Singapore for employment opportunities. She chose Singapore partially because 
she had a sister in Singapore In her words, 
 “I failed to enter college and could not find a good job in China. At that 
time, my sister was working in Singapore and married a Singaporean. She 
prompted the idea of letting me come to Singapore to work. Then I resorted to a 
foreign labor agent to look for job opportunities in Singapore. I waited for a long 
time but the labor broker failed to connect me with any employer. At last, my 
                                                 
11
 Once I met with a sales assistant in Watsons, she was from Hainan and knew some Hainan brides. She told 
me that many women from Wenchang and another town named Qionghai married Singaporeans. These two 
towns are comparatively rich than many other towns because their Nanyang (南洋) sons-in-law devoted 
money to prosper the towns.  
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sister suggested I find a Singaporean husband first and then stay here to look for 
a job. I know it was not good to do so, but I had no choice.”  
Therefore, Shaofang did not think it was so right to mix marriage with 
migration, but she had no access to other means to migrate. Below, where I relate 
how ShaoFang chose her partner, it found that using marriage as a means to 
migrate did not mean catching whatever man to marry in haste. Shaofang had her 
criteria in terms of mate choice. As she told me, 
“When I visited my sister in 1994, she started to look for potential 
husbands for me. I met with a few guys before choosing my husband. One man 
called me often, took me out for dinner, and invited me to watch movies. I disliked 
him since his career was not satisfactory. He worked at a bank counter, and only 
got a small salary. However, he wasted money. Later, my uncle-in-law on my 
mother’s side introduced one of his colleagues to me. This man seemed to have 
everything, a house, a car, and a well-paid job, and a good personality/temper as 
well. But he was shorter than me! Usually, boys are expected to be taller than 
girls, aren’t they? I could not convince myself to marry a man shorter than me. So 
I introduced him to one of my friends working in Singapore, who was shorter than 
this man. However, spark did not occur between my friend and him. In fact, he 
was falling in love with me, but I did not accept him at that time. When my visa 
expired, I went back to China. He wrote to me and called me at times. We kept in 
touch for almost 2 years and finally he asked me to marry him. In March 1996, I 
flew back to Singapore and we registered our marriage.” 
 These three women had obvious migration orientation, and they had 
resources to achieve the goal of migration through marriage. First of all, they had 
relatives to assist in searching for potential grooms; they could also come to 
Singapore themselves12 (The Straits Times 2006) with their relatives’ support for 
short-term stay during which they could interact with their potential grooms. 
 
                                                 
12
 In a newspaper artile titled “are China brides less desirable?” in The Straits Times. 19 Feb. 2006. One 
dating agency owner claims that many China women come to Singapore on their own in search of husbands. 
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2.2.2 Marriage as Primary Goal 
Twelve out of fourteen13China brides considered marriage their primary 
concern while dealing with their Singaporean dates, and they were connected to 
their husbands in various ways. Among them, four (Weiyin, Alice, Hanxiao and 
Duoer) got to know their husbands through dating websites and online chatting 
rooms; three (Xuxin, Huiping and Jiahui) were paired up by their social contacts 
in Singapore or China; another five brides (Jinchen, Shangmei, Julia, Yingchu, 
and Huangqing) met their husbands when their husband were working in China.  
2.2.2.1 Romance Starts in Cyberspace 
Cyberspace has become a platform for people worldwide to exchange 
ideas, share experiences and cultivate relationships. Some China brides 
encountered their husbands on dating websites and in online chat rooms. Usually 
after the relationship began, the dating site quickly shifted to real life.  
Weiyin (40, Harbin) was involved in searching for husbands on a dating 
website with a friend’s secret assistance,  
“In 1999, when I was immersed in the sorrow of marriage failure, one of 
my female friends sent me big news. She was about to marry a New Zealander! 
She got to know the man through a dating website; after that they wrote to each 
other and talked over the phone often. Finally the man proposed! I was shocked 
because at an age when international marriages were rare and computers were 
not widely used in China, my best female friend dated a foreign man secretly for 
months. What also amazed me was that she also registered an account for me on 
the website and some men also wrote to me. She said, ‘I knew you were not in the 
mood of a second marriage, so for the last few months, I had helped write back to 
them, now I am leaving soon and you could decide whether to deal with foreign 
men who wrote to you. ’ I did not really expect to find a husband through dating 
website, but on-line dating was new to me so I logged in the website with great 
curiosity. I read all the correspondence between the men who were total strangers 
to me and my friend on behalf of me. It was funny! And I wrote back sometimes 
                                                 
13
 The other two (Mengjia and Niyou) only shared their life stories in Singapore. 
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and one day I received a man’s email. He said he was from Singapore, and would 
like to make friends from China and he hoped this would help him improve 
Mandarin. I wrote back and told him that I wanted to learn English. Then we 
started to write emails to each other. I tried to write in English and he replied in 
Mandarin. I helped him correct grammar mistakes in Mandarin and he corrected 
my English language in return. Besides of writing emails, he called me about 
twice a month and every time we talked more than an hour. We both felt that we 
liked chatting with each other. About half a year after our first email contact, he 
proposed to meet me in Shenzhen. I went to pick him up at the airport in 2000 
spring. Unexpectedly, when he arrived in the hotel, he opened his suitcase, 
showing me many documents such as his birth certificate, identification card, 
single status certificate, staff card of his company and so on. He asked me to 
marry him, and I agreed. After that, I brought him to my home to meet my family. 
He was polite and kind, my family liked him. A few days later, we registered in 
China. You know my husband had decided to marry me before going to China to 
see me. He told me that he called his mum before the airplane took off, indicating 
that he would go to China and marry a China woman. His mum fell in a faint!” 
Simply put, Weiyin was introduced by her friend to engage online dating 
with foreign men (i.e. using internet as a means to overcome the constraints of 
meeting men from other countries). After email correspondences and telephone 
calls, they managed to meet in person and got married. Hanxiao (31, Hainan) also 
met her husband on a dating website; they withdrew from the dating website as 
well. Hanxiao said, “information posed online may not be authentic, better to 
meet each other face to face.” After registering their marriage in China, Weiyin 
continued to work in Zhongshan as a national first class architect for half a year, 
and then she gave up her good career to join her husband in Singapore. By and 
large, for Weiyin, migration was more about the direct consequence of marriage. 
She did not meet with difficulties in PR application. By contrast, Hanxiao was 
doubted by Immigration officers in Singapore for using marriage as a strategy to 
achieve the goal of migration. Her husband was almost twice her age (about sixty 
years old). She got pregnant quickly after a few months dating, and they 
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registered their marriage in Singapore in haste. However her husband deserted 
their son and her quickly after marriage, he also refused to support her PR 
application.    
2.2.2.2 Friends and Relatives as Informal Matchmakers 
Xuxin (Fujian, 43), Jiahui (39, Fujian) and Huiping (38, Fujian) were 
connected to their Singaporean husbands by relatives and friends. And after a 
period of courtship, they left everything and everyone they knew behind them to 
marry their Singaporean husbands and migrate to Singapore as foreign spouses. 
Due to “old” age, both Xuxin (43, Fujian) and Huiping (38, Fujian) were 
urged to get married with Singaporeans who were after them. Xuxin said, 
“I had no idea that eventually I got married with my Singaporean husband 
in haste when I was 36 years old. You know in my hometown, a small county in 
Fujian, it is abnormal for women over 30 to remain unmarried. I was one of the 
four ‘old Miss’ (Lao gu niang老姑娘) who seemed unlikely to marry for good. 
The pressure of getting married was really intense, and finally my sister (also a 
China bride) introduced me to a Singaporean man who was 40. We dated for only 
half a month, and then registered in Singapore. I did not think we had affection to 
each other, but we both were old and did not have many options.” 
Xuxin did not express a wish to migrate to Singapore prior to marriage. 
For her, finding a marriage partner was the most urgent issue, and leaving China 
for Singapore was to join her husband.  
Huiping relied on a friend to find her husband when she was approaching 
30 years old. She recalled, 
 “Seven years ago, my husband worked in Hong Kong and I worked in 
Shenzhen. A mutual friend of us brought me to an organized dinner to meet him. I 
could feel that he liked me, but I did not have special feeling. After that, he called 
me and emailed me. He also invited me to travel in Thailand and I got to know 
more about him during the trip. After that we got married. Others may think my 
marriage was cursory. But I was almost 30 and just broke up with ex-boyfriend. 
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Even I myself was confused about what kind of guy I liked, so when I met this man 
and found him nice and that he cared about me. I married him.” 
 Huiping seemed not to care much about migration to Singapore after 
marriage. She chose to continue her work in China. However, her husband missed 
her very much and called every day, asking her to move to Singapore. Finally 
Huiping decided to end everything in China and went to Singapore. 
2.2.2.3 Contact Zone in China 
Five brides (Jinchen, Shangmei, Julia, Yingchu, Huangqing) met their 
husbands at workplaces when their husbands coincidently worked in China. Their 
husbands were assigned to Singapore companies in China for technological 
exchange (ranged from months to a couple of years), which provided them 
opportunities to know each other and develop romantic love. For instance, 
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) met her husband in Fujian about 10 years ago during his 
technological exchange in her company. She described, 
“My husband organized a birthday party for me when I was 20 and sent 
me a gold necklace to show his love. But I refused to accept him because I did not 
consider marrying so far away from home. At that time I planned to work in 
Xiamen; and wanted to find a man in Xiamen to marry. Unfortunately, my 
relationship with some Xiamen guys ended up in nothing. A few years later, I 
realized that this Singaporean man (my husband) was still waiting for me. So I 
finally decided to leave China and married him. ”  
Shangmei (53, Beijing) and Yingchu (in her fifties, Hubei) married with 
their husbands in late 1980s (before China and Singapore established diplomatic 
relationship). At that time, marriage registration was complicated. As Shangmei 
said,  
“My husband and I could not register either in Singapore or in China 
without the notarization of a third country which had diplomatic relationship with 
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both China and Singapore. So my husband got his single certificate notarized in 
American embassy in China. And then we registered in China.” 
In fact, China brides did not necessarily migrate to Singapore after 
marrying their Singaporean husbands. For them, where to lead a life depended on 
where their husbands worked. Shangmei, Jinchen and Yingchu migrated to 
Singapore to join their husbands immediately after marriage. Hangqing (27, 
Hubei) and her husband lived in Shenzhen for more than one year after marriage 
until her husband finished his work in China. Julia also stayed in Beijing for a 
couple of years after marriage until her husband completed his assignment in 
China.  
2.3 Conclusion 
Through analyzing the relationship between marriage and migration, I 
argue that China brides’ experiences contrast with the stereotype of “China brides” 
within Singapore to the more complex social and personal reality. Conventionally, 
China women marrying Singaporeans were assumed to be motivated by money 
and the possibility of improving their lot through migration to Singapore. First of 
all, it was important to note that the decision to marry or migrate was very 
complex, and there was no singular discourse or explanation. According to China 
brides’ interviews, only a small portion of them fitted into the stereotype of China 
brides who used marriage as a means to migration. For many others, it was unjust 




With regard to marrying for money, it seemed hard to distinguish between 
these women’s motivations and the fact that for women (across cultures in 
contemporary modern societies) a man’s ability to be a good provider is very 
commonly one (among multiple) important factors in seeking a life partner. 
Moreover, it is rather common that individuals seek economic mobility (economic 
gains) and social mobility (educational attainment and occupation level) through 
geographic mobility (migrating to more developed countries or areas), so it is 
normal that China women choose Singapore as a destination country for 
employment or education. Living and working in Singapore itself provided them 
the opportunities to network with locals and get married, given that most of them 
are unmarried and at a marriageable age. 
Regarding marrying to improve their lot, there were such cases, especially 
for those marrying local Singaporeans was an effective way to secure their stay in 
Singapore. But for a majority of other brides, some were able to improve their lot 
in Singapore depending upon themselves; some even had to give up their good 
social positions in China in exchange for unpredictable betterment in Singapore. 
In addition, in terms of the ways men and women come together, China 
brides’ experiences showed that aside from old ways such as meeting at a 
workplace or through informal social networks, the newly emergent ‘contact 
zones’ (for example online dating websites or online chat rooms) played a role in 
generating global romance. 
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CHAPTER 3 CHINA BRIDES IN SINGAPOREAN 
HOUSEHOLDS AND FAMILIES 
In this chapter, I examine negotiations of power and relationships in the 
experiences of China brides within Singaporean families. My focus is on China 
brides’ negotiation of family relationships and a nuanced aspect within family 
relationships--the management of money.  
In interviews with China brides, I find a persistent cultural logic, in which 
money takes on a symbolic meaning in relationships. To my informants, money is 
an important yardstick in gauging the level of affection, recognition, and 
acceptance they receive from husbands and kin. By studying the way China brides 
deal with monetary issues—their husbands’ salaries, their mothers-in-law’s “red 
packets”, and collective payment of bills, I argue that China brides expect to be 
recognized, accepted and valued by husbands and kin and moreover hope to 
possess the power both to manage their husbands’ incomes and family economics 
as a whole. However, gaining control over the use of husbands’ money seems not 
only for their own monetary gains, but also had broader aims to improve the lives 
of their children and husbands as well. 
Regarding negotiation of family relationships themselves, I found that 
there exist two sorts of relational politics within the domestic sphere, that is, 
resistance to and alliance with husbands and in-laws (especially for mothers-in-
law) in various domains and practices, including the distribution of domestic work, 
the pattern of residence, and child raising. More often, China brides attempted to 
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ally with husbands in their negotiations with in-laws; sometimes China brides 
unite with in-laws to deal with disagreements with husbands. Hence the position 
of ally and adversary was subject to change under different circumstances. Hereby, 
a relationship with husbands or in-laws was a sort of social capital used by China 
brides to make negotiations and to affect the negotiation results. 
 
3.1 Money Politics within Marriage 
Every practice has an economic edge (Bourdieu 1977), and marriage is not 
an exception. Money is usually a central source of concern to couples from an 
early stage of forming a partnership (Marshall 2004) through the dissolution of 
such partnerships through divorce (Benjamin 2001). Moreover, disagreements 
over money lead to marital tension and distress (Dew 2007) and even dissolution 
(Amato 1997). Family members’ perceived capacity to be involved in decision 
making about money significantly affects their perceptions about social power, 
relative worth, and feelings of being valued in the family (Papp, Cummings, and 
Goeke-Morey 2009). 
In this section, I discuss how China brides perceive and deal with all kinds 
of practices around money within family relations, like offering or receiving red-
packets, managing husbands’ money and family economics, and dealing with 
collective bills. Although China nationals dislike talking about money, indicating 
it hurts relationships, at the same time, they see money as a yardstick of the 
relationship. The amount of money enclosed in in-laws’ red packets signifies their 
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level of recognition and acceptance. Control of husbands’ income and power over 
decisions on expenditures indicates social position in the family. The willingness 
of boyfriends and husbands to pay for the bills, in particular collective 
expenditure of the couple, implies their devotion to girlfriends and wives. It is 
important to note that money is just one criterion to measure recognition, power, 
and love. Being recognized and loved also confers a sense of security and power. 
In negotiating money-related disagreements, China brides vie for a position of 
power within family relations, but sometimes they defer to their husbands or in-
laws on money issues if they perceive this as resulting in better family 
relationships, and sometimes they also aim at the benefit of the their husbands and 
children rather than themselves. 
 
3.1.1 Husbands’ Wages and Family Economics  
Pahl (1980) distinguished several forms of household allocation among 
working class couples. In the female whole wage system, the whole wage packet 
is handed over to the wife for housekeeping expenses, and the wife gives a sum of 
money to the husband for his personal spending money. By contrast, the male 
whole wage system involves the husband’s sole responsibility for managing 
household finance, whereby non-employed wives would end up with having no 
personal spending money. In the housekeeping allowance system, “the husband 
hands over a portion of his wage as housekeeping to his wife and keeps the 
remainder. On the whole, the housekeeping is fixed, and often goes together with 
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a wife’s ignorance of her husband’s earnings” (Whitehead 1981). According to 
my fieldwork, all above systems existed in either Chinese or Singapore society, 
with the female whole wage system more common in China. The allowance 
system appeared to be more common in Singapore, but seemed to be not well 
received by China brides, among who most wished to fully control family 
economics. China brides showed hostile attitude towards the male whole wage 
system which put in the disadvantaged situation whereby they had extremely 
limited access to money and needed to ask husbands for specific items at all times 
especially if they had no other incomes.  
For some China brides, control of husbands’ salary and family finances 
was one way to feel a sense of security within the marital relationship. While for 
some others, not controlling the husband’s salary fought against the image of gold 
digger at the same time obtained a sense of winning acceptance by the husband’s 
kin. The reason why different women applied different strategies was linked to 
their position in their families.  
A majority of China brides confirmed that their Singaporean husbands 
played the role of breadwinner and supporter of their wives (Teo 2007), as 
Chuchu (30, Hainan) discribed, “My husband pays all the utility bills, and gives 
me 200 SGD for pocket money.” But only a few of them handed over salaries to 
their wives. And it was not common in Singapore for a China bride to take control 
over the management of the household economy without any monetary 
contribution of her own (Lu 2008 found the same among mainland brides married 
to Taiwan grooms). That is why Jiahui (39, Fujian) was envied by Alice (37, 
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Hubei) who lived downstairs from her, “Jiahui’s husband treats her very well. 
You know he gives almost all his salary to Jiahui every month. My husband never 
does this.” As a homemaker, Jiahui herself was very proud and satisfied that her 
husband let her control most of his income. In some cases, China brides did not 
even know how much money their husbands earned. Xuxin (43, Fujian) was one 
of them. Her husband never kept her informed about his monthly salary. She was 
very unhappy about this, but she had no negotiation power within the family. She 
had no income and her relationship with her husband was not so intimate because 
they did not have a strong affection for each other, so she chose to live with this 
situation although it was not satisfying. She said reluctantly, “I do not want to ask 
him either because I know he will not tell me. Anyway, he is solely responsible for 
all expenses of the family.”  
Some China brides chose to negotiate control of their husbands’ wages, 
which was considered as a way to maintain power and to gain some security in 
the marital relationship. As Shuyi (27, Changchun) said, “Singaporeans are 
somewhat mean to their wives, so if China brides cannot control their husbands’ 
money, they would live miserable lives.” She managed to rely on her mother’s 
“authoritative” and “powerful” position (as a mother-in-law in relation to her 
husband) to achieve the goal of controlling the collective family income. As she 
explained, 
 “When we got married, my husband controlled his money and I 
controlled mine. I think it would be much better to put together our salaries and 
make plans on how to use it. To be fair, neither my husband nor I should manage 
the other party’s money. Then my mom was living with us, so I proposed she hold 
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the purse string for my family. My husband dared not disagree. A few months 
later, my mom transferred control over the collective account to me, haha…”  
To a certain degree, Shuyi’s mind was focused on money and she wanted 
to take things into her own hands; while her control of the family income was not 
for her selfish personal gains, but rather in her eyes reflected that she was a good 
wife who managed to make the family prosperous. Shuyi said, 
“In fact, my salary is a bit higher than my husband’s. When we got 
married, we had nothing. I told my husband that we were saving money to buy a 
HDB flat in three years time and a car in five years time. We were successful in 
that. Sometimes I told my husband, ‘how lucky you are! You have a house, a car, 
a wife and a son when you are thirty.’ In fact, many of his friends at his age had 
nothing; they could not afford a house or a car; some even had difficulties in 
finding girlfriends, not to mention building a family and having a son.” 
In Shuyi’s case, the reason why she controlled her husband’s money was 
to ensure her dominant status as well as the general prosperity of the family; 
rather than taking all the money for her personal purpose. Instead, she earned 
money, and made plans to save money with her husband for the sake of the whole 
family. 
Lily (41, Tianjin) also successfully controlled the family’s collective 
economics, and she saw herself as taking control of family finances to meet 
collective consumption needs. In her words, 
“When my husband and I entered into marriage, my husband and I each 
control and use our own money. At the end of the month, we used up all our 
money. I did not think this was appropriate because a family should save against 
a rainy day. So I talked to my husband and suggested that I manage our money. 
My husband agreed with some hesitation.” 
It turned out that Lily’s knowledge and competency in managing money 
was a form of cultural capital which helped her win her husband’s support to let 
her control and manage the family finances. She continued,  
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“For that month, we put together our money and I designed plans about 
how to spend the money. Fortunately, by the end of the month we had some extra 
savings. After that, my husband trusted me and let me manage our family 
account. ” 
Control over family finance and obtaining husband’s trust consequently 
elevated her status in the family. As she said,  
“After I won trust from my husband, my step children also began to show 
me some respect. They were even a bit afraid of me since I had the power to 
decide about all expenditure within the family; of course I will not treat them 
badly because harmony was so important for a step-family.” 
Within a hostile social environment where China brides were not 
welcomed, some China brides such as Shangmei (53, Beijing) and Shaofang (37, 
Fujian) faced strong suspicion from husbands’ kin, so they employed a very 
different strategy—giving up the idea of controlling the husband’s money in order 
to demonstrate their commitment to their husbands’ families. 
Shangmei said “when I married to my Singaporean husband, my in-laws 
were suspicious of me being a ‘Little Dragon Girl’. But finally they realized that I 
was not money-driven. I do not control my husband’s money; neither do I ask how 
much money he gave to his parents. As long as he provides for the family 
financially and gives me enough family expenses, I am not concerned about his 
financial condition.” In this way, Shangmei proved herself not a demanding lady. 
Moreover, she cared for the family, and her mother-in-law liked her very much. 
Acceptance from her mother-in-law made it possible for her mother-in-law to 
become her ally when she had disagreements with her husband. 
Winning her husband’s family’s recognition was the highest priority when 
Shaofang (37, Fujian) was newly married into his family. As she claimed,  
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“My husband’s kin got a bad impression of China brides and they kept a 
close watch on me. My husband’s brother said to my husband, ‘you must control 
your own money. Do not give your wife all your money.’”  
So Shaofang chose not to control her husband’s money. In fact, such 
control was unnecessary. For one thing, her husband managed the money well, 
that is, he had been saving money for their children’s education, for their old age, 
and for travelling and etc. For another, her husband always gave her adequate 
money for family necessities every month. 
3.1.2 Who Should Pay For The Bills?  
In addition to the whole wage system and allowance system, another two 
household allocation systems are also found common in Chinese and Singapore 
societies respectively. In the pooling system, both parties have (almost) equal 
access to the money going to the household and spend money from the household 
fund (Pahl 1995). Many China brides preferred this system because it does not tell 
“your money, my money, but our money”. However, the independent system, 
which involves either party having separate source of income and not accessing 
the common household finances (Pahl 1995), is similar to the splitting the bill 
principle and seems more prevailing in Singapore. Although one press article 
reported that Singaporean women expect men to pay for bills1 (The Straits Times 
2008c), splitting the bill within conjugal relationship is popular in Singapore; 
HDB flats are usually co-paid by husbands and wives2 (The Straits Times 2008d). 
According to my interviews, some China brides were unwilling to adapt the 
                                                 
1
 What the modern S'pore woman wants. The Straits Times. October 26, 2008 Sunday. It says that carrying 
their dates' handbags and offering to pay the bill are some indications of sincerity, affection and devotion. 
2
 'Why I chose a China bride': Points in letter to undermine Singapore women not justified. The Straits Times. 
October 27, 2008 Monday.   
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independent management system and, which was actually exploitive in their cases 
because few of them earned much money. In China, more often, grooms or 
grooms’ family have more monetary contribution to the conjugal relationship3, 
Chinese couples do not usually adapt the splitting the bill principle. So when 
China women met with Singaporean husbands who wanted to split bills with them, 
they felt undervalued and not loved.  
Elaine (28, Fujian) and her husband went fifty fifty within the family. 
They added up their family expenses, and then split the bill. Elaine expressed her 
discontent, “I envy those Chinese girls whose husbands hand over monthly 
incomes to them and pay all the collective bills. In China, couples do not tell what 
is yours and what is mine. However, Singaporeans prefer to tell theirs from ours 
and want to split the bills. I dislike it but have to accept it. ” By getting her 
husband to spend some small amount of money on her, she gained a sense of 
success. She continued, “sometimes, I forced him to pay some small bills for me—
a very small amount of money actually. For example, once we were cycling at 
East Coast Park, I asked him to pay the rental fee of my bicycle and claimed that I 
would pay back when I went back home. But I did not pay him at all after going 
home. It was just less than 10 dollars, and it shamed him to ask me to pay back, 
haha…” 
Qiaoling (25, Shanghai) had been troubled by splitting bills with her 
Singaporean boyfriend for a long time. She complained,  
                                                 
3
 It is traditional in China that parents support their children at the start of their marriage in different ways, 
such as paying part of their children’s down payment when they purchase an apartment, also seeing to their 
advance payment on a wedding banquet. (Global Times, April 07 2010). 
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“In Shanghai, boyfriends pay all the bills while dating, such as taxi fares, 
movie ticket, dinners, gifts and so on. While in Singapore, couples calculated 
accurately how much each party has to pay for their collective expenses. 
Sometimes I was amazed by the way they calculate it. Once my boyfriend and I 
were having dinner with an engaged couple, the couple brought out a calculator 
to count the fee each of them should pay for the dinner. It was really awful that 
they went to the accuracy five cents—the smallest currency value in Singapore. 
When my boyfriend and me started dating, he wanted to go fifty fifty with me, but I 
objected to this idea resolutely. We quarreled over this matter for quite some 
time.” 
Due to disagreement about paying collective bills, Qiaoling even 
threatened to break up with her boyfriend last year. Eventually her boyfriend 
yielded and agreed to pay all the bills. Qiaoling’s status seemed superior to her 
boyfriend in this relationship since her boyfriend had to care about her feelings 
and act as she expected to maintain their relationship. She happily uttered, 
“Gradually, he has been trained by me to act like a Shanghai man who is pleased 
to pay bills for his girlfriend.”  
3.1.3 Mothers-in-law’s Red Packets  
The compensation theory argued that women as producers and 
reproducers are valuable (Croll 1981). China brides expected to win recognition, 
acceptance, and appreciation from their husbands’ kin, which they perceived 
could be examined through the social practice of in-laws giving red packets as a 
form of marriage payment or reward for women’s reproductive labor. The value 
of the payment or reward also has its symbolic meanings. Usually, a generous red 
packet was seen as a higher level of recognition, and acceptance.  
Although marriage payment has been officially discouraged because it is 
considered to be linked with the image of “buying and selling women”, betrothal 
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gifts are still given in China 4  (Sun 2008). Prospective parents-in-laws are 
expected to hand out red packets to their prospective daughters-in-law to show 
their approval or blessings. A generous red packet from in-laws somewhat 
signifies a higher level of approval and more blessings. So when Qiaoling 
received a small red packet, she was not welcomed or valued. She recalled, 
“When I received a 10 SGD red packet from his mother and his sister 
respectively, I felt not valued by them. Ten SGD equals to 50 Chinese Yuan, what 
a tiny red packet! In China, people feel embarrassed to give a red packet less than 
200 Yuan. So I was so upset and disappointed that they did not have regard for 
me. But a friend told me that in Singapore, a ten dollar red packet is a generous 
one, and some people offer two dollars for red packets. Therefore I really think 
human relationships in Singapore are lukewarm. ’” 
Sometimes this marriage payment process is reciprocal, when a 
prospective son-in-law arrives, the girl’s parents would offer him gift or payment 
in cash to their consent to the courtship (Bossen 1988). Qiaoling’s parents and 
grandparents offered her boyfriend a 5000 Chinese Yuan (1000 SGD) 
respectively red packet, the biggest read packet her boyfriend had ever received, 
to show that they already recognized him as Qiaoling’s prospective marriage 
partner. What Qiaoling’s mom said is, “it is OK, you two are about to marry, so 
you will use the money together.” 
Alice’s (37, Hubei) words reflected that reproductive capacity of 
daughters-in-law was a source of capital and reproducing the family deserved 
some reward,   
                                                 
4
 According to Chan, S.C. and X. Ximin. 2007. "Wedding Photographs and the Bridal Gaze in Singapore." 
New Zealand Journal of Asian Studies 9:87-103. marriage practice in Singapore also involves negotiations 
and decisions on bride price  and  dowry; however, many China brides indicated otherwise, and some local 
Singaporean friends of mine thought the practices of bride price (including offering high value red packets to 
prospective daughters-in-law) and dowry is outdated in Singapore. 
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“In China, daughters-in-law receive red packets from parents-in-law 
when they give birth; mothers-in-law usually take care of daughters-in-law 
without complaint and regret. A friend in China got a very big red packet which 
enclosed 10,000 Chinese Yuan5 from her parents-in-law when she gave birth.” 
But in reality, Alice’s mother-in-law did not reward with her a red packet 
after she had a son; instead, her husband asked her to hand out a red packet to her 
mother-in-law who took care of the baby and her during the confinement in 
childbirth. Alice felt unjust,  
“This was ridiculous! As a married-in daughter-in-law; that I carried and 
gave birth to a child is a kind of contribution to the family, but no one appreciates 
this. You know when my friends in China heard that I had to give my mother-in-
law a red packet, they were shocked and astonished.” 
 
3.2 Negotiation of Family Relationships 
Within the conjugal relationship, while economic support is mainly 
allocated to a husband, a wife is decisively allocated to take care of her husband, 
and of their home and their children (Goh n.d.). Besides of negotiation of 
material-based gains which symbolized social recognition in Singaporean families, 
as new members of their husbands’ extended families, China brides were inclined 
to resort to accessible (both monetary and non-monetary) resources to negotiate 
for a better position in their families. Good relationship with husbands or in-laws 
was proved a very important social capital for them to deal with several issues at 
home, such as how to distribute housework, whether to live with in-laws, and how 
to raise children.  
                                                 
5




3.2.1 Distribution of Housework 
China brides’ desire for decision making power in distribution of 
housework is often a focus of conflict within the household. They applied various 
strategies to regulate how housework was distributed, especially to shift some 
housework burden to other family members. Some joined the labor force and 
requested the husbands to do household chores. Some depended on their in-laws 
or husbands to do a portion of housework. Sometimes China brides were not 
comfortable with mothers-in-law’s arrangements regarding the distribution of 
housework, as a result, they tended to unite with their husbands as an ally to live 
separately from in-laws.  
 
3.2.1.1 Working outside the Home  
Working outside the home was considered as an effective way to reduce 
women’s domestic labor time (MacPhail and Dong 2007). In China brides’ cases, 
working outside the home and contributing to family income increased their 
economic capital at home and at the same time gauged their in-law’s appreciation, 
so their in-laws were willing to shoulder the burden of domestic work. Cite 
Jinchen’s (34, Jiangxi) experience as an example,  
 “I work long hours; my in-laws are free after retirement, so my mother-
in-law helps with some housework. She usually goes to the market to buy 




Xinhui’s (45, Fujian) experience also showed that working outside the 
home matters. Her mother-in-law did housework responsibly on weekdays when 
she was working outside the home. But Xinhui claimed, “Once I quit my job and 
stayed at home for two years, my mother-in-law refused to help with any 
housework.” It seemed that once she gave up her career, she automatically lost 
the power to have some help with housework, so her in-law left her sole 
responsibility for housework. 
 
3.2.1.2 Seeking Husbands’ Help 
Mothers-in-law seemed to be the first or most likely choice to share 
housework, followed by husbands. Simply put, when living with in-laws, China 
brides were more likely to rely on in-laws to share domestic work; while if living 
separately from in-laws, China brides attempted to seek their husbands’ support 
and allocate some household chores to their husbands. But there was one 
condition; they had to maintain good relationship with their husbands to win their 
support. 
Lily (41, Tianjin) was a working professional; her husband appreciated her 
economic contribution to the household and was very supportive with sharing 
housework. She happily elaborated how she and her husband managed to do all 
the housework, “While my husband sends children to school early in the morning, 
I do some cleaning and put clothes in the washing machine to wash before going 
to work. When my husband gets home from work, he hangs up the laundry.” 
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Claire (30, Huizhou) often assigned some relatively heavy housework to 
her husband like mopping the floor, cleaning the toilet. Her husband had no 
problem with helping her with such household chores. However, Clarice insisted 
that wives should be mainly responsible for housework. In her words, “although I 
am also working and very tired after a day’s work, I do not think I can rely on my 
husband to do domestic work. It is my duty.” 
 
3.2.1.3 Escaping Mothers-in-law’s Arrangement 
Some China brides were not happy with the way their mothers-in-law 
distributed domestic work; they chose to unite with husbands as ally and 
attempted to move out to circumvent their mothers-in-law’s arrangement.  
Elaine’s (28, Fujian) mother-in-law offered a hand in doing domestic work, 
but it made Elaine suffer to do housework under her mother-in-laws’ supervision 
and control. Elaine said,  
 “My mother-in-law used to divide housework with me. For instance, I 
was asked to cook meals and wipe floors and she washed vegetables. I was OK 
with this, but I could not stand that she treated housework as formal job. She 
made specific weekly or even daily plans like when to wipe floor, clean the toilet, 
or buy vegetables. I felt stressed out when pushed to do certain housework at a 
certain time; it made me felt that my home was my workplace and my mother-in-
law was my boss. ” 
Based on Elaine’s statement, her mother-in-law’s control made her very 
passive and powerless regarding doing housework. Finally she allied with her 
husband to buy a new flat and moved out. In this way, her mother-in-law could 
not give her unwanted supervision and she gained the power to decide how to do 
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housework; although she failed to seek her husband’s assistance in doing 
housework. 
Xinhui (45, Fujian) was discontented as her mother-in-law hindered her 
husband from helping with housework. As she said, “Whenever my mother-in-law 
lived in my house, she did not allow my husband doing any housework, claiming 
that it was the female role. But I think he should do me a favor, anyway I am also 
very tired after work.” Things changed after her mother-in-law moved out, 
Xinhui finally can get her husband to share some daily chores. 
 
3.2.2 Residential Pattern 
After marrying Singaporean husbands, whether to live with in-laws was an 
issue for many China brides. Except for five China women who were still dating 
with Singaporean men, about half of the rest (13 out of 27) had experience of 
living with in-laws for some time. Among them, six chose to move out with 
husbands after purchasing new flats. The choice of residential pattern is a product 
of a play of power, and what politics to deploy depends upon the resources China 
brides possessed. 
  
3.2.2.1 Living Separately All the Time 
Some China brides never lived with parents-in-law, either because their 
husbands (such as the case of Claire, Huiping, Shangmei) lived separately from 
their parents before marriage or because they (for example Xiaocheng) purchased 
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new flats and moved in upon marriage. These China brides benefited from their 
husbands’ sufficient economic capital, since their husbands’ financial capacity to 
purchase a new flat was a perquisite of living separately from the in-laws. 
Not living with in-laws largely reduced the occurrence of disputes 
between China brides and their in-laws. Shangmei (53, Beijing) and her husband 
moved to their own flat after getting married. She got along with her in-laws well, 
and attributed this to living separately from her in-laws. She said,  
“Living together with in-laws usually leads to disputes. You know there 
are sometimes conflicts between mothers and daughters, not to mention 
daughters-in-law and mothers-in-law. It is better to live apart from in-laws.” 
Huiping’s (38, Fujian) husband bought a condo before they married; not 
living with in-laws provided her with a sense of freedom and peace of mind. In 
her words,  
“My husband and I live in the spacious house, and no one comes to 
intrude our lives. I feel relaxed and comfortable. I do housework, read books, and 
sometimes play zithers (kucheng). On weekends, we visit my in-laws and spend 
some time together. ”        
 
3.2.2.2 Either Party Moved Out 
Some China brides (for instance Chuchu) planned to live separately from 
in-laws before marriage. But practically it took some time to look for housing 
options and decorate the house before moving in. Living in in-laws’ houses was 
usually an interim before the new housings were ready. For some other China 
brides (such as the cases of Elaine, Yuerong, Shaofang), living separately with in-
laws was a strategy to circumvent the occurrence of disputes and conflicts with 
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their in-laws particularly mothers-in-law due to communication problem and 
disagreement in raising children.  
a) Agreement Prior To Marriage 
Chuchu (30, Hainan) visited her husband’s family before marriage 
registration, and decided not to live with them.  
“His family seemed complicated. His parents, his sister and two little 
children, and my husband lived in the same flat. The two kids was running and 
crying all the time. The house was so crowded and noisy. So I told my husband 
that I wanted to live separately from his kin. ”  
Before getting married, Chuchu had the negotiation power to propose not 
living with her husband’s kin. And her wish to live separately was fulfilled with 
her husband’s financial and emotional support. They bought a new flat and moved 
into it one year after marriage. 
b) Bad Communication  
Foreign brides often encountered a language barrier (Landry-Meyer and 
Newman 2004). Several China brides reported a lack of communication, or 
communication failure with in-laws, in particular mothers-in-law, since they did 
not speak the same language. Some China brides (such as Elaine and Shaofang) 
complained that their parents-in-law spoke dialects which they did not understand. 
Also, age gap and different education background deepened the relationship rift. 
In these cases, China brides considered moving out as the best way to live a 
peaceful and happy life, although sometimes they had to struggle for years to 
achieve the goal of moving out.  
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Except for disagreement over the distribution of housework, Elaine (28, 
Fujian) faced communication problem with her in-laws. She said, 
“Communication between my in-laws and me was really limited. Although they 
spoke to me in Mandarin, when they talked to each other in their dialect, I could 
not understand them at all.” Finally, she urged her husband to buy a new flat and 
moved out two years after marriage.  
Shaofang (37, Fujian) also admitted that there were communication 
problems between her mother-in-law and her. She said, 
 “My mother-in-law lived in my flat. She speaks Teochew (a dialect from 
Guangzhou province) but I can only speak Hokkien and Mandarin. So sometimes 
I had to ask my husband, ‘what does mother say just now?’ Aside from the 
language barrier, the great age gap led to unbridgeable generation gap between 
us.” 
For Shaofang, having a brother-in-law was a fortunate means to escape 
from living with her mother-in-law. After her mother-in-law moved to her 
younger son’s house, she no longer needed to deal with such communication 
problems. 
Additionally, Alice (37, Hubei) had a lot to complain about her mother-in-
law and communication failure was one of the problems,  
 “My mother-in-law was poorly educated and it is really difficult to 
communicate with her. In fact, we did not talk much because I cannot speak her 
dialect. The only problem in my family was my relationship with my mother-in-
law. We just bought a new flat and I was not sure whether my mother-in-law 
would move in with us. I would thank her deeply if she would not.” 
But Alice lacked confidence in enlisting her husband as the ally to suggest 
that her mother-in-law move to her brother-in-law’s house. Yet Alice considered 
not living with her mother-in-law a means to avoid communication problem, she 
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even said, “I expect that my mother-in-law go to live with my husband’s brother, 
and I am willing to give her monthly living expenses.” 
c) Say No to Indulging Children 
Beyond material indulgence which was regarded as the second most cited 
reason for the favorite grandparents by Singaporean Children (Thang and Mehta 
2004), Singaporean grandparents were also found emotionally indulgent. As Goh 
(n.d.) stated, they seemed to leave the responsibility of disciplining grandchildren 
to the middle generation. It turned out that most China brides were caring but 
strict mothers, their in-laws’ indulgence caused difficulty for them (such as the 
cases of Xiaocheng, Xinhui) to discipline their children. Living separately from 
in-laws was an effective means of preventing their children from being spoiled by 
their in-laws. 
For instance, Xinhui (45, Fujian) stated that her mother-in-law and she 
held very different views towards raising children, and conflicts and tension 
usually emerged. As she elaborated,  
“Living with in-laws was a disaster if you wanted to raise your children as 
you wished. When I asked my children to do homework before watching TV, my 
mother-in-law would say ’let them have a rest first!’ I taught my sons to wash 
their own underwear, but my mother-in-law would say to them secretly, ‘give all 
your clothes to me, and I will wash for you.’ Her counteraction towards my efforts 
largely destroyed my authority and had a very bad impact on my children. 
Children can choose not to listen to me because they have their grandmother 
stand by their side. I was always angry about what she was doing. I did not even 
want to speak to her.” 
Xinhui tried to spend less time at home to avoid dealing with her mother-
in-law. She said, “I went out early to work and returned home late, so there were 
no face-to-face conflicts during the daytime. At night, I chose not to talk much by 
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saying that I was very tired.” Not staying at home during daytime and talking less 
at night was a form of resistance since it dragged her away from confrontation 
with her in-laws. But disagreements between them about parenting children lasted 
for more than ten years until her mother-in-law moved out. After that, Xinhui 
found that the tension between them was alleviated,  
“My life became free from restraint after my mother-in-law moved out. My 
children become well-behaved since I am not overprotective and indulgent toward 
them as their grandma. The tension and conflicts between my mother-in-law and 
me were largely reduced as well. Now I promise her to visit her with my kids 
every week, also we talk over the telephone regularly. Therefore I believe it is 
better not to live together with in-laws because it is always easier to meet than 
deal with.”  
 
3.2.2.3 The Desirable Residential arrangement 
As discussed above, living under the same roof with in-laws probably 
harmed or undermined the relationship between China brides and their in-laws. 
Those China brides (Such as Guxia, Shiqian, Lily and so on) who got along well 
with their in-laws indicated that the ideal situation was living separately with in-
laws but close to each other.  
Shiqian (31, Zhongshan) lived very close to her in-laws; she explained 
why this residential pattern was good,  
“On the one hand, it is convenient for us to interact and take care of each 
other because we live close. On the other hand, not living together reduced the 
chance of having head-on confrontation. I work fulltime so every morning I send 
my little daughter to my mother-in-law, and she helps me take care of my 
daughter. After work, I go to my in-laws’ house, we talk for a while and then I 
fetch my daughter home.” 




 “We lived very close so we could see each other often. I usually work 
until late night every day, so my in-laws cook dinner and invite us to eat with 
them. Sometimes I come home very late; my mother-in-law then asks my son to 
packet my dinner home. My parents-in-law treat me well, and I respect them very 
much.” 
Both Shiqian and Lily were comfortable with the situation in which they 
lived not far from their in-laws so they could take care of each other and at the 
same time conflicts did not often take place.  
  
3.2.3 Having Children and Educating Children    
Although there were often disagreements about educating children, having 
children played a crucial role in helping China brides to develop rapport and good 
relationship with in-laws and husbands. These are a kind of social capital that can 
be used to win their in-laws’ or husbands’ support in educating children as they 
wished. In addition, many China brides felt incapable in helping children with 
homework due to limited education or language barrier. Therefore they resorted to 
tuition classes to improve their children’s school performance. 
 
3.2.3.1 Having Children Facilitates Relationships 
A majority of China brides I interviewed have children with their current 
Singaporean husbands. And some found out that having children increased their 




At the early stage of her marriage, Shaofang’s (37, Fujian) husband and 
she could not find a common language. She said, “He was too quiet, usually I was 
the one talking. What made us communicate more was the birth of our children. 
After all we need to discuss many issues around children.”  
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) demonstrated that having children greatly enhanced 
her relationship with in-laws. As she said, “It seemed at last we arrived at a 
common language after I gave birth to my sons. At least, we can talk about 
children whom both of us do care about. So our relationship became a bit easier.” 
Shiqian (31, Zhongshang) shared a similar experience. She said 
“I won my in-laws’ trust gradually. Having children really helped. After 
having a daughter, the relationship between us becomes closer because we have 
so many things to share with each other about my daughter.” 
Therefore, after having children, children became the unifying bond 
between China brides and their husbands and in-laws. That is, they began to have 
a common perspective about children. At least, they were concerned about the 
growth and development of children, although the way in which they cared for 
children varied, which at the same time led to many disagreements and conflicts. 
  
3.2.3.2 Disputes around Educating Children 
Many China brides had high expectation for their children and cared about 
their children’s school performances very much. However, sometimes their way 
of educating children was not supported by their husbands or in-laws. In their 
cases, China brides tended to maintain their decision making power in educating 
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children through enlisting affinal family members who supported their decisions 
to convince others who showed objections. 
a) Husbands as Ally 
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) once enlisted her husband to persuade her mother-in-
law to allow her sending her second son to kindergarten. As she described, 
“When my second son was two years old, I would like to send him to 
school with his elder brother. While my mother-in-law expressed her disapproval, 
indicating that my ill-intention was to keep my sons away from her. It was 
annoying! Since I had already visited a school recommended by a friend twice. 
For the second time, I also asked my husband and my sons to come along. My 
children really had fun there and my husband thought the school was good as 
well. However my mother-in-law condemned my husband by saying that he was 
useless since he followed whatever I said. She threatened to jump from the 
eleventh floor if we sent kids to school.” 
In this case, again Jinchen resorted to her husband to find external support. 
Her husband then asked his sister to persuade their mother. Finally her mother-in-
law agreed to send her second grandson to school.  
b) In-laws as Ally 
Language insufficiency6 and low education level constricted most China 
brides to help with their children’s homework.  
As Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) said,  
“Although I attended English class every week, my English is not 
adequate to teach my children. My son complained when he wrote at my dictation, 
‘mom, you pronounced the words wrongly so I could not write the correct words 
either. ’”  
                                                 
6
 In Singapore, English was the instruction language in all government mainstream schools. Singapore 





Xiaocheng (43, Fujian) also met with difficulties in handling children’s 
homework. As she described, 
 “You know their homework is in English, which I know little about. I am 
OK with math, so sometimes I asked my kids to explain the questions to me in 
Mandarin, and then I taught them to answer the questions, haha…But with time 
went by, they enroll higher grades, I cannot help them any longer.” 
Experiences of Jinchen and Xiaocheng demonstrated that poor cultural 
capital (low education level and inadequate English mastery) made them 
incapable of helping children with homework. As a result, they tended to resort to 
external resources (sending children to tuition classes) to boost their children’s 
school performances. 
However, some of them could not obtain their husbands’ approval for 
doing so. In this case, some China brides chose their in-laws as allies to convince 
their husbands. For instance, Shangmei (53, Beijing) opted to hand her son over to 
tuition teachers. However her husband did not consider it necessary. Shangmei 
relayed her husband’s words, “there was no such thing as tuition class when I 
was in school.” Shangmei then united with her mother-in-law to make her 
husband convinced. As she recalled, 
“I talked to my mother-in-law about our divergence, gladly I won her 
support. She then spoke to my husband, ‘Things are changing all the time; tuition 
class is popular nowadays. It is not a bad idea; you can at least send your son to 
tuition class and see whether it works.’ We two kept jawing at my husband, and 
he eventually agreed. ” 
3.3 Conclusion 
Based on China brides’ experiences in Singaporean families, this chapter 
discussed two main themes – (1) the status, symbolism and circulation of money 
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and (2) relationships among family members. With regard to the first, maybe the 
idealized image of a wife is one who is self-sacrificing and does not care much 
about money, which is not realistic. When China brides are portrayed as 
materialistic and self-centered (‘gold diggers’) in popular representations 
(newspapers) and discourse (rumor, conversation), their relationship with money 
becomes far more complex. First, China brides do care a lot about money, and for 
them, money holds an important symbolic meaning with regard to familial 
relationships. Second, their desire to obtain or control their husbands’ money is 
not necessarily self-centered for personal, selfish gain (and use) but is aimed at 
increasing the prosperity of the family (including their husbands’ and children’s 
wellbeing).  
In terms of human relationships in the domestic sphere, China brides’ 
lived experiences showed that tensions and disagreements occasionally took place 
between relatively traditional Chinese family patterns and these comparatively 
modern and transnational conditions. China brides asked for a share of domestic 
burden, expected to live separately from in-laws to avoid the occurrence of 
conflicts, and hoped to make decisions in terms of raising and educating their 
children. Their resistance and alliance in relationship to both husbands and in-
laws shaped their experiences at home. I find that although China brides hoped to 
gain some power within the domestic sphere, they exerted their power for both 
themselves and their children as well. They had good intentions to raise and 
educate their children well, and struggled to acquire power to make decisions and 
act for the good of their children. 
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CHAPTER 4 CHINA BRIDES IN THE LABOR MARKET 
As discussed in chapter 3, working outside the house allowed China brides 
to ask mothers-in-law or husbands to share in the housework. This chapter further 
investigates China brides’ participation in the labor force, examines what working 
outside the home meant to them, and looks into strategies they deployed for the 
achievement of a desired position in the labor market. Most China brides 
preferred to join the labor force, earn their own incomes and win a sense of 
autonomy, but after marriage some opted to sacrifice their career development 
and focused more on needs of husbands’ families. Various forms of capital they 
possessed significantly affected their struggles over better choices in the labor 
market in different ways. Since most China brides’ personal qualifications 
(English language inadequacy or low educational attainment) largely constrained 
their options in the labor market; many of them upgraded themselves through 
attending professional training courses. Their experiences also indicated that their 
social networks played an important role in connecting them to potential 
employment opportunities.  
According to the table below, among the 15 China brides who migrated to 
Singapore prior to marriage, 13 joined the labor force before marriage. After 
getting married and having children, Xiaocheng quit her job due to family 
obligations, and the rest of the twelve remained active in the labor market. The 
other two (Xiaoqing and Xiaojuan) were not entitled to work in Singapore after 
completion of their language courses, but they also started working after marriage. 
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Among the sixteen 1  brides who married first and then migrated to 
Singapore, ten currently participated in the labor force either as temporary labor 
or full-time staff. Two worked after getting PR, but after having children they quit 
their jobs; the other 4 brides had not worked, among whom Shangmei and 
Mengjia married into well-off families and were expected to devote all their time 
and energy within the families rather than working outside the home. Huangqing 
had just obtained PR, and she gave priority to taking care of her little daughter 
rather than working; Hanxiao was struggling over PR entitlement and planned to 
work after getting PR. 
 
As the table showed, China brides’ labor force participation was high; but 
most of them took low-level jobs with low wages mainly in the service sector. 
Some work as Mandarin tutors, beauticians, baby-sitters, preschool-educators, 
                                                 
1
 Duoer (27, Kunming) was still dating a Singaporean man, so she had not married or migrated to Singapore 
yet. I interviewed her via internet. 
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nurses, sales assistants. Except for the sales assistant position, other jobs required 
professional training, so many of them attended training courses and vocational 
school programmes for entry into this sector. Some worked in the informal labour 
sector, such as temporary/part-time real estate agents, dish washers and so on. 
Still some joined the manufacturing industry, among who most worked in 
electronic factories. Only a minority of them had decent jobs. A few took their 
initiatives and started their own business. For example one China bride ran a 
health clinic and another bride operated a steamboat restaurant. Still a few entered 
well-known research institutes or large companies in Singapore after receiving 
local university degrees including Bachelors, Masters and PhDs. 
 
4.1 Work and Autonomy 
Work provided people with a sense of autonomy and independence 
(MacPhail and Dong 2007), which was the primary reason why a majority of 
China brides I interviewed chose to work outside the home after marriage.  
For Claire (30, Huizhou), working outside the home was a means of 
winning independence and gaining decision-making power in the family. She 
expressed her attitude towards work, “I think a woman should work. If she is fully 
dependent on her husband, she is in trouble. She may not have the right to speak 
at home. ” 
Elaine (28, Fujian) also regarded working outside the home as necessary 
so she was very irritated when her mother-in-law objected to her decision to work, 
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“my mother-in-law is so backward, she received little education and was a 
housewife for her entire life. She insisted that I should become a homemaker as 
she did. She did not know that in China women are educated to be independent 
and encouraged to have a career.” Women’s labor force participation in China is 
extremely high (Zhu 1991) 2 . As with Elaine, most of the brides had been 
socialized in China to believe that it is better for women to have careers outside 
the home and earn their own wages.  
Through working, China brides could be financially independent or at 
least decrease their financial dependency. Xinhui (45, Fujian) said, “Being 
independent is very important to me, and working outside makes me feel secure. 
Earning my own salary somewhat implies that I can count on myself.” In fact, 
after working for years, Xinhui saved quite a large amount of money and even 
financially supported herself to pursue a childcare education diploma in her 
Forties.  
Working outside the home and earning money meant possession of some 
economic capital, which could be used for personal purposes as in Xinhui’s case; 
while in the absence of such income, some personal needs could not be fulfilled, 
and they needed to ‘beg’ from their husbands when they needed something. For 
instance, several China brides (Shangmei and Xuxin) felt reluctant to remit money 
to their natal families without having any income of their own. Xuxin (43, Fujian) 
said, “If I were working, I might remit some of my salary to my parents; but as a 
                                                 
2
 Also see http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/lab_for_par_rat_fem_of_fem_pop_age_1564-female-
population-ages-15-64 . Female labor force participation rate (FLFPR) in China is 75.79% in 2005. 
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housewife, I do not think it is good to ask for my husband’s money as remittance. 
Fortunately, my parents have access to social welfare so they do not expect 
remittance from me.” 
Apart from increasing their economic capital, work also provided China 
brides with chances to connect with the world outside rather than being confined 
to the domestic sphere. Gradually they extended their social network in Singapore, 
which further expanded their social capital. 
Jiahui (39, Fujian) was very satisfied by her financial situation, because 
her husband gave her most of his salary for family necessities and bought her a lot 
of jewelry. But Jiahui opted to work as a part-time dishwasher in a food court in 
her community. She said, “I am a housewife, then why not go out and earn some 
money after finishing doing housework. I washed dishes three times a week, four 
hours each time. The stall owner liked me working there because I can wash very 
fast and clean at the same time. ” Jiahui enjoyed the job since it returned her a 
few hundred Singapore dollars every month and appreciation from her boss as 
well. In fact, working as a temporary dishwasher was risky as Jiahui was illegally 
hired and not recorded officially as an employee. Once she narrowly escaped 
being arrested by the police. But the stall owner and the neighbors put in a good 
word for her (good relationship with her employer and the neighbors is a form of 
social capital), she was just given a warning.  
Working outside the home improved Huiping’s (38, Fujian) mental state. 
After getting married, she became a stay-at-home wife and felt extremely isolated. 
As she recalled, 
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“I felt myself in the position of being alone in a foreign country. Every day, 
when my husband went to work, I faced the empty house and had no one to talk to. 
I seemed to be a useless person and good for nothing. I rarely went out until my 
husband drove me out on weekends. Life was so boring! Months later, I decided 
to change this situation and began to think of taking up a job. Through attending 
the Mandarin Tuition Teacher Programm, I got to know a batch of friends and 
became a Mandarin tuition teacher. My husband said, ‘you may not earn much 
money, but you know some people to make your life colorful.’ He was so right! It 
is just a part-time job, but I am satisfied and happy while working with my 
colleagues and students.”  
 Now Huiping had a lot of activities to attend, for example dinner 
gatherings and regular meetings with her colleagues. They discussed their 
workload and problem students and so on. In this way, Huiping developed a 
social life and a work life as well rather than just having life centered on her 
husband. 
Shaofang (37, Fujian) also chose to remain active in the labor market. She 
was a baby sitter in a kindergarten, and she stated that her job was to look after 
little kids, “I helped children there with bathing, wiping their bottoms and so on. 
It is not about educating but nursing; the salary was not high, so few people favor 
this sort of job.” Although it was not an ideal job, she resumed the job after her 
sons grew a bit older, because she felt solitary at home. “When I quit the job and 
stayed at home, I felt very light-hearted because I just had my own two kids to 
look after. But soon I felt bored and lost; I did not have many people to speak to. 
So I decided to go back to work when my kids were going to school.” As such, for 
Shaofang, working was more than monetary rewards, but connecting with the 




4.2 Strategies to Locate Jobs 
While China brides showed willingness of selling their labor power for a 
wage, they employed several strategies to enter into the labor market and strive 
for a desired position. Their negotiations were somewhat determined by resources 
available to them. 
4.2.1 Understanding Limitations 
First of all, some China brides experienced challenges and frustrations in 
the labor market, and a comprehensive understanding of their possibilities and 
limitations in the Singapore context was a form of cultural capital that could help 
them to adapt to the labor market.  
Weiyin (40, Harbin) had worked in Zhongshan (China) for a couple of 
years as an architect after graduation from a top university in China. She had a 
successful career and was awarded the National First-class Certificate in 
Architecture in China. However she never foresaw that she would be denied to 
practice as an architect in Singapore with such a strong background in this field 
(e.g. education background, professional certificate and working experiences). 
Soon she realized that her educational/professional qualification was not 
recognized in Singapore. Then she compromised and started from doing entry 
level jobs in the architecture industry. 
Guxia, Jinchen and Chuchu were working in different retail outlets for a 
tonic company (Chinese Medical halls) in Singapore. The sales assistant position 
did not require high personal qualifications--as long as one could live with long 
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working hours (from 10 am to 10 pm) and was able to communicate with people 
in Mandarin (fluent English was not compulsory). Guxia (33, Hainan) pointed out, 
“I cannot speak English. So whenever customers come in speaking English, I will 
direct them to our Singaporean colleagues who can serve them in English.” The 
monthly salary as a sales assistant was not attractive—ranging from $1200-$1800. 
Many China women only got a gross monthly salary around $1300. Jinchen (34, 
Jiangxi) explained, “There are a lot of China women in this company. Employers 
hire many Chinese people mainly because local Singaporeans do not favor this 
kind of job which requires long working hours but returns low wages. Another 
reason is that they assume Chinese have lower expectations on salary and are OK 
with long-working hours. That is true! We do not have many options in the labor 
market. We do not speak English; neither do we have local degrees.”  
In their narratives, China brides related that insufficient mastery of 
English or inadequate educational attainment was a primary disadvantage, so they 
gravitated to sectors which did not require English language proficiency or high 
education level; at the same time they adjusted their expectations and accepted 
lower salaries. In fact, mastery of English language was not necessary for most 
job vacancies in China, but after migration to Singapore, their lack of English 
became a disadvantage.  
4.2.2 Seeking Self-Improvement 
After realizing their limits in the Singapore job market, some China brides 
sought self-improvement. They started learning English and attending 
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professional training programmes to increase their opportunities in the labor 
market. Three popular programmes among China brides were Mandarin Tuition 
Teachers programme, Preschool-Educators programme, and Beauty Consultants 
programme. 
Monica (35, Shenyang) worked as a beauty consultant in China but she 
met difficulty in finding relevant employment opportunities in Singapore. She 
then attended an English training programme and a cosmetology programme. She 
found it more difficult to improve her English but easier to learn skills from 
professional training. As Monica said,  
“At the beginning, I tried to improve my English so I attended an English 
learning course which claimed that we could learn the basics and take as long as 
needed. However, the result was bad. After that, I spent a lot of money on 
studying cosmetology and received a Beauty Consultant certificate in Singapore. 
Luckily, this certificate helped me to get a job in a beauty salon.”  
Qiaoling (Shanghai, 25) also told me that receiving local academic 
qualifications helped her locate jobs in Singapore. She said, 
“When I learned that it would be easier to find a job here with a local 
degree/diploma, I attended a one-year economics programme and got a 
certificate. After that, I joined an insurance company and became a secretary to 
the general manager.”  
Getting a local certificate in Singapore has been always perceived as an 
effective way of entering into local job market. Hanxiao (31, Hainan) pointed out, 
“It seems a struggle to lead a life in Singapore without having some technical 
skills. Now I am attending a hairdressing programme and hope it could facilitate 
me to find a job in a barber shop.”  
Yuerong (40, Suzhou) also increased her prospects through getting a 
higher education degree in a highly ranked university in Singapore. She was 
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connected to her ex-employer by her mother’s brother in Singapore, “Since I 
obtained a Masters Degree in China, I was granted an EP. But my salary hit the 
lowest standard for EP holders. Later on, I learned that receiving a degree in 
Singapore would be helpful with getting a well-paid job. So I pursued my Ph. D 
and joined a research institute as a research fellow which offered me a higher 
and more stable wage.” 
4.2.3 Relying on Social Networks  
Social network was a crucial resource that China brides could resort to for 
job searches. Those who migrated to Singapore before marriage seemed to have 
more social capital than other who married first and then migrated. Firstly, most 
of them held legal work passes in Singapore and expanded their social network 
while working. Secondly, they were able to continue working after marriage, and 
their social networks were often of assistance in enhancing their choices in the 
labor market. However, those migrating to Singapore after marriage usually had 
to wait for a period of time to receive PR before entering into the labor market; it 
also took them some time to develop personal social networks outside the 
domestic sphere especially if they had no other social contacts in Singapore 
excluding their husbands.  
Both Xiaocheng (43, Fujian) and Xinhui (43, Fujian) migrated to 
Singapore as labor migrants before marriage. Foreign recruitment agencies they 
paid matched them up with employers in Singapore. At this stage, their monetary 
input in the form of the agency fee (economic capital) was used to exchange for 
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recruitment agencies’ service-- connection them with employers in Singapore 
(more than social capital). After arriving in Singapore, they joined their villager 
groups3, and got to know a lot of fellow workers from the same or different 
companies and even fellow China brides from Fujian province. Interacting with 
local Singaporeans was somewhat encouraged at that time, as Xiaocheng 
remembered, “My factory intentionally organized many activities for foreign 
workers and local Singaporeans to interact and befriend with each other.” In this 
way, their social circle was expanded, which helped Xiaocheng and Xinhui to 
locate new jobs after their withdrawal from factory work. Xiaocheng said, “The 
electronic factory where I worked went bankrupt during the 1997 financial crisis. 
Then my ex-colleague recommended me to work in a department store as a sales 
assistant.” Xinhui was also very grateful that her friend from her first job helped 
her out when she quit the job, “I was shunted aside by a male colleague in the 
electronic factory; he assumed that I might get a promotion that he deserved. I 
thought there was no point in staying in the unpleasant working environment. So I 
quit. Luckily, a friend in the same factory referred me to join a sales company. I 
did quite well with the sales job, and was promoted to be a supervisor after one 
month.”   
Generally those who migrated to Singapore after marriage had fewer 
resources, yet some had initial contacts in Singapore who also tended to suggest 
                                                 
3
 There were many formal clan associations in Singapore, such as Singapore Hoien Huay Kuan, Singapore 
Ann Kway Association, Singapore Sam Kiang Huay Kwan, Hainan Hwee Kuan, and so on. More often, 
China brides engaged in some informal social networks among fellow villagers in the same company, and 
fellow China brides from the same province.  
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jobs. With her sister’s help, Shaofang (37, Fujian) was paired with her husband, 
later when the same sister heard that the childcare centre where her child was 
attending were hiring new supportive staff, she recommended Shaofang to the 
staff there and finally Shaofang got a job. 
At the same time, relying on social networks could raise complications. 
Once a friend of Weiyin’s (40, Harbin) husband was hiring, Weiyin would like to 
join his company. She expected that her husband would refer her to his friend, 
while her husband disagreed, claiming that, “If you were competent and suitable 
for the position, the employer would hire you for sure. Nevertheless, if you were 
not fit, then even if I involved in and helped you get the job, you would probably 
not enjoy the job and the employer would not be satisfied.” His explanation was 
not satisfying to Weiyin, who thought her husband was just afraid of losing face if 
she was not qualified for the job. Weiyin did not get the job and she insisted that 
if her husband helped, the results might be different. 
 
4.3 Work and Sacrifice 
Similar to what Whitehead wrote, it is very common for Proletarian 
women to resume work after their youngest children go to school and take part-
time jobs instead of full-time jobs (Oppenheimer 1997). Almost all China brides I 
interviewed wanted to join the labor market, but they tended to recalibrate the 
meaning of work and reassess the importance of work in their lives after marriage. 
Many prioritized the needs of their affinal families through caring for their 
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children and aging in-laws even at the expense of giving up their careers. It 
supports ‘the ideology of maternal altruism’ by which China brides as the mother, 
wife, and daughter-in-law put the family and children first (Oppenheimer 1997).  
4.3.1 Catering to Needs of Affinal Families 
Alice, Xiaocheng and Xuxin had experiences of working outside, but they 
were kept to stay in domestic sphere to take care of their affinal families. Weiyin, 
Jinchen and Shaofang were still working, but managed to mediate their working 
schedules to satisfy needs of affinal families.  
Alice (37, Hubei) once worked in a money remittance service centre, and 
earned more than one thousand Singapore dollars every month. But after giving 
birth to her son, she was urged to give up her career because her mother-in-law 
did not want to take care of her son. As she said,  
“My career-ambition was worn away by my children. I expected my 
mother-in-law to take care of my son so I could continue working. I did not know 
that Singaporeans had very different social norms regarding caring about 
children. In China, many grandparents volunteered to occupy themselves with 
grandchildren; but my mother-in-law liked playing mahjong and advised me to 
hire a maid and then she supervised the maid4. I complained to my husband, he 
argued back, ‘it is our son, why ask my mother to take care of him?’” 
 Alice’s experience was consistent with the existing literature on different 
grandparenting attitudes and behaviors in China and Singapore. In China, the 
middle generation look to grandparents as a crucial source of childcare  (Goh 
2006), and it is common place for grandparents to be regular care providers in 
China for the general well-being of their families. Some grandparents even 
                                                 
4
 It is rather common to hear that grandparents in Singapore would not agree to care for grandchildren unless 
domestic maid are provided so that they just supervise the maid (Teo et.al., 2006). 
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compromise their own marriages through living apart to provide care for their 
grandchildren (Goh n.d.). Goh (2007) demonstrated three compelling factors 
contributing to Chinese grandparents’ regular involvement in caring for 
grandchildren, such as “familial expectation, society’s definition of normative 
behavior for grandparents as well as the self imposed sense of duty”. However, 
many grandparents in Singapore tend to draw a line between parenting and 
grandparenting in order not to overburden themselves with grandparenting in their 
retiring years (Teo 2006). Visible strategies like prevalence of maids and 
childcare centers also relieved grandparents in Singapore of the role of caring for 
grandchildren (Goh n.d.). 
To secure her job and get her son looked after, Alice sent her son to China 
to be taken care of by her parents in the absence of her Singaporean in-laws 
support (lack of social capital in Singapore). External resources (for example 
finding maids as an alternative in Singapore) were not well received by China 
brides. Alice’s experiences reflected the above viewpoint. After sending her son 
to China, Alice missed her son badly. She did not consider finding a maid as a 
good option, but chose to quit the job and stay at home attending to her son, 
which suggested that Alice prioritized her role as a mother rather than a career-
minded woman, even if she still regretted that she had no career, as she explained, 
“I think it is much better for women to work outside the home. Although 
managing the household and taking care of children is a sort of contribution to 
the family, it cannot equal to monetary contribution to the household. How I wish 
there was someone taking care of my children, so I could work outside the home 
to earn money and consequently improve our living standard.”  
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Xiaocheng’s (43, Fujian) struggle over family and career also confirmed 
that she regarded her in-laws as the best choice to nurse her kids when she worked 
outside of the home.  
“At the beginning, my parents-in-law took care of my son, so I continued 
working. But later on, I had another son, and my father-in-law was ill. My 
mother-in-law must care for my father-in-law and could not watch my sons at the 
same time. Then I began to think of finding someone to care for my children so I 
could carry on working. ”  
But Xiaocheng did not consider maids reliable, claiming that maids would 
not take care of her kids as carefully as herself or her in-laws. Moreover, 
Xiaocheng’s shortage of economic capital—a low wage which was only slightly 
higher than the expense for a maid, made her decide to sacrifice her career to care 
for her children. She said,  
“Hiring a maid would cost us around 600 Singapore dollars per month, 
and I just earned a few more hundred. So I preferred looking after my children 
myself rather than spending money on hiring a maid whom I could not really trust, 
although it meant I need to quit my job and lose my own salary.”  
If Xiaocheng had a higher income and the cost of hiring a maid was 
relatively low to her, she might not give up career so easily but hired a maid. 
When her children were growing up, Xiaocheng thought it was time to rejoin the 
labor force; however, she was prevented from working outside the home again 
because she needed to take care of her aging paralyzed mother-in-law.  
By contrast, Guxia (33, Hainan) had a supportive social network, allowing 
her to maintain a job. As she said, “When I gave birth to my son, my mother-in-
law helped me to look after him during the daytime. I sent my son to her house in 
the morning and I fetched him home after work. Now my mother-in-law worked in 
a nursing home and was not able to take care of my children, so I applied for a 
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Long Term Visit Pass for my mother5, currently she lives in my house caring for 
my son and daughter.” Due to possession of social capital—capturing mother-in-
law and mother’s support, Guxia was able to work outside the home after having 
children. But after work and on her off days, she devoted all her time to her 
children, playing with them, accompanying them to sleep, reading books to them, 
and taking them out to eat and shop.  
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) successfully negotiated with her boss to balance her 
family life and work duties. Though she lacked the support from her husband’s 
family to take care of her kids, she resorted to her articulateness and 
persuasiveness as a resource (cultural capital) and won her boss’s support. She 
said,  
 “Several years ago, I joined this Chinese medical hall as a sale assistant. 
I liked my workplace since it located in my community and was very close to my 
home. At the beginning, I worked part-time and earned little money. I could not 
work full-time from 10 am to 10 pm five days a week, since I needed to take care 
of my kids at night (pick them up from school in the evening, eat and play with 
them, and send them to bed). My in-laws were too old to take care of the kids, my 
husband worked from 7 pm to 6 am. I really wanted to work as full-time staff who 
had better salaries. So I spoke to my boss, proposing that I worked from 10 am to 
6 pm six days a week and he returned me the salary of a full-time staff. My boss 
considered my situation and agreed.” 
 For Jinchen, her life satisfaction largely came from her family—a loving 
husband and two kids. She said,  
“Although my husband was not rich, I had to work to support my family as 
well. I did not regret marrying him as he treated me well and did not have 
another woman. I have two sons, and my hope lies in my boys.”  
                                                 
5
 Visitors’ application for LTVP must be sponsored by the biological/ legally adopted child above the age of 
21 years old. See http://www.ica.gov.sg/page.aspx?pageid=177&secid=171  
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Weiyin and Shaofang worked part-time voluntarily so as to take care of 
their families. When Weiyin found the heavy workload as an architect assistant 
hampered her ability to take good care of her family, she quit the job and stayed at 
home looking after her son for several years. After her son went to primary school, 
Weiyin began to look for part-time jobs close to her son’s school. Now Weiyin 
took her children to school every morning and then went to work. When her son 
finished schooling at noon, she picked him up and went back home. Her working 
schedule was strictly compatible with her son’s schooling timetable. For Weiyin, 
family and children became the focus of her life after marriage. She said,  
“Before getting married and having children, my self-satisfaction came 
from my work achievement, like a higher salary and a senior position. But now, I 
did not see career development so important, I felt peace and happiness when 
spending time with my family.”      
 
4.4. Usage of Own Income 
Most China brides earned a relatively small amount of money; usually 
they had individual bank accounts and saved their own salary and private money 
apart from family expenses. They kept the money for themselves and had power 
to decide how to use it. Sometimes China brides used it for personal purposes, but 
I find that China brides spent their incomes more on affinal families rather than 
natal families. Many voluntarily contributed their money to affinal family 
finances for the purpose of compulsory family expenditure (for example school 
fees), but tended to remit little money to natal families or to reduce the amount of 
remittance after getting married.  
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4.4.1 Contributing to Family Finances 
Some China brides’ husbands were blue-collar workers and had meager 
salaries; in this case, China brides must work together with their husbands to 
make ends meet. Guxia and Jinchen’s experiences reflected the compelling need 
to work outside the home to lighten their family burden due to their husbands’ 
poor economic situation (lack of adequate economic capital). Both of them were 
sales assistants and earned about $1400 per month, which they used to raise and 
educate their children. 
Guxia’s (33, Hainan) family was under financial stress. In her words,  
“Working is compulsory for me. I even worked while carrying the baby. It 
is hard for my husband to support the family alone since living in Singapore is 
very expensive. For instance, a can of ordinary powdered milk is more than fifty 
dollars.”  
Guxia contributed her income to her husband’s family finance, particularly 
for the purpose of raising children. She said, “After having children, my kids’ 
needs came first. I rarely thought of buying anything for me. ” 
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) also considered working compulsory. She explained, 
“My husband earns $1300 per month, which can barely cover living expenses of 
the whole family (my in-laws, my husband and me, and our two sons). If I do not 
work to earn some money, obviously, we are not able to send our sons to better 




4.4.2 Little Remittance to Natal Families 
In many cultures, female marriage migrants’ natal families heavily rely on 
their remittances for a living, for example Vietnamese brides in Taiwan (Hoang 
2009; Thi, Hugo, and Fellow 2005), and Thai brides in Singapore (Jongwilaiwan 
2009). According to China brides I interviewed, however after marrying into 
Singaporean families, they were not financially responsible to their natal families, 
and their lives were affinal family oriented. Only a small number of China brides 
I interviewed remitted money to their natal families in China, and the sum of 
money they remitted were often a small portion of their earnings or savings. For 
example, Shaofang (37, Fujian) worked part-time and kept all her salary (900 
SGD per month) for herself. She said, “I remitted about 2000 Singapore dollars 
(about 20% of my income) to my mother in China every year. I kept my husband 
informed and he did not show disapproval.” Possession of economic capital 
(working outside and having income) and social capital (the ability to win 
husband’s support) made it possible for Shaofang to remit some money to her 
natal family.  
In fact, a majority of China brides did not remit money to natal families 
often. Some (such as Alice and Elaine) said that their parents had pensions and 
did not expect their remittance. More importantly, it was culturally supported in 
China that married out daughters should focus more on affinal families. As Lu 
(2008) stated, conventionally, a wife’s labor and income belongs to her husband’s 
family, so keeping money for herself or remitting money to her natal family 
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seems inappropriate. Therefore, it seemed acceptable to remit less or not remit 
any money to natal families. 
Yiliang (27, Jiangxi) reduced her input into her natal family after getting 
married. She said,  
“I remitted a lot of money to my parents before marriage. My brother 
wanted to get married but he was not able to buy a house in my hometown. It was 
me who paid the down payment (more than 100,000 Yuan) for him. After getting 
married, I only remit 10,000 Yuan every year. ”  
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) only sent money to her parents once when her father 
was receiving medical treatment due to lung cancer. She recalled, 
 “I went back to China visiting my father with a large amount of money 
(around four thousand Singapore dollars). It was my private money; I saved it 
from daily expense for a long time. I thought, as a married out daughter, I cannot 
stay in the hospital to look after him; I could at least bring some money in hope 
that my father can get good treatment and be cured. But my dad passed away.” 
 While, after Jinchen found a job and had her own income, her mother 
refused to take her money. Jinchen said, “My mother received my money when I 
arrived home, but she gave it back to me when I was about to fly back to 
Singapore. I know she felt heartache to think about me striving for a life in 
Singapore, she said, ‘Mom knows life is not easy, save your money for yourself.’ ”  
Her mother’s attitude towards her remittance reinforced her orientation toward her 
husband’s family. She devoted her money to her children’s education.  
Wenxi’s (29, Xi’an) case suggested that when a daughter was about to 
marry her parents would expect less or even no longer expect financial 
contribution from her. She used to remit a large portion of her income to her 
parents when she felt her family under financial stress. But as she said,  
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“Since last year my parents have refused to receive my money. For one 
thing, they lead a good life in China, although they do not earn much. After all 
living cost in countryside is low. For another, my parents understand that my 
boyfriend and I are saving money to buy a flat to marry. They even propose that 
they offer us some financial support when we purchase the flat.” 
Instead of remitting lots of money to natal families, there was a trend that 
China brides showed their filial piety through buying gifts for their relatives and 
friends in China or giving small sums of money to parents or seniors in natal 
families. The small amounts of money or token gifts given to natal families were 
much more monetarily substantial than commonly given. As in Chuchu’s (30, 
Hainan) case, she never remitted money to her parents. She just gave her 




As other researchers have demonstrated, there is a male demand for 
‘traditional’ women to produce and maintain patriarchal structures that are related 
to ‘tradition’ and masculinity. Where women in developed countries are said to be 
modern, career minded and ask more equal rights as their male counterparts, men 
choose to marry women from relatively less developed countries because they are 
considered traditional and more willing to retain their roles in patriarchal 
household (Amster and Lindquist 2005; Chin 1994; Wang 2007). 
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Singapore has a high female labor force participation rate6 (Pyle 1997), 
and Singaporean women are criticized in public discourse for being too career-
minded and ‘modern’ (The Straits Times 2008d), as a result, some Singaporean 
men opt to find wives globally, favoring brides from other Asian countries who 
are assumed to be ‘traditional’ and family-oriented.  
In examining life experiences of China brides in Singapore, I found that 
the orientation of China brides was not so clear cut between traditional housewife 
and modern career woman. Most China brides I interviewed participated in the 
labor force; working outside the home and earning money granted them a sense of 
self-autonomy and independence. They deployed many strategies to maximize 
their chances in the labor market. If high participation in labor forces was one 
indication of being modern, China brides were not backward.  
Press articles attributed the phobia of China brides to their image as 
demanding gold-diggers (The Straits Times 2000b). But in fact, China brides 
were not overly individualistic. They valued autonomy and self-empowerment 
(such as through earning their own incomes), at the same time they were family-
centered after marriage, especially after having children. In other words, after 
getting married, China brides prioritized their roles as wives, mothers and 
daughters-in-law and catered to the needs of their affinal families; they even 
reduced their participation in the labor force and provided less to their natal 
families financially. 
                                                 
6
 http://app1.mcys.gov.sg/ResearchRoom/ResearchStatistics/LabourForceParticipationRatebyGender.aspx  
According to official statistic, female labor force participation rate from 2003-2008 was around 55%.   
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CHAPTER 5 CHINA BRIDES WITH THE STATE 
This chapter discusses China brides’ relationship with the state. Through 
investigating what Singapore PR and Singapore Citizenship meant to China brides 
interviewed, I find that PR was desired by every China bride; while views differed 
on taking up Singapore Citizenship. Many China brides took up Singapore 
Citizenship which entitled them to the greatest rights and benefits in Singapore; 
while some enjoyed the benefits entitled to Singapore PR, at the same time, they 
maintained Chinese Citizenship and planned to live in China after retirement.  
Singapore PR and citizenship attainment is a complicated issue provided 
in that immigration policies are somewhat ambiguous. Multiple factors play a role. 
This chapter examines how China brides relied on all forms of capital to negotiate 
a desired legal social status in Singapore. Their husband’s financial statement and 
moral support, and their personal qualifications (in terms of educational 
attainment, professional knowledge and technical skills) and endeavors (for 
example having children) all affected their PR and citizenship applications and 
the results of their negotiations. With regard to constructing a dual identity—
taking up Singapore PR and maintaining Chinese citizenship, I argue that it also 
related to the possession of various forms of capital. First of all, China brides had 
to join the Chinese insurance system to secure their old-age social welfare in 
China. Secondly, China brides needed to obtain their husbands’ approval of living 
in China after retirement and resort to their husbands’ monetary support to 
purchase houses in China. 
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According to Table 4 in Appendices, half (16 out of 321) of the China 
brides had been granted Singapore Citizenship at the time I interviewed them. 
Among the remaining, ten brides were PR and the other six had not received 
Singapore PR yet. With regard to their attitudes towards citizenship, some China 
brides did not consider taking up Singapore Citizenship necessary, and two, 
Xiaoqing (39, Shanghai) and Julia (53, Beijing), even regretted taking up 
Singapore Citizenship. 
 
5.1 Negotiating a Desired Legal Status in Singapore 
Legally marrying a Singaporean did not make China brides eligible for PR 
entitlement (Chung 2010). According to Registrar of Marriage (ROM) website2, 
permission should be sought from Immigration & Checkpoints Authority3 (ICA) 
if one wants to apply for PR for his or her non-citizen spouse. In this way, 
Singaporean grooms as sponsors were granted the right to either support or 
disapprove of their China brides’ applications, which reinforced the dependence 
of China brides on their local spouses. As a result, sometimes China women asked 
for a trade-off with Singaporean men for assistance in their legal status 
application. One piece of news4 reported that a China woman offered money 
                                                 
1
 Duoer (27, Kunming) has not come to Singapore yet. 
2 How do I apply for PR for my spouse who is a non-citizen? 
http://app.customerfeedback.mcys.gov.sg/rom_faqmain.asp?strItemChoice=2004101144855&action=SHOW
TOPICS&strSubItemChoice=2004121394837&m_strTopicSysID=20041213104828  
3 ICA website http://www.ica.gov.sg/index.aspx  
4
 A China woman Ms Yang (34) was caught due to committing illegal activities (bogus marriage and offering 
sexual service) to obtain Long Term Visit Pass in Singapore. She gave a Singaporean delivery man Mr Chen 
some money to “marry” him, and then she offered sexual service to a business man Mr Sun to make him 
claim that her “husband” was an employee in his company and earned $ 1600 every month, so Ms Yang can 
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incentives and sexual relationship to two Singaporean men in exchange for her 
long term visit pass application (Lianhe Zaobao 2010). 
ICA reserves the rights of ratifying or rejecting their applications. So a 
good understanding of and adequate knowledge about government immigration 
policies was of great help for legal social status application. Usually China brides 
had to wait for a period of time during which they held social visit passes.  
Again China brides who migrated prior to marriage were found to have 
more resources than those who married first and then migrated. At least some 
individuals from the former group were able to apply for Singapore PR 
(independent PR) or citizenship on their own merits. While for the latter, they had 
to rely on their husbands for PR (dependent PR) and citizenship applications.  
 
5.1.1 Ambiguity of Singapore PR and Citizenship Entitlement 
According to my interviews, immigration policies on foreign wives’ 
Singapore PR and Citizenship entitlement were ambiguous, although there were 
some general guidelines.  
Hanxiao’s (31, Hainan) application for Long Term Visit Pass was turned 
down. She believed that ICA considered her intention problematic -- hoping to 
achieve the goal of migrating to Singapore through leveraging her Singaporean 
son. Hanxiao tried to defend herself by saying that it was all for her son, 
“Without my son, I would never come here. Before coming to Singapore, I 
worked in a car company and led a good life. However, life is really tough for my 
                                                                                                                                     




son and me in Singapore. Sometimes I was so stressed out, and asked my son, 
‘would you mind if we went back to China?’ My son always replied No; he loves 
Singapore very much and he is proud of being a Singaporean.”  
Whatever Hanxiao’s real intention was, officers came to the conclusion 
that her explanation was questionable. Now Hanxiao had to depend on a local 
Singaporean friend to renew her short-term visit pass over and over again. 
The ambiguity of PR entitlement made people feel it was a matter of luck, 
just as Xuxin (Fujian, 43) and he sister’s stories reflected. Xuxin said,  
“When my sister married a Singaporean man in 1992, she renewed her 
social visit pass every month; but after giving birth to a child, she quickly 
received PR. However, it seems to me that carrying an unborn child and giving 
birth did not help make my application process faster or smoother. I continued 
waiting for several more years before finally getting PR.” 
It remained unknown why Xuxin’s sister was entitled to PR right after she 
gave birth, but Xuxin was not5. Thus, lack of transparency made it hard to tell 
whether having children as a form of social capital played a role in facilitating PR 
applications.  
 
5.1.2 Negotiations with the State 
Given the ambiguity and limited official clarifications, China brides turned 
to various unofficial sources (for example, online forums or hearsay) to identify 
the beneficial factors that might be helpful for their desired legal status 
application, and consequently brought all positive factors into full play. 
Understanding policies and learning from other China brides’ experiences were 
                                                 
5
 Timing may be a factor. At different periods PR seems easier or harder to obtain. For instance, there has 
been a sharp decrease in the numbers of PRs granted between 2008 and 2010 (half the number, without a 
decrease in the number of applicants), thus making it much harder to get. 
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forms of cultural capital that can be exercised to increase the possibility of being 
granted desired legal social status, even if some understanding and perceptions 
were myths. 
 
5.1.2.1 Pregnancy and Having Children 
As mentioned earlier, it was difficult to recognize the role having children 
played in China brides’ legal status acquisition. Some China brides (such as 
Xiaoqing, Xiaojuan, Shangmei) got PR before having children, and there also 
existed the cases of China brides (for example Xuxin) who waited for a long 
period to receive PR after giving birth. Having children was still commonly 
perceived to be very helpful for PR application, especially for those whose 
husbands were not well off (lack of economic capital). From this angle, women 
aimed at using their reproductive capacity (ability to having children born into 
husband’s families as social capital) to negotiate with the state to which low 
fertility rate was a big concern. 
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) was in an unsecure situation for marrying a 
Singaporean man who worked night shifts and only earned 1,300 SGD per month. 
She could not apply for PR immediately after marriage since ICA judged that her 
husband was not able to support her financially. So she had to renew her social 
visit pass every three months to remain in Singapore. When she submitted her PR 
application after her son was born, she was entitled to PR within three months 
time. Therefore, Jinchen insisted that having children had helped her obtain PR.  
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Shaofang (37, Fujian) received PR after two months marriage; she was 
entitled to Singapore Citizenship during her pregnancy with her second child. So 
she suggested, “Having children with Singaporean husbands will facilitate 
foreign brides to obtain PR or Citizenship in Singapore.” 
 
5.1.2.2 Confined in Singapore 
Many China brides claimed that entering and exiting Singapore from time 
to time before getting PR or citizenship had a negative impact on legal status 
applications, including lengthening the period of waiting and reducing the 
chances of success. The government explicitly states otherwise6, many China 
brides were still guided by this myth. 
Xiaocheng (43, Fujian) worked in an electronic company in Singapore and 
had not gone home until she received PR. In her words,  
“I left my hometown for Singapore to work in 1986. I missed my parents 
very much when I worked here, but I heard that going back to China frequently 
during my work contract would harm my PR application. So I dared not take the 
risk, until 1992, when I got PR after 2 years marriage; I brought my husband to 
my hometown to visit my parents.” 
In Xiaocheng’s case, application for PR was given a higher priority than 
visiting her parents in China. She applied the strategy of confining herself in 
Singapore to enhance her chance of getting PR faster. 
Jinchen (34, Jiangxi) shared a similar story. She did not even go back to 
China when her dad’s illness was at its worst. She felt heartache,  
                                                 
6
 Q: Must I remain in Singapore while the application is still in process? A: No, you are free to travel while 
the application is being processed. http://www.ifaq.gov.sg/ica/apps/fcd_faqmain.aspx  
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“I was applying for a Singapore passport when my father’s illness 
deteriorated. I cried all day and wanted to fly back to see my father for the very 
last time, but my passport was not ready. I asked my husband to seek help from 
ICA to speed the formality process but he said that would not help. So I could do 
nothing but waited in Singapore. I was afraid flying back then might cause 
inconvenience to the handling of formality or even harm my Singapore 
Citizenship status. Finally, my family members in China asked me not to go back 
at the crucial point by saying, ’you are married out so far away from home, and 
nothing can help your father now. If it is not a good time for you to fly back, stay 
there; after all it is not easy for you to get Singapore Citizenship so do not take 
risks.”  
At last, Jinchen stayed in Singapore, speaking on the phone with her father 
many times a day. Her uncertainty over the state policy made her miss the chance 
of seeing her father before he died. 
 
5.1.2.3 Relying on Personal Qualifications  
Singapore has been always courting foreign talent7 from all over the world 
(Abhijit 2010), who are considered possessing sufficient cultural capital 
manifested by good education background, professional skills and technical 
qualifications. China brides who migrated prior to marriage mainly consisted of 
Chinese female migrant workers, Chinese female students and “study mamas”. 
They worked or studied in Singapore, and eventually settled down after meeting 
their Singaporean life partners. Singapore state governs individuals living in 
                                                 
7
 There are some discussions around foreign talent. a) See “foreign eyes, but all talent?” Singapore Magazine 
http://www.singapore21.org.sg/art_talent.html  
b) Also read “Foreign Talent and Singapore”, http://socyberty.com/government/foreign-talent-and-
singapore/#ixzz0ullxAv40  




Singapore by graduated sovereignty, where differentiated governance is practiced 
to different groups (Ong 1999; Thompson and Zhang 2007). 
There were few restrictions on Chinese students (such as Claire, Shiqian, 
and Yuerong) who pursued their degrees in highly ranked universities in 
Singapore. They were encouraged to stay in Singapore after graduation. In fact, 
many who were under a Singapore government scholarship had a few years work 
bond in Singapore; and the government even sent them invitation letters to 
support their PR application after finding proper jobs. Shiqian (Zhongshan, 31) 
was a student of SM28. She recalled,  
“Twenty-four students in Zhongshan were selected to join this SM2 
programme; there were many other Chinese students from other provinces as well. 
We attended systematic English course for 20 months before enrolling local 
universities. Limits were placed on the selection of majors for SM2 students. We 
were allowed to choose majors from Science/Engineering faculty but not Arts 
Faculty. But it did not bother me anyway, I chose an IT related major.”  
The state took an inclusive attitude towards students like Shiqian. She 
received an invitation letter from ICA upon graduation in 2003. Although the job 
market then was sluggish due to the outbreak of SARS, Shiqian found a job in an 
IT company. HR there applied EP (which suggests that Shiqian had moderately 
good salary) for her and supported her PR application as well. After working for 
three months, Shiqian received PR. 
Things were not so rosy for Xiaojuan and Xiaoqing. Both of them joined a 
one year program in a private English language institute. English language 
learners did not have good prospects in the job market but a rather negative public 
                                                 
8
 SM2 refers to those who study in Singapore after completion of second year of senior high school in China. 
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image9. The state did not allow them to work in Singapore after completion of 
studies and they had to leave Singapore. 
Working pass holders were allowed to work in certain sectors in 
Singapore. Among WP, SP and EP, WP had the lowest requirement and returned 
the lowest wages, which suggested that WP holders possessed a low volume of 
cultural capital and economic capital, and seemed to have smaller chance to be 
entitled to PR and they were also restricted to get married with Singaporeans10. . 
Labor migrants could totally rely on themselves to achieve status change. WP 
holders could upgrade their WP to SP or EP and even get PR or citizenship. For 
instance, in my informant pool, quite some China brides were entitled to PR or 
Citizenship before getting married. As in the case of Yiliang (27, Jiangxi) who 
was a WP holder after migrating to Singapore as a nurse assistant in 2005, she got 
SP after one and a half years, and another one year later she applied for PR and 
successfully received PR in two months.  
But not all China brides succeeded in obtaining PR after working here for 
several years. Lanxin (33, Xi’an) also joined the hospital where Yiliang worked 
about three years ago. Her initial work pass was SP which required a higher 
qualification than WP. But her application for PR was rejected by ICA last year. 
In her words,  
                                                 
9
 One novel titled Crow described language students’ ‘corrupted’ lives in Singapore. It revealed that these 
China women’s real intention was not studying English, but offering sexual services to local men for 
financial support and support for legal status application. 
10
 A Singaporean who is desirous of marrying a work permit/ex-work permit holder is required to seek the 




“It has been very difficult to apply for PR since last year, and ICA said I 
could apply again two years later. I do see some girls who find it difficult to rely 
on themselves to get PR choose to marry their Singaporean boyfriends first and 
then apply as a foreign spouse. It may facilitate the application process and make 
them get PR faster, but I do not care.” 
Lanxin insisted on depending on her own qualifications and work 
accomplishments to apply PR. She said, “I believe I can obtain PR based on my 
qualifications and work achievement sooner or later. Maybe I just need to wait 
for two more years, so why should I use my marriage for PR attainment?” 
 
5.1.2.4 Relying on Husbands’ Qualifications  
Qiaoling (25, Shanghai) fitted into the category of China brides Lanxin 
described above, who opted to marry Singaporeans and relied on their husbands’ 
qualifications to apply for legal social status.  
Qiaoling was not confident of applying for PR as a low-skill foreign 
worker as she heard that PR selection criteria went up11. She said,  
“Many Singaporeans do not welcome foreigners. They see us as threats 
and competitors. The government sometimes has to attend to views of its people 
so the policies tend to control the population size of PR in Singapore. So the 
difficulties of PR applications are increasing greatly.”      
More often, those who married prior to migration had to rely on their 
husbands’ sponsorship for their applications. In fact, when a China woman 
registered a marriage with her Singaporean husband and migrated to Singapore, 
                                                 
11
 a) Some newspaper articles echoed what Qiaoling said. For example, see “Singaporeans still the 
Government's priority”,  
http://app.reach.gov.sg/reach/TalkAbuzz/YourFeedbackOurResponse/tabid/181/ctl/Details/mid/926/ItemID/1
92/Default.aspx  
b) PR application is a very popular topic on one overseas Chinese online forum. It seemed that the rejection 
rate had increased greatly since last year. http://bbs.sgchinese.com/forum-5-1.html  
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she was supposed to be her husband’s dependent. As Elaine (28, Fujian) stated, 
“ICA did not place any restriction on my eligibility to marry my Singaporean 
husband. They just wanted to make sure that my husband was financially 
sufficient to support me. That is all!” As such, China brides’ legal social status 
was tied with their husbands’ financial situation (volume of economic capital). 
Therefore, China brides, whose husbands were in higher occupational positions or 
had a strong financial background, tended to get Singapore PR soon after 
marriage migration. But if their husbands neither earn much nor contribute to CPF 
and income tax, they had to wait for a longer time to receive Singapore 
PR(Jongwilaiwan 2009, who found the same among Thai women married to 
Singaporean men).  
Shangmei’s (53, Beijing) narrative recognized that her husband’s large 
economic capital was the reason why she received PR quickly after marriage 
registration. She said, “I received PR after half a year marriage. I got it so 
quickly since my husband earned a lot every month as a higher executive in a big 
company. So the immigration officer did not doubt his ability to support me.”  
By sharp contrast, Jinchen (33, Jiangxi) and Xuxin (43, Fujian) married 
low income working class men, and they had to go to ICA from time to time to 
update their visit passes periodically before applying for PR. Jinchen had 
struggled over her legal social status for several years. She said, “I was tired of 
going back and forth to ICA to renew my social visit pass every three months. You 
know my husband’s income was meager and his qualification was far from 
adequate to support my PR application.”  
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Similarly, Xuxin’s situation was difficult after marrying into a low-income 
Singapore family. ICA just gave her a visa for 3 months stay when they got 
married; 3 months later, she applied for extension of her visa twice and each time 
ICA allowed her to stay here for half a year; after that, she had a one year social 
visit pass. Though it was troublesome to renew her visit passes again and again, 
Xuxin was still grateful, “every time my husband provided sufficient supporting 
documents, so the renewal process was always smooth. Moreover, in order to let 
me get PR soon, my husband extended his working hours to earn more money, so 
he can contribute to CPF.” From Xuxin’s case, inadequate economic capital was 
a limit that could be overcome by working harder to earn more money; winning a 
husband’s emotional and moral support (as social capital) was equally important.  
Because of lacking husband’s sponsorship, Hanxiao (31, Hainan) could 
not get a Long Term Visit in Singapore. As she recounted, 
“After having an affair with another China woman, my husband deserted 
my son and me for about three years, so I filed for a divorce earlier this year. I 
wanted to get custody of my son because I have caring for him since he was born. 
My husband did not like my son and never looked after him. Now my son was five 
years old and I wanted to let him receive education in Singapore because he took 
up Singapore Citizenship. However, I could not stay in Singapore on a long-term 
basis since my husband refused to offer me any support to my Long Term Visit 
Pass application. I did not expect him to help me, no way! ” 
Hanxiao’s application for PR as a parent of a Singaporean child was 
rejected by ICA; she even spoke to MP12 and got a supportive letter from them, 
but it did not help either.  
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5.1.3 Meaning of Singapore Citizenship 
Singapore PR is a very attractive title to current and prospective Chinese 
migrants in Singapore because it grants them basic rights in Singapore including 
housing, medical care, education, employment and so on. The Singapore 
government uses PR entitlement as a strategy to bring in foreign talents. At 
educational fairs in China, the opportunity to apply for PR after graduation is 
always stated on the brochure as one of the advantages of studying in Singapore. 
Migrant laborers also expect to gain PR through good working achievement or 
marrying local Singaporeans. Taking up Singapore Citizenship means a 
maximization of rights in Singapore from every aspect of everyday life, at the 
same time, it means giving up Chinese citizenship. According to China brides’ 
narratives, not all of them pursued Singapore Citizenship, although about two 
thirds of them finally applied for naturalization. The following examines what 
Singapore Citizenship meant to China brides. 
Practically speaking, the primary reason why some China brides took up 
Singapore Citizenship was to enjoy the greatest benefits and rights in Singapore. 
Yuerong (40, Suzhou) worked, studied, and got married in Singapore. About ten 
years ago, she applied for Singapore Citizenship. In her words,  
“I admit that I am ill-intentioned. My application for citizenship is not 
because of my strong attachment to this country, but because Singapore Passport 
is very powerful and travelling with a Singapore passport is extraordinary. For 
example, when I was assigned to a training in Japan years ago, my China 
passport made it very difficult for me to get a visa to Japan, but my Singaporean 
colleagues did not have any problem with entering Japan as Singaporeans can 
enjoy a three months visa-free visit in Japan. After coming back from the training, 
I began to consider taking up Singapore citizenship and then applied for it. 
Overseas training and conferences is part of my life, so having a Singapore 
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passport would bring me a lot of convenience. I know it sounds awful but it is the 
plain truth.” 
 In Yuerong’s case, being a Singaporean as the cultural identity was a kind 
of cultural capital she possessed. Specifically, holding a Singapore passport meant 
a lot of convenience while travelling.  
Julia (56, Beijing) was motivated to apply for Singapore Citizenship for a 
similar reason, 
“I used to apply for an entry visa to many countries while hold a China 
passport. Having a Singapore passport did save me a lot of trouble. You know my 
son did not take Singaporean citizenship until he went to university. The tuition 
fee for citizens was very much lower than for PRs. Why should he pay much more 
than his peers? Then he decided to take up Singapore Citizenship.” 
For Julia, a Singapore passport was powerful in the way that entry-visas to 
many countries are exempted. For her son, becoming a Singapore citizen was a 
matter of economic considerations—in his case it was the benefit of lower cost 
schooling.  
Guxia (33, Hainan) agreed that it was better to take up Singapore 
Citizenship if one planned to stay here long. In fact, she was a bit hesitant when 
she received a letter from ICA which invited her to apply for Singapore 
Citizenship. Because she knew it would be difficult for her to go back to China in 
future if she gave up Chinese citizenship. But after a second thought, she made up 
her mind to apply for Singapore Citizenship. She said, “First of all, I got PR with 
my aunt’s support, but she might not be able to assist me in my PR renewal years 
later. Secondly, since I have decided to live in Singapore for long, taking up 
Singapore Citizenship will make my life easier and more convenient.” From 
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Guxia’s case, considering that she might not be able to rely on the same social 
capital (her aunt’s support) to maintain her PR, she applied for citizenship.  
Besides building her affinal family in Singapore, Guxia had the company 
of several natal family members who also migrated to Singapore. Guxia continued, 
“I am not alone. Now my aunt, my elder-sister and her husband, and my sister are 
all in Singapore. My mother also got a five year long term visit pass.” Such social 
network implies some social capital to some extent. For instance, Guxia 
introduced her younger sister to a labor agent company in Singapore and then her 
younger sister worked in Singapore. Her younger sister, on the other hand, helped 
her with housework before their mother came to Singapore.  
Furthermore, some China brides showed a preference for dealing with 
Singaporeans rather than interacting with Chinese. Shangmei (53, Beijing) felt 
that she belonged in Singapore. But it did take her a long time to accept attitudes 
and behavior of Singaporeans. As she said,  
“When I migrated here after marriage, I cannot get used to everything 
here. The food is too weird to be delicious; the weather was too humid to be 
comfortable; the people were too defensive to be nice. I used to speaking badly of 
everything in Singapore with fellow China nationals. However, as time went by, I 
made friends with Singaporeans and quickly found that most of them were 
virtuous and well-behaved. Embarrassingly, the drawbacks of my peers from 
China were exposed at times. Gradually I stayed away from my Chinese friends13 
and started to develop close relationship with Singaporeans.”  
According to Shangmei, getting along with Singaporeans opened the door 
to a better understanding of Singapore and Singaporeans. She gained social 
                                                 
13
 When my friend tried to connect me with her for the first time, she refused to see me or participated in my 
research by saying that “The researcher was a Chinese? No la~ You know Chinese are troublesome.” 
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capital while socializing with the local at the expense of losing some social capital 
due to staying away from Chinese. 
Xiaojuan (41, Shanghai) also expressed her affection for local 
Singaporeans. She said, 
“My life in Shanghai was much better than it is in Singapore. But I find 
human relationships in Singapore are simpler and easier to deal with, and this is 
exactly what I cannot feel in Shanghai where people are making simple things 
complicated and human relationships in Shanghai are sophisticated. I only told 
my parents when I got married. I did not tell my relatives in Shanghai. They are 
so gossipy, and would keep asking my husband’s financial background, job and 
everything. As far as I know, Singaporeans are not so gossipy. I enjoy my simple 
but pleasant life in Singapore.” 
Moreover, some China brides considered that taking up Singaporean 
citizenship a means of showing their commitment to their husbands’ families. For 
example, Shiqian (31, Zhongshan) was granted PR after working in Singapore for 
3 months, but she did not apply for Singapore citizenship until she got married 
here and had a daughter. She confessed,  
“Before getting married, I did not think of giving up my Chinese 
citizenship. First of all, I was not even sure whether I would stay in Singapore for 
good. Secondly, as a young lady in my twenties I could not really feel the 
difference between being a Singapore PR and Citizen. At that time, buying a 
house in Singapore was not my concern; there were no big health problems 
because I was young, so there were no high medical bills to pay; also I was 
unmarried, therefore expenses of children’s education did not bother me. But 
things changed after marriage. I got a family here and I had a daughter who also 
took up Singapore Citizenship. Then I realized that the rest of my family are 
Singaporean. My husband and in-laws also suggested that I take up Singapore 
Citizenship. As they said, ‘it is better to have the same nationality within the 
family, which means that we are staying together as a family no matter what will 
happen in future.’ I agreed, anyway, I settled down eventually and was a wife and 
mom. ”  
Therefore, after tying the knot with a Singaporean man and having a 
daughter, Shiqian felt settled. More importantly, she felt that following her affinal 
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family’s suggestion of applying for naturalization signified her willingness to be 
part of her husband’s Singaporean family. Consequently, she won her husband 
and in-laws’ recognition, which was a source of social capital she relied on to 
make her baby daughter cared for by her in-laws while she was working outside.  
Additionally, taking up Singapore citizenship was considered a rise in 
social status especially for those from rural areas in China. Jiahui (39, Fujian) was 
from a coastal village in Fujian, and she was very delighted that she got PR after 
one year’s marriage. She continued to apply for Singapore Citizenship without 
hesitation when she received the invitation letter from ICA two years later. For 
Jiahui, taking up Singapore Citizenship was one of the turning points in her life. 
That is to say, her geographic mobility led to her economic/social mobility. She 
had been a widow in a rural area in a developing country (China); after applying 
for naturalization, she became a citizen of a modernized city and developed 
country (Singapore). As she said, “life in Singapore is very better than that of in 
my hometown. You know going back to my hometown is like returning home in 
glory (Yi Jin Huan Xiang 衣锦还乡), villagers envied me and respected my 
parents.” However, her affinal family belonged to the low class in Singapore 
because her husband had to support a family of 6 people with 3000 SGD per 
month. Jiahui was still satisfied, “I am a homemaker, and I need not worry about 
food or clothing (Chi chuan bu chou 吃穿不愁).” Therefore through marriage 
migration and taking up Singapore citizenship, Jiahui’s living situation was 
upgraded economically (being fed without working outside), socially (having 




5.2 The Negotiation of a Dual Identity 
While many China brides changed their nationality from Chinese to 
Singaporean, some others established a dual identity—Singapore PR and Chinese 
Citizen, as neither China nor Singapore allowed dual citizenship. In this way, they 
can enjoy both benefits and rights granted to Singapore PR and social welfare 
(especially old age pension) offered to Chinese citizens. A PR status was 
beneficial to China brides for their present lives in Singapore; while maintaining 
Chinese citizenship was more like a strategy to secure old age life in China. Quite 
some China brides bought or planned to buy houses in China to make a home 
there.  
It was a commonly perceived view among my informants (such as Alice, 
Niyou, Qiaoling, Huiping and so on) that China had better social welfare for old 
age. Xiaoqing (39, Shanghai) and Julia (56, Beijing) even regretted that they were 
not able to enjoy social welfare in China after giving up Chinese citizenship. 
Xiaoqing said, “If it were not for my husband’s affair with another woman, I 
would never file for a divorce with him or apply for Singapore citizenship to 
secure my permanent stay in Singapore. You know Shanghainese could enjoy very 
good social insurances.” Julia agreed, “Singapore has no welfare, old people 
have to work to survive. The elderly in Beijing had pensions and enjoyed pleasant 
retirement.” Going back to China after retirement was a solution for the lack of 
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CPF14 for old age (lack of sufficient economic capital) in Singapore. In China and 
Singapore, residents are encouraged to save for old age; basically the more they 
save, the more they have for old age. However, the core value of Singapore 
welfare is workfare15, which propels Singaporeans to work and save money in 
their CPF accounts to secure their old age. But this retirement scheme was 
questioned because it often fails to guarantee a retiree’s old age needs16. Huiping 
(Fujian, 39) complained,  
“My husband used most of his CPF to afford this condo. It is a 30 years 
loan. When he finally pays off the loan, he will be near retirement age. And then 
he will not be able to save adequate money for our old age. I had better to 
maintain my Chinese citizenship as it is worthwhile making money in Singapore 
before we retire and spending money in China for old age. Of course there is one 
condition, that is, one has to join the social insurance system which grants a sense 
of economic security.”  
Currently, two different models of old age insurance system are applied in 
rural and urban areas in China. Rural residents mainly rely on family support for 
old age (Jia ting yang lao 家庭养老), they raise children who in turn support 
them in old age (Yang er fang lao 养儿防老), and few have social endowment 
insurance. In urban areas, old age insurance system has carried out a series of 
reforms since the mid-1980s and set up the mode whereby the state, enterprises 
and individuals share the burden of pension-raising17. When urban residents retire, 
they get a pension every month, which is allocated to them according to their old-
                                                 
14
 The Central Provident Fund (CPF) is “a social security savings plan for Singapore citizens’ old age”. See 
http://mycpf.cpf.gov.sg/Members/home.htm  
15
 Overview of the welfare system in Singapore (in Chinese) http://www.cdhuaying.com/Item/3666.aspx 
16
 See an online article “CPF for housing = Miserable Retirement?”  
http://singaporemind.blogspot.com/2010/03/cpf-for-housing-miserable-retirement.html 
17




age account balance and the changing price level. This amount of money can 
basically cover their living expenses and sometimes can even allow them to 
maintain their standards of living before retirement. So some China brides from 
urban areas in China considered Chinese social endowment insurance system 
more reliable and privileged than that of in Singapore. Alice (37, Hubei) claimed, 
“I will not consider applying for Singapore Citizenship unless my husband 
becomes so rich that we plan to buy a villa and I want to put my name on the 
property ownership certificate. But as a member of the working class, my husband 
is unlikely to make a huge fortune overnight, so buying a villa sounds like a story 
in Arabian Nights. In fact, I have both social and commercial insurance in China 
and I need not worry about my old age. I asked Jiahui (a Singapore citizen now) 
upstairs, the government only gave them 200 SGD allowance last year. But the 
Chinese government will give me more than 500 Chinese Yuan per month. If I 
give up Chinese citizenship, I will lose the part of money government would 
subsidize. You see the man in the food court; he was from rural area in Fujian 
and he took up Singapore Citizenship happily. It was easy to understand as he 
had no insurance in China and there was no loss for him.  
Alice’s plan of going back to China after her husband retires was approved 
(a form of social capital) by her husband and he even agreed to buy a house 
(possession of economic capital) in China so they would have a place to stay.  
Cheap living expenses in China also attracted some China brides to make 
the decision of returning to China for retirement. Earning money in Singapore and 
spending money in China seems a fantastic idea to secure a modest lifestyle for 
old age. Yiliang (Nanchang, 27) said,  
“I am saving money to buy a house in Nanchang, capital city of Jiangxi 
province so that my husband and I can live in China after retirement. This is 
exactly why I just want to be PR. My husband also thinks it unnecessary for me to 
apply for Singapore Citizenship. When we are in our fifties, my daughter should 
have grown up to be an independent lady in her twenties. Then my husband and I 
will move to China for our old age. At the beginning, my husband did not 
consider spending our twilight years in China. He kept asking, ‘why China?’ I 
told him, ‘we can live a better life there.’ He agreed after visiting my parents’ 
home in Nanchang. As he said, ‘Nanchang is a suitable place where we can enjoy 
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a dignified retirement. It is not such a modernized city but it has all the basic 
facilities and a low price level as well.’”  
Yiliang’s narrative demonstrated the importance of getting husband’s 
approval for a retirement plan in China. Without possessing such social capital 
(husband’s support), this plan had to be suspended. Niyou (in her thirties, Hubei) 
complained, “I disliked Singapore. It is so noisy, and I could not develop a good 
career here. In fact, I prefer a peaceful life in my town in China. But I could not 
convince my husband to live in China when we grow old.” Qiaoling (25, Shanghai) 
also failed to convince her boyfriend to migrate to China when they would retire 
in future. She said, “Many Singaporean male I know seem to be unwilling to 
migrate to other countries. They were born here and would like to die here as well. 
So does my boyfriend.” 
     
5.3 Conclusion 
This chapter looked into China brides’ negotiations of desirable legal 
social status in Singapore. First of all, it was important to note that migrants 
(including China brides) had their legal social status in their countries of origin 
(China); after moving to other countries, they again had to obtain certain legal 
social status to secure their legal stay in host societies (Singapore). Therefore, it 
was understandable that China brides struggled over proper legal social status in 
Singapore.  
Conventionally, in press and public discourse in Singapore, China brides 
were depicted as women who caught Singaporean husbands in part because they 
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wanted Singapore PR and Citizenship. China brides narratives showed that 
desired legal social status could also be achieved by relying on their individual 
capital (good income as economic capital, resorting to social networks as social 
capital, and satisfying educational attainment as cultural capital). More 
importantly, although some China brides eventually took up Singapore 
Citizenship to maximize their rights and benefits in Singapore, Singapore 
Citizenship was optional for some other China brides. They created a dual identity 
as a Singapore PR and a China national at the same time to enjoy benefits from 
both sides. Moreover, whether to become a Singapore citizen or a China national 
were not necessarily China brides’ individual aims, some China brides applied for 
Singapore citizenship to show their commitment to their affinal families or to join 
their broader social network (usually from their natal families). Additionally, they 
often chose to maintain Chinese citizenship with the aim of securing a better life 
in old age for both their husbands and themselves.  
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, I have investigated marriage migration of China women 
married to Singaporean men. Through looking into China brides’ subjective 
experiences from the early stage of crossing the international border to their life 
conditions in their host society (Singapore) after marriage, I have argued that the 
reality of these China brides’ specific circumstances was more complex and 
multilayered, as compared to media portrayals, which labeled them as “China 
brides”—little dragon girls (gold-diggers) and crows (prostitutes). Their 
experiences showed that “the personal is political” in the sense that they were 
always negotiating their desired social positions during the marriage migration 
process, within their Singaporean husbands’ families, in the labor market and 
under the Singapore state governance. These politics were associated with all 
forms of capital they possessed. At the same time, while negotiating their way 
through these personal politics, they were not entirely self-centered individuals; 
that is, they were connected to other selves, and their negotiations were linked to 
the general good of both their natal and especially their affinal families. 
Media press reports insinuate that China women intentionally employed 
marriage to Singaporeans as a means of achieving the goal of migration to 
Singapore. My research has confirmed that this was the path some China brides 
went through, especially for those who lacked resources to migrate to Singapore 
on their own. To illustrate, some China women migrated to Singapore as 
temporary workers, study mamas, or English language students, and finding local 
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Singaporeans to marry was one way to overcome the barrier of obtaining a stable 
(permanent) status in Singapore, since their husbands as (Singapore) citizens were 
able to secure their stay in Singapore. Other China brides were attracted by 
employment opportunities, lifestyles and the like in Singapore, and they 
considered marrying native Singaporeans as the best way to migrate to Singapore. 
On the other hand, for some other China brides, marriage was their primary 
concern. That is, migration to Singapore was not a premeditated endeavor but the 
incidental outcome of marrying Singaporeans. Sometimes China brides even got 
Singapore PR or Citizenship before initiating their marital relationships with their 
Singaporean husbands; in this case, finding a marriage partner was their primary 
purpose even though the criteria of mate choices varied. Migration after marriage 
was not merely an individual activity. First and foremost, China brides left their 
country of origin (China) for the destination country (Singapore) to join their 
husbands and kin; some China brides also integrated into a big social network 
especially a network of their social contacts in Singapore, who played a role in 
matching them up with their potential grooms. 
China brides carry a very strong social stigma in Singapore, and their 
imputed characteristics (money-driven, selfish, and immoral) were contrasted 
with the idealized image of wives, who were self-sacrificing and did not care 
much about money. By understanding the way China brides dealt with money 
issues in their affinal families, I have found that China brides did care about 
money, not merely for its instrumental value, but because they perceived that 
money took on symbolic meaning in relationships. As a new member of their 
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affinal family, China brides expected to be recognized, accepted, loved, and cared 
by their husbands and kin. Therefore, they hoped to receive generous red packets 
from in-laws since they felt that the amount of money enclosed in the red packet 
represented how they were recognized and accepted. They anticipated that their 
husbands were willing to pay collective bills, which implied devotion and 
affection on the part of their husbands. They wished to control husbands’ income 
and affinal family finances not just for personal gain, but for the prosperity of the 
whole family. The way China brides dealt with family relationships demonstrated 
that their relationships in a transnational, modern, urban context were complicated 
and delicate. China brides struggled over decision making power in the 
distribution of housework, residential patterns, and bringing up children. 
Relationships with in-laws could get tense easily, and in this case, China brides 
usually allied with husbands to negotiate with in-laws; but at times they enlisted 
in-laws to bargain with husbands when disagreement between husbands and 
wives emerged. China brides cared very much about their roles as mothers, and 
they kept a strict hand on their children, disciplining them and trying to improve 
their school performance as well as providing physical care for them. 
Foreign brides in Singapore were often depicted as an alternative for 
Singaporean men who were not able to find local Singaporean women to marry 
due to the trend of non-marriage, late marriage, and marrying-up among 
Singaporean women. As such, foreign wives were considered or expected to be 
less career-minded and more family-centered. According to research on China 
brides’ participation in labor force, almost every China bride expressed her wish 
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to work outside the home, and a majority of them did succeed in joining the labor 
force although most of their occupations were not ideal. They were satisfied with 
earning a small amount of their own money and winning a sense of autonomy at 
the same time, which decreased their independence on their husbands and 
enriched their social lives. In order to enter the labor market, China brides 
regulated their expectations after identifying their disadvantages in the Singapore 
labor market; some even tried to overcome their limitations through receiving 
local degree/professional certificates to foster their career development; some 
have reliable social networks to locate jobs. China brides actively negotiated a 
position in the labor market for personal gains and for their families as well. Some 
China brides were forced to work to support their husbands’ families, in particular 
financially sponsor their children’s education. Due to their obligations to their 
children and in-laws, some China brides even gave up their careers to be 
caregivers for their children and aging parents-in-law. 
Since Singapore citizens are granted the right to support their non-citizen 
spouses for legal social status application, China brides are assumed to have the 
pursuit of Singapore PR or citizenship even at the risk of conducting illegal 
activities (for example fake marriages). This image was biased and far from 
representative. The Singapore state governs foreigners within its territory 
differently; at the same time immigrants show different attitudes towards different 
kinds of legal social status. Singapore PR was desired by every China bride, 
which entitled them certain rights and benefits in Singapore. Their husbands’ 
families could also benefit from this as well. For instance, after getting PR, China 
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brides could work outside the home to earn money and consequently contribute 
their wages to family economics. Some China brides maximized their benefits and 
rights in Singapore through taking up Singapore citizenship; although among 
them, some argued they applied for naturalization chiefly out of their own 
interests rather than attachment to the Singapore state; some considered taking up 
Singapore citizenship as a way to show their loyalty to their husband’ families. In 
order to receive PR or citizenship, China brides resorted to the resources available 
to them. China brides could develop good relationship with their husbands to seek 
their support for legal status applications. Some China brides had achieved their 
desired legal social status based on their own educational or professional 
qualifications. Given that immigration policies are not transparent, China brides 
acted according to their perception and understanding of these policies (using 
reproductive labor as a resource and employing the strategy of maintaining in 
Singapore to show their willingness to stay here permanently) to facilitate their 
PR or citizenship applications. Still another group of China brides chose not to 
take up Singapore citizenship but maintain their Chinese citizenship. As a result, 
they could enjoy the benefits of being Singapore PR; at the same time they 
dreamed of enjoying social welfare in China which they perceived would 
guarantee them and their husbands a better retired life.  
To sum up, the general negative public image of China brides in 
Singapore was not well supported by the lived experiences of China brides in 
Singapore. First of all, not all China brides intentionally caught Singaporean 
husbands in order to migrate; many China brides had marriage rather than 
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migration as their main goal. Furthermore, although China brides were criticized 
for caring about money within family relations, this criticism could be leveled at 
women everywhere, because valuing men as good providers seemed a common 
and very consistent cross-cultural norm at least in contemporary modern societies. 
Moreover, in most cases, China brides managed money for the benefit of their 
nuclear, affinal and natal families, not merely for personal benefit. Many China 
brides were modern in the way that they actively participated in the labor force, 
but traditional in prioritizing the needs of husband’s families even at the expense 
of sacrificing their careers. In addition, after migrating to another country 
(Singapore) as marriage migrants, it was important for them to negotiate a new 
identity and legal status in the destination country. 
 
6.1 Contribution to Knowledge 
Chinese marriage migration in Singapore as a case study speaks to the 
general phenomenon of marriage migration between women and men from 
various backgrounds.  
First of all, this thesis fit in the broader debates about victimization and 
voluntarism of marriage migrants. The victimization view saw foreign wives as 
victims who were involved in human trafficking (Duong, Bélanger, and Hong 
2007; Piper 1999; Wijers, Lin, and tegen Vrouwenhandel 1997; Yea 2005) or 
commodification of marriage (Constable 2009; Lu 2005; Nakamatsu 2003; Wang 
2002). Women were depicted as being coerced to enter into marriages due to 
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disadvantaged economic situation and using marriage as a means to escape from 
poverty and economic constraints in countries of origin. This practice was often 
regarded as global hypergamy with women from less developed countries 
marrying men from developed countries (Constable 2005). Marriage sometimes 
was the disguise of human trafficking (Mushakoji 2007), and marriage brokers 
promoted the commercialization of women whereby women were sold as wives, 
sex workers or maids (Lloyd 1999). The voluntarism perspective, by contrast, 
emphasized women’s action and agency; that is, marriage migrants had choices to 
initiate free movements and engage voluntary marriage  (Boëtsch 1996; Youakim 
2004), and were able to take actions to negotiate power and social position 
(Freeman 2005; Hsia 2008; Jongwilaiwan 2009; Suzuki 2004). My research has 
focused more on China brides’ negotiations during the marriage migration process 
and in the host society. China brides had options for immigration and spouse 
choice. They could decide whether to migrate and could migrate for various 
reasons such as work opportunities, international studies, and marriage. They 
could also choose to marry Singaporeans or China nationals. However, 
voluntarism did not mean the absence of power or politics; on every level, 
constraints were part of China brides’ lives. As Jongwilaiwan (2009) argued, the 
immigration legal structure, social structure, and social-cultural gendered 
structure in Singapore impinged on Thai brides. Similarly, China brides met with 
various constraints during the process of marriage migration and leading a life in 
Singapore. To elaborate, some China women who lacked the means to migrate to 
Singapore for employment chose to marry native Singaporeans to cross the 
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international border; after marrying into Singaporean families, some China brides 
were not able to engage husbands’ support for living separately from in-laws or 
gain control over family finance; in the labor force, they might lack sufficient 
human capital, and failure of transferring skills and qualifications from China to 
Singapore put many China brides in disadvantaged situation; some China brides 
faced difficulty in obtaining Singapore PR, in particular, husbands’ sponsorship as 
compulsory for PR application also placed some constraints on China brides. 
While elaborating the symbolic meaning of money in family relationship 
and the circulation of money, I have found that the case of China brides was 
unique to a certain degree. First and foremost, China brides considered the 
monetary input from husbands and kin as an indicator of their being recognized, 
accepted, and loved. Moreover, China brides related gaining control over money 
with a sense of power and security within the family domain, while money 
usually went to their nuclear and affinal families rather than their own interests or 
remittance to natal families. Compared to Thai women married to Singaporean 
men, both China brides and Thai brides in Singapore demonstrated that money 
had instrumental value; however, their views of marriage differed. China brides 
aimed at monetary gains to win power and control in affinal families and 
prioritized husbands and kin’s needs regarding spending of money. Thai brides 
tended to use marriage as a means for monetary gains to provide for their natal 
families left behind in Thailand (Jongwilaiwan 2009). Compared to Filipino 
brides in Japan, the public image of China brides was money-oriented, they cared 
about monetary gains and control over money, but my research has shown that 
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love and commitment to their husbands, children and in-laws was at least equally 
important or even more significant; while Filipino brides in Japan regularly 
addressed their romantic love for their husbands, it was important to note that love 
fostered them to financially support their natal families in the Philippines (Faier 
2007).  
With regard to research method, I applied a narrative-discursive approach 
to understand China brides’ life experiences, and the analysis was based on China 
brides’ presentation of self. However, it was somewhat difficult to verify whether 
what they said was how they behaved. I tried to speak to some China brides’ 
friends, spouses, and boyfriends. But due to time constraints, I was not able to 
hear from as many individuals as possible to verify what China brides talked to 
me. If time permits, I would have gone involve in deeper and longer ethnographic 
studies to go beyond discursive study. I would mingle with my research 
participants regularly (which might enable me to do more participant observation 
and having more conversations with individuals involved in China brides’ daily 
lives) and try to be part of their everyday lives. For instance, after learning from 
China brides about their interaction with husbands, in-laws, bosses and colleagues, 
and immigration officers, I would turn to these persons to examine whether China 
brides provided valid information. Beyond explorative and discursive studies, 
conducting a broader and confirmative survey with a large and representative 
sample to confirm my findings was another way to avoid big gaps between what 
people say and what they do. Through asking well designed quantifiable questions, 
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we could either confirm or deny whether China brides’ actions were consistent 
with their discursive narratives. 
Practically, through uncovering lived experiences of China brides, we 
might identify ways in which the stereotype of China brides was misleading. For 
instance, they were misread as ‘gold diggers’ because of their orientation toward 
money. But it turned out that under some circumstances China brides were aiming 
at the benefits of a broader family including their husbands and children. In 
addition, the state might want to take a more positive rather than adversarial 
position in relationship to China brides, especially as they were contributing to 
reproducing the society and having the admirable intentions of raising and 
educating the next generation well. I propose that the Singapore government and 
its people might see these China brides as a part of Singapore society rather than 
as suspect “foreigners”; this might facilitate the state to assimilate these marriage 
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B C D E F G
Name




ShangMei 53 Beijing Beijing TV University Accountant in Beijing No
Julia 56 Beijing Beijing Medical University Physician in Beijing No
ShuYi 27 Jilin(Changchun)
Senior High School in China, preschool 
education diploma in Singapore
English teacher in 
kindergarten in Changchun No
Mengjia 30 Liaoning (Dalian) Not well educated Worked in several cities in South China Inter provincial
Elainen 28 Fujian Vocational school in China, Beauty 
consultant certificate in Singapore Beauty consultant in Fujian No
ShaoFang 37 Fujian Senior high school in China  A day laborer in Fujian No
XiaoCheng 43 Fujian Senior high school in China Not applicable (work in Singapore after graduation) No
XinHui 45 Fujian Senior high school in China, Pre-school Education certificate in Singapore
Not applicable. 
(work in Singapore after graduation ) No
HuiPing 38 Fujian College in China, Mandarin tuition 
teacher certificate in Singapore
Customs specialist in Guangdong 
(Shenzhen) Inter provincial 
XuXin 43 Fujian (NongHai rural area) Not well educated Worked in Fujian No
JiaHui 39 Fujian
 (Rural area) Illiteracy Shelling oyster in Fuajian No
GuXia 33 Hainan (Rural Area) Not well educated Not applicable (come to SG at age 19) No
HanXiao 31 Hainan (Wenchang Rural area) Not well educated
Customer Service in a car company
 in Shenzhen Inter provincial
ChuChu 30
Hainan
 (Wenchang Rural 
Area)
Not well educated worked in Hainan No
WeiYin 40 Heilongjiang (Harbin)
University in China,Mandarin tuition 
teacher certificate in Singapore
National First-Class Certified Architect, 
worked in Zhongshan Inter provincial
Huangqing 28 Hubei























B C D E F G
Name




Alice 37 Hubei (Jinzhou) College in China Office clerk in Wuhan Intra provincial
Claire 30 Guangdong
 (Huizhou) Masters degree in Singapore
Not applicable (continue studying in 
Singapore ) No
Jinchen 34 JiangXi Vocational school in China Diamond QA engineer in Xiamen Inter provincial 
YiLiang 27 Jiangxi (Nanchang Urban area) Nursing school in China Worked in Xiamen Inter provincial
Duoer 27 Yunnan
 (rural area) Senior high school Advertisement Designer in Kunming Intra provincial
XiaoJuan 41 Shanghai Senior high school in China,
 English Language school in Singapore Assistant manager in Shanghai No
XiaoQing 39 Shanghai Vocational school in China,
 English Language school in Singapore Teacher in Shanghai No
QiaoLing 25 Shanghai Economic Diploma in Singapore Not applicable (Continue to study in SG) No
YueRong 40 Jiangsu
 (Suzhou) PHD in Singapore Engineer in Guangdong Inter provincial 
Lily 41 Tianjin Senior high school in China, Cambridge business school in Singapore Worked in Tianjin No
YingChu >50 Hubei (Wuhan Urban area) Not well educated Worked in Shenzhen Inter provincial 
LanXin 33 Shanxi (Xi'an) University in China
Wenxi 29 Shanxi
 (Xi'an rural area) Nursing school in China Nurse
Niyou >30 Hubei (Xianning) Accounting degree in Singapore Audit in Wuhan Intra provincial
Shiqian 31 Guangdong
 (Zhongshan) Bachelor  degree in Singapore
Not applicable 
(continue studying in Singapore) No
Monica 35 Liaoning(Shenyang) 
Vocational school in China,
































Immigration status when 








Courtship period When get
married
ShangMei single Sep 1988
3 months social visit pass 
(visit spouse)
(spouse)





ShuYi Single 1999 Work permit 2001 In church Half a year 2002
Mengjia Single 2008 Social visit pass Mar 2008
Elainen single Sep 2004 Tourist visa Sep 2004 Her aunt in Singapore 1 year Sep 2005
ShaoFang single In 1994 Social visit pass(visit sister) 1994
Elder sister  
(a China bride) 2 years In 1996





XinHui single Aug 1986 Work permit 1986 At workplace 3 years Dec 1993
HuiPing single 2004 3 months social visit pass (visit spouse) 2003 A mutual friend Half a year Feb 2004
XuXin Single 2002 3 Month social visit pass (visit sister) 2002
Her sister 
( a China bride) Half a month 2002
JiaHui Widow In 2003 Tourist visa 2001 A relative in Singapore >1 year Feb 2003
GuXia Single 1996 Long Term Social Visit Pass (visit Aunt) early 2006
At workplace
 (colleague) in 
Singapore
half a year Late 2006
HanXiao Single Apr 21 2004 Tourist visa Oct 21 2003  a dating website half a year Apr 21 2004
ChuChu Single Mar 2005 1 Month social visit pass Feb 2004 Her aunt in Singapore1 year Mid 2005
WeiYin Divorced Dec 3 2001 Tourist visa Jul 31 1999 A friend in China (dating website)
9 months
1 month (In 
person)
May 16 2000

































Immigration status when 








courtship period When get
married
Alice Single May 23 2004 PR Feb 2003 A dating website 1 year Feb 18 2004
Claire single 2004 Student pass 2008 At workplace 1 year 2009
Jinchen Single 2001 3 Month social visit pass (visit spouse) 1995




YiLiang single 2005 Work permit 2006 Disco pub 1.5 years 2008
Duoer single Never Not applicable Late 2007 Online chat 
room
Have been dating 
for 2.5 years Not applicable
XiaoJuan single 1994 Student pass Aug 1995 At a party in Singapore 3 years Jun 1998
XiaoQing single 1995 Student pass 1996 By chance in Singapore > 1 year 1997
QiaoLing Single 2005 Student pass 2007 At workplace Have been datingfor 2.5 years Not applicable
YueRong Single 1995 Employment Pass 1996 At research lab 2 years 1998
Lily Divorced Dec 2004 Study mama visa May 2007 A friend in Sinapore Half a year Feb 28 2008
YingChu Single 1987 In Shenzhen 1987




Have been dating 
for 1 year 3 
months
Not applicable
Wenxi single Jun 27 2005 SP Jun 2005
At workplace
 (colleague) in 
Singapore
Have been dating 
for 2 years Not applicable
Niyou single Social visit pass (visit spouse)
Shiqian Single 1997 Student pass 2004 At workplace in Singapore 3 years 2007
Monica Divorced 2000 Study mama visa 2009 At a dating club



































status before this 
marriage
No. of children 
with China 
brides
ShangMei 56 University High executive Single 1
Julia Passed away 1
ShuYi 30 ITE Skilled worker Single 1
Mengjia 25 University Family business Single 1
Elainen 32 College Engineer single 0
ShaoFang 50 University Manager Single 2
XiaoCheng 47 College Engineer Single 2
XinHui 47 College Plumber Single 2
HuiPing 47 Nan yang Academy
 of Fine Arts Designer Single 0
XuXin 47 Single 2
JiaHui 49 Senior high school Renovating 
second-hand cars Divorced 1
GuXia Worked in a Herbal
 tonic company 2
HanXiao 59  Part-time project 
supervisor Divorced 1
ChuChu 40 IT Single 0
WeiYin 48 University Photo Crop Editor Single 1


































status before this 
marriage
No. of children 
with current 
husband
Alice 39 College Housing/business agent Single 2
Claire Well educated 1
Jinchen 46 Low education level Deliveryman Single 2
YiLiang 28 ITE Family business Single 1
Duoer 35 Staff in ship factory Single Not applicable
XiaoJuan 50 University Senior high school
 teacher Single 0





Insurance agent Single Not applicable
YueRong 39 PhD in Singapore Research Fellow Single 2
Lily 42 Junior high school Warehouse keeper Divorced 0
YingChu 1
LanXin 28 ACCS programme Financial executive Single Not applicable
Wenxi 27 Poly Mandarin teacher Single Not applicable
Niyou In his thirties Manager Single 0
Shiqian Staff in IT company Single 1





























status Period of receiving PR
Period of living 




Whether buy a 
house in China 
after marriage
ShangMei Married Singapore Citizen 3 months after marriage Never housewife 1,000 No
Julia Widowed Singapore Citizen Never Physician
ShuYi Married Singapore Citizen
After 4 years working in 
SG First 3 months after 
marriage Marketing executive 0 No
Mengjia Married Singapore PR Since getting married Housewife
Elainen Married Singapore PR 2 years after marriage First 2 years of marriage Beauty consultant(marketing) 5,000 No
ShaoFang Married Singapore Citizen 3 months after marriage First 4 months 
after marriage Part-time Babysitter 10,000 No
XiaoCheng Married Singapore Citizen 2 years after marriage Since 6 years ago Housewife 5,000 No
XinHui Married Singapore Citizen 4 years after working in SG 15 years after marriage Educator at a daycare centre5,000 No
HuiPing Married Singapore PR > 2 years after marriage Never Part-time Mandarin tutor 0 Yes
XuXin Married Singapore Citizen 3 years after marriage Since getting married Housewife 0 No
JiaHui Married Singapore Citizen 1 year after marriage Never Part-time dishwasher 5,000 No
GuXia Married Singapore Citizen 4 years before marriage Never Saleswoman No
HanXiao Filing for divorce Tourist Husband never support her PR application Never saw her in-laws
Not working 
(learning to be a barber) 0 No
ChuChu Married Singapore Citizen 2 months after marriage First year after marriage Saleswoman 500 No
WeiYin Married Singapore PR 2 years after marriage Never Part-time Mandarin
 teacher 0 No
Huangqing Married Singapore PR 2 years after marriage First 2 month after 
migration to Singapore housewife Yes
 





























status Period of receiving PR
Period of living 




Whether buy a 
house in China 
after marriage
Alice Married Singapore PR 3 months after marriage Since getting married Housewife 0 Not yet, plan to
Claire Married Singapore PR 1 year before marriage Never office lady 0 No
Jinchen Married Singapore Citizen 2 years after marriage Since getting married Saleswoman Barely No
YiLiang Married Singapore PR
After two and a half 
years working Since getting married Nurse 12,500 Not yet, plan to
Duoer Single Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 0 Not applicable
XiaoJuan divorced Singapore Citizen Half a year after marriage Never Admin 10,000 Yes
XiaoQing Married Singapore Citizen About 2 years after
 marriage Part-time shop assistant < 10,000 No
QiaoLing Single Work permit Have not applied for PR Not applicable Secretary 0 Not applicable
YueRong Married Singapore Citizen Half a year after marriage First 2 years after marriage Senior Research Fellow 0 No
Lily Married SP Still waiting Never Marketing manager in a beauty parlor 0 Yes
YingChu Married Singapore Citizen Landlord of a 
self-service restaurant No
LanXin Single SP Being rejected in 2009 Not applicable Nurse 0 Not applicable
Wenxi Single Singapore PR After working here for one and a half year
Just move in to live with
 boyfriend's family Nurse Often Not yet, plan to
Niyou Married Singapore PR Never Audit Not yet, plan to
Shiqian married Singapore Citizen After working here for three months Never Staff in IT company No
Monica Single WP Have not applied yet Not applicable Nail specialist Not applicable
 
